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Women are normally considered as the bases of a happy 
and prosperous life. However, the world in which women live has 
undergone many important changes. Their involvement in crime has 
shown a marked increase. The Criminal Procedure Code confers 
specific powers i.e. power for the detection of crime, collection of 
evidence, determination of the guilt or innocence of the suspected 
person, power to make arrest, search, etc on the members of the police 
force who are enrolled as police officers. In the processes of detection, 
interrogation and investigation, women offenders and the police 
personnel develop various dimensions of interactive patterns. 
Keeping this in mind, the present study has been carried 
out to investigate comparatively the impact of homogeneous (small 
town/micro level) and heterogeneous (metropolis/macro level) 
surroundings on the type and nature of crime committed by the 
women, cause of such type of female behaviour, attitude of women 
offenders towards police personnel and vice-versa. 
The present work consists of six chapters that provide 
information about the theoretical perspective on female criminality 
and role of the police, design of the work conducted, profile of the 
women offenders and behaviour of the police towards women 
offenders. A separate chapter on selected case studies provides an 
interesting account of the behaviour patterns of the women offenders. 
The last chapter, as usual, presents short summary of the findings and 
makes some important suggestions. 
The rationale of present study emerges from the present 
situation of female criminality, the researches conducted on this issue 
in the past, the changing role of the police and the changing police-
public relationship. The study differs from earlier studies as it 
attempts to compare the impact of homogeneous (small town) and 
heterogeneous (metropolitan) culture on the cause and nature of 
female criminality, role of police and the behaviour of the police 
towards women offenders. 
For the completion of this work I express my sincere 
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CHAPTER-I 
Crime is as old as the human civilization itself With the 
creation of human groupings, laws were made to control human 
behaviour. Most of them have been abiding while few have been 
violating them disturbing men's living together. As society finds such 
violations disturbing and bothersome, they attract social intervention 
or punishment. Nevertheless, crime has always disturbed the peace 
and tranquility of a society and there is no society that is completely 
free from it. 
Despite the fact that crime has been with us from the very 
beginning, there is little consensus in regard to what it means. Owing 
to the lack of consensus, a kind of mixed socio-legal definition of 
crime appears to have been adopted. 
The legal definition of crime should be examined first 
because official statistics are based on it and the system of criminal 
justice is perceived from a legal point of view. The legal definition of 
crime is that it is a behavior or an activity in violation of the legal 
code.' Paul Tappan has defined crime as "an intentional act or 
Ahmad Siddiqui, Criminology: Problems and Perspectives. Eastern Book Company, 
Lucknow, 1997, pp 1-5. 
omission (omitting legal duty) in violation of the criminal law 
committed without defence or justification and sanctioned by the state 
for punishment as a felony or a misdemeanour"."^ 
Lawmakers, while defining crime, have considered six 
essential elements of crime. These are: (i) an actor; (ii) with a guilty 
mind; (Hi) who causes harm; (iv) sufficient cause; (v) in a particular 
way or setting; and (vi) a lawmaker who has decreed that these 
circumstances expose the actor for the imposition of fine, 
imprisonment or death as a penalty. An attempt has been made to 
explain these elements. 
Conduct: The most essential element of crime is the actor 
who commits the act. The act should be actually committed or it 
should be an omission of a legal duty (as different from moral duty) 
i.e. a person cannot be punished for his/her thoughts. 
Mental Element: Most crimes involve conscious disregard 
for the legal rights of others, as and when a person intentionally 
wrongs another, that is, acts with awareness that his conduct is likely 
to have such effect. 
2. Ahuja Ram, Sociological Criminology. New Age International (P) Limited, New Delhi, 
1996, p 17. 
Consequences: Often the crime is basically the harm done, 
not in the means by which it is accomplished. 
Causation: There must be sufficient cause behind the 
commitment of crime. 
Circumstances: The circumstances often determine the 
existence of crime or its gravity. The situational requirement for crime 
to occur must be fulfilled. For example, bribery requires involvement 
of a public servant. 
Penalty: The act should be such for which the state has 
imposed penalties such as imprisonment, death, fine, etc.^ 
Crime has also been defined in social or non-legal terms. 
The social definition of crime is that it usually refers to those activities 
that bring general disapproval from members of a society. Actions are 
only deviant in relation to the norms and values of a particular society 
at a particular time in its history."* 
What is it that causes crime? Various scholars have 
attempted to build different theories to explain crime systematically. 
The two main theories are physiological and psychological. The first 
3. Encyclopedia of Crime and Justice, Vol. I, "Crime", Colien Macmilian, London, 1983, 
pp. 306-321. 
4. Ahuja Ram, Op.Cit, p. 19. 
type of theory argues that crime is caused because of some organic 
defect which they were born with. This influences their behaviour that 
may lead to deviation. The second theory argues that crime is caused 
because of psychological imbalances found in certain human beings 
due to some emotional disturbances. These imbalances influenced 
their behaviour that may not be as per expected behaviour.^ 
Cesare Lombroso proposed a Biological Theory of 
Criminality in 1876 by hypothesizing that atavistic physical feature 
characterized criminals. According to Lombroso, the physical 
characteristics of criminals resembled with that of apes: both had 
protruding jaws, receding foreheads and chins and asymmetrical facial 
features. However, subsequent empirical researches invalidated 
Lombroso's hypothesis that the atavistic features he described as 
unique to criminals were also frequently characteristics of non-
criminals. 
William Sheldon associated crime with physiological 
make-up. He classified individuals on the basis of their physique (or 
body types) into three groups: endomorphic, ectomorphic and 
mesomorphic. Individuals with the third type of physique (with strong 
5. Herman Mannheim, Comparative Criminolgy. Vol. II, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1965, pp 499-532. 
muscles and bones, heavy chest and large wrists and hands) are active, 
dynamic, assertive and aggressive. Sheldon argued that there is a 
relationship between delinquent behaviour and body-types and those 
delinquents are somewhat more mesomorphic in body structure than 
that of the non-delinquents. However, Sheldon's hypothesis has not 
been convincingly proved. 
The work of Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay provides an 
appropriate introduction to modern Sociological thinking about crime. 
They approached their subject from the point of view of the ecology. 
They obsei"ved that delinquency rates were highest in the zone 
surrounding the central business district and declined systematically 
as one moved outward to the suburbs. These ecological phenomena, 
they concluded, were natural products of urban growth. A high rate of 
population turnover prevents the formation of a stable community and 
results in 'social disorganization'.^ 
Emile Durkheim argues that crime is an inevitable and 
normal aspect of social life; it is an integral part of all healthy 
societies. Merton explained that crime is due to discrepancy between 
6. DC. Gibbons, The Criminological Enterprise: Theories and Perspective, Prentice Hall, 
1979, pp. 38-40 . 
7. E. Durkheim, The Rules of Sociological Method, S.A. Saiovary and J.H. Macller (Trans), 
The Free Press, New York, 1965, pp. 14 - 47. 
the legitimate goal that a society sets for its members and the 
legitimate means that it provides for its attaining them.^ 
The female is far behind the male in committing crime in 
all societies. The subject begins with the question as to: Why women 
who are considered traditionally plaintiff indulge in anti-social 
activities violating rules promulgated and enforced by the 
government? Criminologists, Psychologists and Sociologists are 
concerned with the causes for the violation of law by normal women 
and find out ways and means of checking the women crimes and 
resocialising and treating the women convicts both within and outside 
the prisons. 
Writings • before the 1970's preferred to characterize 
women offenders as subservient and as working under the direction 
and guidance of men. However, in the 1970's and after it, women 
offenders were seen to be participating in violent crimes. It was 
claimed that the type and nature of crimes were changing and that a 
8 R.K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, The Free Press, New York, 1968, 
pp 230. 
9. Dr. N Ashok Kumar and Dr. V. Lakshmipathy, Wommen "Criminals Reforms For 
Resocialisation" Social Defence, Vol. XXU, 85, 1986, pp. 33 ~ 34. 
new breed of female criminal are emerging who are more active, more 
aggressive and more fearless than her sisters in the past.'" 
Crime is thus committed by both the sexes and is a part of 
every society. Hence, it is the duty of the society to control this type 
of behaviour in order to enable its members to lead a stable and 
normal life. Every society has its own mechanism to meet out such 
challenges. The criminal justice system bears the explicit 
responsibility for preventing and controlling crime in society." 
The criminal justice system recognizes that the efficiency 
of the legal machinery depends basically upon the quality of the initial 
work done by the police. A criminal can be sentenced or punished 
adequately or equitably only on the basis of a fair trial, which in turn 
has to be enacted around irrefutable documentary evidences and 
witnesses. Naturally, if the police organization has officers of skill, 
talent and sincerity, much of the trial and sentencing is a confirmation 
of investigation findings of the policemen.'^ Thus, the attitude of the 
police towards offenders, their motivation for joining police services. 
10. Allison Morris, Women, Crime and Criminal Justice, Basil Blackwell Ltd, New York, 
1987, pp. 13-17. 
11. Kama! Saini, Police Investigation: Procedural Dimensions, Law and Methods, Deep 
and Deep, New Delhi, 2002, pp. 32 - 36. 
12. S. Venugopal, 'The Emerging Role of the Police', "Tlie Indian Police Journal", October -
December, 1975, pp. 29-36 . 
their educational background and the nature and type of training that 
they receive are of great relevance in maintaining peace and order in 
the society. 
Hence, in this study a humble effort has been made to 
study female criminality and the attitude of the police towards women 
offenders and vice-versa. It is expected that the findings of the study 
would contribute towards effective policy making. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
It is common for the textbooks on crime and criminology 
to have very little material relating to female criminality. In the 
absence of material about female criminality, the courses of 
criminology that are based on these textbooks also neglect this area. In 
a paper presented at the American Society of Criminology in 1983, 
Moyer opined that only 21 percent of American four-year study 
programmes on Criminology and Criminal Justice had courses that 
were concerned in any way with women and crime. The same would 
be true in India and other countries of the world. Textbooks and 
courses talk about criminality in general and do not focus specifically 
on female criminality. These textbooks refer to terms such as 'people', 
'criminals', 'defendants' and 'prisoners', etc. But these terms talk 
about criminality in general and pay no attention specifically towards 
female criminality. 
Criminology, like most academic discipline, has been 
concerned with the activities and interests of men. The reason for this 
is fairly obvious because historically it reflects the interests of its 
founding fathers and until recently it was almost completely a male 
profession.' 
Female criminality is least studied and most 
misunderstood phenpmena. A casual attention has been given to it. 
Most of the criminological theories rarely make any specific reference 
to gender specific crimes. Since texts contain little or nothing on 
female criminality thus courses also do not include them. This neglect 
has been manifested in the works of Shaw and McKay, Miller, Merton 
and many others. Shaw and McKay stressed that the area of residence 
had a strong impact on the behaviour of the individual. The criminal 
behaviour was due to the nature of the area of residence and not 
because of the nature of the individual. They however, elaborated 
their idea explicitly in male terms. Only a few pages in their book 
13 James Vadackumcherry, Criminology and Penelogy, Kairali Books International, 
Trivandrum, 1983, pp. 24 - 82. 
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have been devoted to female delinquents.'"* Miller believed that men 
become involved in delinquency in order to satisfy certain value such 
as toughness, smartness, excitement, fate, trouble and autonomy. His 
work focussed only on male delinquency and neglected female 
delinquents. Merton recognized class inequality responsible for 
deviant behaviour. He, however, discusses 'deviant behaviour' in 
general terms without specifying on female deviance.'^ 
The researcher, while reviewing literature relating to her 
study, observed this trend of neglecting female criminality in 
criminological texts. Most of the criminological texts are generic in 
nature and rarely make any specific reference to gender-specific 
criminality. Perhaps it is due to the assumption that crime is sex-
neutral. 
Although female criminality has been casually treated in 
criminological texts but it has not been neglected altogether. It was 
observed that criminological interest in women offenders can be 
traced back as far as Lombroso, and in addition, there has been a 
14 Elliot A. Mabel, Crime in Modern Society, Harper and Brothers, New York, 
1952, pp. 380-383. 
15. M.K. Singh, "Women and Crime Phenomenon", Indian Journal of Social Work. 
XLII, 3, 1981. 
16. D.J. Steffensnaeier, "Sex Differences in Patterns of Adult Crime: A Review and 
Assessment", Social Forces. 58, 4, 1980, 
recent, quite prominent revival of interest directed at women law-
breakers. 
The first scientist to enquire into female criminality was 
the Belgian mathematician and astronomer Adolphe Quetelet (1796-
1874) who argued that the physical strength of women was half that of 
men and that female violent criminality was consequently about half 
that of male violent criminality. Although Quetelet made the initial 
scientific observation, most criminologists would probably date the 
beginning of the "scientific" study of female crime to 1900 with 
Lombroso's work. He viewed female deviance as rooted in the 
biological make upT^e studied the physiological characteristics and 
followed a school of thought that involved taking cranial 
measurements and related it with criminality. For instance, Lombroso 
found that receding foreheads were more prevalent among prostitutes 
than in other criminals and normal women. Female criminals were 
observed by him to be more terrible than the male criminals because 
152 
her cruelty was much more sophisticated. Most of Lombroso's 
17. Encyclopedia of Crime and Justice. Vol. IV, "Women and Crime", Colien Macmillan, 
London, 1983, p. 1665. 
18. Walter, C Reckless, The Crime Problem, Meridith Published Company, New York, 
1967, pp. 148-150. 
conclusions have been rejected today. Even in the present survey none 
of the respondents possess atavistic characteristic as mentioned by 
Lombroso. In continuation with Lombroso's view Cowie and Eliot 
Slater observed that chromosomal abnormality are to some extent 
responsible for a woman's delinquent behaviour. Like Lombroso, 
these two spent time measuring heights, weights and comparing other 
biological features of female delinquents with other girls. The authors' 
conclusion was similar to that of Lombroso, that female delinquents 
are physiologically different from the normal females.^' 
After Lombroso, a number of new theories emerged which 
explained the role of female physiological traits in the creation of a 
specific type of psychology that led to female deviance. 
Freud was the first to discuss this aspect of female 
deviance. He maintains that law breaking in females is an evidence of 
masculinity complex that some women are unable to internalise. They 
grew up envious and thirsting for revenge and these feelings were 
some times channeled into feminist movements or intellectual 
pursuits. But more often, because they lacked education or 
professional training or because their family depended on them for 
19. Cowie and Eliot Slater, Delinquency in Girls. Hineman, London, 1968. 
economic support, women's resentments were manifested in more anti 
social forms of rebellion and aggression.^ ** 
Konopka made a psychological study of a large number of 
girls' delinquents. He argues that girls are driven to delinquency by an 
emotional problem, loneliness and dependency. Besides emotion, he 
also stressed on many other factors. He states that "thwarted 
ambition" has a strong impact on the way girls behave but for the girl, 
unlike the boy, it is not related to economy. For girls, it is directly 
related to being a woman. Thus Konopka, like Lombroso and Freud, 
ignored the economic and social factors and emphasized on the 
physiological and psychological nature of women.^' 
Otto PoUak suggested that pregnancy and menopausal 
phase are accompanied by emotional changes of moods that point in 
the direction of female criminality. 
Edith De Rham viewed that shoplifting among women, 
particularly among those who can afford to purchase, is sexually 
motivated and can be minimized by psychiatric treatment. 
20. Dorie Klein, "The Etiology of Female Crime", Issue in Criminology. Fall, 1973. 
21. Geisia Konopka, The Adolescent Girl in Conflict. Princeton Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1966, pp.41. 
22. Otto Pollak, The Criminality of Women. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1950. 
23. Edith De Rham. How Could She Do That? A Study of the Female Criminal, Clarkson 
N. Potter, New York, 1969. 
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These theories did not relate female law breaking directly 
to female physiology. Rather they argued that female physiology in 
some of the females led to the development of a psychology that is 
conducive to deviance. They ignored social, economic and other 
factors and attributed female criminality as an individual 
phenomenon. 
Till 1950 efforts of the criminologists concentrated in 
tracing the etiology of female criminality. They however, paid no 
attention to the extent and nature of women's involvement in criminal 
behaviour. 
Pollak pioneered to tread in this area of female 
criminality. He claimed that women's participation in crime was no 
less than men's although women were less likely to be apprehended. 
Their traditional social roles gave them a mask behind which they 
could commit the most dangerous acts. He asserted that the lower 
rates of detected crime among females are not due to lesser 
participation in lawbreaking on their part; instead the type of crimes 
they commit are less likely to be detected and reported to the 
authorities. Moreover, when crimes of women are reported, the 
offenders have a better chance than men of avoiding arrest or 
15 
conviction because of lenient double standard that is applied to them. 
Pollak maintained that women are able to engage in widespread 
"hidden" crime frequently involving murder of spouses by means of 
poisoning, assaults, offences against children, and abortions, because 
of their greater skill at deceit and cunning behavior acquired through 
sexual socialization. 
Edith De' Rham agreed with Pollak on the ground that 
women possess an inordinate talent for concealment and deception. 
However, she has contended this notion with the subordinate role of 
women in society. She claimed that women tend to use deceit to 
compensate for their powerless and inferior position. 
Like Pollak, Simon also focused on the nature of female 
criminality. He contended that the nature of female criminality has 
undergone changes. His statistical analysis of the female crime rate 
indicates that between 1960 and 1974 there has been an increase in the 
rate of crime among women and involvement of women in crimes, 
which were predominantly "male crimes" in the past. Women were no 
longer confined to passive crimes such as shoplifting, forgery and 
prostitution. Now their participation in 'male crimes' such as robbery. 
24. Otto Pollak, op.cit., Philadelphia, 1950. 
25. Edith De Rham, op.cit.. New York, 1969. 
burglary, larceny, weapon offences and common assaults was evident. 
Simon has attributed this change in the nature of female criminality to 
women's movement towards sexual equality. 
In following the footsteps of Simon, Adler also discussed 
the changing nature of female criminality. She agreed with Simon that 
women are moving out of traditional crimes and are moving into 
crimes of violence. Their participation in these crimes has exceeded 
much more than that of men's in recent years. Replacement of 
organized prostitution by call-girl activities is an example of changing 
nature of female deviance. 
Simon and Adler contend that as these trends in female 
criminality will increase, the nature of female crime and rate of crime 
among women will come almost equal to that of men. 
Recent research on the criminality of women suggests that 
there is a relationship between crime and environmental factors such 
as economic opportunity or attitude towards women. Susan Marcus, 
Mendoza, Elizabeth Sargent and Yu Chang Ho conducted a study to 
examine the relation between the criminality of women and the 
experience of emotional, physical and sexual abuse. Survey covered 
26. Rita James Simon, Women and Crime. D.C. Heatii and Co., Lexington, Mass, 1975. 
27. Freda, M. Adler, Sisters in Crime. McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, ] 975. 
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557 female inmates at two correctional centres. Eighty percent of the 
subjects cited abuse as contributing to their legal difficulties. This 
suggests that abuse may indeed be an environmental cause of female 
criminality. Besides abuse, inmates also emphasised many problems 
as reason for their ongoing legal problems. This suggests that 
economic marginalization may also be a factor for such category of 
women. The study suggests that this factor of female deviance should 
be studied further. 
Joycelyn Pollock provided a multifactor approach to 
female criminality. She concludes that deviance among women is a 
complex phenomenon influenced by the interaction of developmental, 
psychological, social, environmental, economic, biological and even 
evolutionary factors. She argues that policy makers should emphasize 
on maintaining social and economic stability and restorative justice in 
order to benefit female deviants. Further, she suggests drawing of 
attention towards socialization of boys and girls in order to bring 
28. Susan Marcus, Elizabeth Sargent, Yu Chang Ho, 'Changing Perception of the Etiology of 
Crime: The Relationship between Abuse and Female Crime', The Project for Recidivism 
Research and Female Inmate Training; PRRFIT, University of Norman, 2000. 
about moral development and effective correctional methods 
1 29 
respectively. 
With an increase in the rate of female criminality there has 
also been increase in the number of female detainees. Their existence 
in the prison is stressful. The stresses behind the bars include 
separation from their family members, loss of social status, 
uncertainty of outcome of the trial, fear of punishment and financial 
upsets. The hard life in the prison further aggravates the situation. The 
undertrials quality of life and subjective well-being are seriously 
affected by the conditions in prison. Taking all this into account, 
studies have been conducted to highlight the condition of women in 
prison. Epperlein holds prison's "totalitarian" structure reinforces 
feelings of isolation, fear and increasing habits of self-destruction 
among women. Most of these women are mothers and experiencing 
the agony of separation from their children. Once inside the prison, 
these women are almost forgotten by their family and relatives. 
Epperlein noticed that in the male prison, women are regular visitors 
who often bring their children along with them. Whereas, the visiting 
29. Joycelyn Pollock, Criminal Women. State University Press, New York, 1999. 
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rooms in women prisons are usually deserted. Children do not see 
their mothers because nobody is willing to bring them. 
Andi Rierden wrote on the day-to-day struggles and 
concerns of inmates at the Connecticut Correctional Institution in 
Niantic. Rierden explores how the women at Niantic have come to 
terms with their imprisonment, adapt themselves to the realities of 
incarceration and cope with the absence of children and loved ones. 
These stories point out that the ideal of rehabilitation has been largely 
abandoned and replaced by a belief in punishment and retribution. 
Professor Barbara Owen^^ and Kathryn Watterson '^^  
expose the ineffectiveness of imprisonment in lowering the rate of 
female criminality. Professor Owen believes that women prisons have 
only contributed towards increasing employment for prison guards 
and have done little towards reducing the female criminality. 
Amulya Khurana aimed at investigating the impact of 
Vipassana Meditation on criminal propensity of women inmates of 
Tihar Jail, New Delhi. Results reveal that the Criminal Propensity 
30. Christine Schoefer, "Women beiiind bars", Journal of Positive Futures. 2000. 
31. Andi Rierden, Tiie Farm: Life Inside a Women's Prison. University of Massachusetts 
Press, New York, 1992. 
32. Barbara Owen, In the Mix: Struggle and Survival in a Women's Prison. State 
University Press, New York, 1998. 
33. Kathryn Watterson, Women in Prison, Therapeutic Resource Company, 1997. 
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score of women inmates decreased significantly after they had 
undergone Vipassana Meditation course. It was also found that there 
was a significant difference between Vipassana Meditation group and 
Non-Vipassana Meditation group, in their mean scores on Criminal 
Propensity. This implies that Vipassana Meditation had a significant 
impact on Criminal Propensity of women inmates of Tihar Jail, 
thereby decreasing their tendency to commit crime. 
Among the few notable studies done by Indian researchers 
on female criminality, majority of them have sociological orientation. 
Like Kingsley Davis, some of them have concentrated 
specifically only on one type of female deviance, namely, prostitution. 
Davis argued that prostitution arises in circumstances where demands 
for sexual novelty cannot be supplied within the framework of 
marriage.^^ Similarly, Punekar and Kamala Rao studied prostitutes in 
Mumbai and agreed that the Devadasis System conspicuously 
augments the problem of prostitution.^^ 
34. Dr. Amiilya Khurana and Prof. P.L. Dhar, "Effect of Vipassana Meditation on quality of 
life, Subjective well-being and criminal Propensity among inmates of Tihar Jail", (Report 
submitted to Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi). 
35. Encyclopedia of Crime and Justice, Vol. IV, Op.Cit. p. 1983. 
36. S.D. Punekar and Rao Kamala; Study of Prostitutes in Bombay. Lalvain Publishing 
House, Bombay, 1962. 
21 
Kapur's work on call-girls of India indicated that the call-
girls are the victim of unhappy childhood and disturbing family and 
social environment. 
Ram Ahuja, on the basis of his study conducted in 
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Punjab, analysed the nature and 
causes of female criminality. He developed the "Social Bond Theory" 
whereby he advocated that family maladjustment is an important 
T O 
cause of female deviance. He carried out a separate study only on 
the female murderers^^ and provided a concluding remark similar to 
his earlier study that it is family maladjustment, specifically in the 
family of procreation that is driving them towards deviance. 
Neera K. Sohony studied prisoners in Pune and confirmed 
the findings of R. Ahuja on female crime. On the other hand, Anju 
Bajpai and P.K. Bajpai provided a sociological explanation of female 
criminality. 
Rita Sarin's work revealed that women implicated for 
murder committed such heinous crime under unique circumstances 
37. Promila Kapur, The Life and World of Call-Girls in India: A Socio-Psychological 
Study of Aristocratic Prostitutes, Vikas Publications, Delhi, 1978. 
38. Ram Ahuja, Female Offenders in India, Meenakshi Prakashan, Meerut, 1969. 
39 Ram Ahuja, "Female Murderers in India", Indian Journal of Social Worl<. October 1970 
40 Ram Ahuja, Sociological Criminology. New Age Internationals, New Delhi, 1996, p. 113 
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within the family and sometimes they took the responsibility of 
murder to save either their husband or father from going to jail. 
S.K. Ghosh, R.K. Sharma, Eswar Shariff, Sekar, Sanyal 
and Agarwal studied female deviance from a psychogenic 
viewpoint. 
Since majority of the respondents at the micro and macro 
levels are implicated for dowry deaths, some literature on this 
problem that is unique to Indian society has also been reviewed. 
Krishna Gupta while explaining the ineffectiveness of Dowry 
Prohibition Act of 1961 pointed out that the law could empower 
women only when preceded and followed by public opinion.'*'* 
Mala Sen examines law related to dowry and points out 
that the role of women is constantly being redefined. ' 
Modern times have witnessed the birth and development 
of the concept of a Welfare State. The Indian constitution has 
committed Indian democracy to the pursuit of this ideal. Change is 
necessary and inevitable in the ideology that inspires functioning of 
42. Rita Sarin, "Women Prisoners of Tihar Jail - A Sociological Study of Women Criminals", 
M. Phil Dissertation, Punjab University, Chandigarh, 1979. 
43. Ram Ahuja, Op.Cit, 1996, p. 114. 
44. Krishna Gupta, Women, Law and Public Opinion. Rawat, Delhi, 2001. 
45. Mala Sen. Death by Fire: Sati, Dowry Death and Female Infanticide in Modern India, 
Penguin, New Delhi, 2001. 
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the police and the methods that they adopt for the prevention and 
investigation of crimes. Crime in the modern context is treated from a 
social and sociological point of view and the object of criminal 
jurisprudence is not so much punitive or retributive as reformative. 
Therefore, the police must not treat a criminal as an 
enemy of the society but must consider him compassionately as a 
person who suffers from a kind of psychological ailment. Sometimes 
crimes are the result of a disturbed mind. A study and appreciation of 
the psychological background of the criminal has relevance in dealing 
with the problem of preventing and investigating crimes. Both the 
society and the police force in India must adjust themselves to the 
requirements of the present situation and should make an earnest 
endeavour to establish a sense of harmony and co-operation between 
each other. 
Unfortunately, such a harmony and co-operation has not 
been achieved in India. The police-criminal relationship has been one 
of distrust and prejudice. 
Several studies have pointed out the nature of police-
criminal relationship'. Reckless C. Walter examined the behavior of 
the police towards the community and found that the members of the 
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lower class in any society are more defenseless and have fewer 
resources and less influence than the members of the middle and 
upper classes. Other things being equal, the police are more likely to 
suspect a lower-class person rather than an upper-class person. They 
would arrest a lower-class person on suspicion more readily than a 
middle or upper class person. They are more active in areas where 
lower-class persons reside. 
Singh Yogund in his study on criminal justice and the 
police pointed out that the police in India are either indifferent or cruel 
towards the members of the community. They fail to co-operate with 
the people in general and with the weaker sections in particular.'*^ 
A Rajasthan police study team in their study came across 
the finding that the police harassment is enormous on the criminals. 
According to their finding corruption is rampant at the lower levels 
and nobody listens at higher levels. During the course of investigation, 
police behaviour is generally crude and use of third-degree methods 
against suspects is the common experience. The police rarely care to 
put its best in solving a criminal case where the poor are involved.^^ 
46. W.C. Reckless, Op.Cit., 1967, p - 110. 
47. V.K. Mohan, Crime, Community and Police, Gian Publishing House, Delhi, 1987, p - 19 
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P.D. Sharma in his study arrived at the finding that the 
lag between aspirations of people and their expectations of police 
performance is so wide that it is rather difficult even for the best 
friends of police to envisage a citizen police philosophy for Indian 
society in any foreseeable future. While discussing the importance and 
the need for improving professional standard of the police, Sharma 
pointed out that sophisticated qualified person in the civil poHce, 
especially in the lower ranks are lacking. This indirectly points out 
that there is a qualitative deficiency of police equipment. Sharma also 
found that as a crime prevention agency the usual charges leveled by 
the community against the police are: 
1. The police is inefficient, inadequate and ill-trained for 
the jobs entrusted to it by the community; 
2. it employs third degree methods and is barbarous in its 
professional behaviour with the citizens; 
3. it is corrupt and shares the booty with the criminal whom 
it seeks to detect and arrest. 
49. P.D. Sharma, Police, Polity and People in India. Uppal Publishing House, New Delhi, 
1981, pp-63-273. 
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Venugopal found that the distrust of the police is so 
heavily ingrained in the general public that the first inclination of the 
normal citizen is to keep away from the policeman as far as possible. 
The impression even in educated and enlightened circles is that the 
police are unscrupulous, ignorant, uncultured and corrupt and tyrants 
who prosecute the innocent and have little respect for individual 
liberty.^" 
Rammohan in his study has concluded that in India people 
view the police as an.old enemy rather than a new friend. 
The book, The Police, The People and Criminal Justice, 
highlights public opinion on administration of Criminal Justice in 
India. People see miscarriage of justice and notice a lot of differences 
in the enforcement of the laws in principles and the laws in practice. 
As a result people are dissatisfied on many counts. The public watches 
everything that the police, the prosecutor, the judge and the criminals 
do before and during the trial of criminal cases. They form opinions 
and express them about arrest, detention, interview, interrogation, 
50. Venugopal Rao, Facets of Crime in India. Allied Publishers, Bombay, 1963, p - 183. 
51. P.S. Rammohan, 'image of the Police in a Changing Society', Indian Police Journal, 
October, 1973. 
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third-degree methods and many others but although India is a 
democratic country, the voice of the public is hardly heard.^ ^ 
Such a police-public relationship has attracted the 
attention of several scholars. Many of them have attempted to probe 
into the phenomena and have highlighted the factors responsible for 
such a relationship. 
Firstly, it is the interference of the politicians in the 
independent working of the police force that has crippled it. S.K. 
Ghosh found in his work that efficiency and high morale of the police 
couldn't be achieved in reality because the danger is from the side of 
the politicians who either for the party interest or from ignorance or 
malice might pressurize them and make them corrupt. Ghosh has also 
revealed that the responses shown by different levels of police 
officialdom to these problems are varied and vivid. The senior police 
officers are, by and large, unwilling to deal swiftly and effectively 
with the wrongdoers within the force. So long as this remains the case 
not only will the public have no confidence in the police but 
52 James Vadackumchery, The Police, The People and Criminal Justice, Kalpaz, Delhi, 
1997 
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policemen will also be encouraged to misbehave with citizens and 
harass them in various ways. 
Vadackumchery's book exposes the fact that the 
politicians, the affluent and the criminal of underworld extend their 
support to the police. It is this patronage that leads to the abuse of 
power and misuse of authority by the police.' 
Raghavan's book is a comparative study of the policing 
systems, practices and problems in India and the US. The two 
narratives run on parallel lines. Raghavan hopes that his study would 
provoke Indian policy makers in considering how to make the Indian 
police "more effective and acceptable to the community". Raghavan 
argues in the last chapter "despite the marked cultural differences that 
characterize the milieu in which they operate, the American and 
Indian police forces face problems which are identical". He notes 
similarities: both face exacting demands from the public and the 
media; both have a "dominant minority" problem (the Muslims in 
India, the blacks in the USA) forcing them to be extremely 
circumspect; both face the problem of police violence and police 
corruption; both feel the need to involve the community in policing 
53 S.K. Ghosh. Police in Ferment. Light and Life Publishers, New Delhi, 1981, pp-41-127. 
54. James Vadackumchery, Indian Police and Nexus Crimes. Kalpaz, Delhi, 2002. 
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activities. And, the overall compulsion to keep crime under control is 
also similar. In contrast, Raghavan notes only one difference between 
the two policing scenarios - the problem "external interference in 
police work" exists in India whereas it is absent in the USA.'**^  
In his study of police service, Venugopal Rao found that 
the police system in India has remained static in a rapidly changing 
society because the politician needed and used it for their narrow 
political ends and was not prepared to pay the price for an enlightened 
56 
service. 
Secondly, the nature of training and the type of work the 
police are engaged in is to a very great extent responsible for their 
inhuman and immoral behaviour. With regard to the Indian police, 
Bayley in his work discusses on police and political developments in 
India that the work of the police is arduous, often directly and 
unpleasant and sometimes dangerous. "Indian police are always 
subject to call ... Nightwork is a standard feature of their life ... They 
are not paid for overtime work. They often work on holidays and 
55. R.K. Raghavan, Policing a Democracy: A Comparative Study of India and the US, 
Manohar, New Delhi, 1999. 
56. Vnugopal Rao, 'Crime, Society and the Pohce', The Indian Police Journal, April-June, 
1977. 
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during festivals ... They are expected to risk their lives ... And finally 
the responsibility thrust upon them is enormous".^^ 
Reddy and Sheshadri (1972) in their study on training 
police officers in developing society observed that the outdoor 
training of the junior functionaries certainly prepares them for arduous 
jobs of a hazardous manner. But it runs the risk of brutalizing their 
instincts for finer things in life and society. 
Upendra Varma from his study on S.H.O. and the Indian 
police showed that police stations in urban areas were so much 
overworked with all sorts of quasi-police duties that they could not 
devote any special or even reasonable attention to offences committed 
against the members of weaker sections. Even if they wanted to do, it 
was on a very low priority." 
The conclusion of Sharma's book on police and 
community is quite interesting because the major problem with the 
police personnel, according to him, is the professional frustrations and 
the weak morality that create more serious psychological void in the 
57. David H. Bayley, The Police and Political Development in India, Princeton University 
Press, New Jersey, 1969, p - 305. 
58. S.K. Chakrabarty, 'Social Acceptability of the police', The Indian Police Journal, 
July-September, 1979.' 
59. Upendra Varma, 'S.H.O. and the Indian Police', Indian Police Journal. January-March, 
1976. 
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lives of these police personnel who are always in the midst of crime 
and criminals. 
Morally insane and legally sane: this is a cliche in police 
subculture. Don't worry about the morality of your act, but be 
cautious about the legality of your action-this is the advice given to 
younger generations by the elders in police. They consider morality as 
something not applicable to police work or as something that does not 
have anything to do with police job. Vadackumchery thinks that any 
law without a morality is a jungle law and the policemen cannot 
enforce jungle law in a democracy. Human conscience is a mental 
energy that generates restlessness, discomfort, and compulsive 
behaviour in people when they commit moral wrongs and if that is so; 
it cannot be otherwise in people who put on police uniform. All 
people have negativity in abundance and immorality is negativity. The 
negativity in police has resulted in custodial violence, torture, death, 
suicide, rape, coercion and what not in police subculture? The author 
says that the police do not require any encouragement to become 
60. P.D, Sharma, 'Perspectives of Police'. Indian Journal of Public Administration. 
October-December, 1973. 
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immoral, but they need enlightenment to become moral in police 
works. 
Police training is archaic in content and methods. The 
emphasis is still more on muscle than on the mind. Human rights, if at 
all, form an insignificant module in the training programme and there 
is hardly any emphasis on human rights in the training of constables, 
who form 85 percent of the force. A subculture inimical to democratic 
policing pervades the organization and is perpetrated due to 
indifference or connivance of seniors. 
A. Kumar observed in his work that the average 
policeman not only experiences a void in his existence but also finds 
his work least rewarding. He found that the police have more or less 
lost faith in them. They have not been able to develop any pride in 
their work and profession. Most policemen were found to suffer from 
a sense of frustration. They develop an indifference to their work that 
is reflected in the' stagnation results in every sphere, of their 
development, professional as well as ethical.^^ 
61. James Vadackumchery, Police Morality. Kalpaz, Delhi, 2001. 
62. Dr. P.J. Alexander, 'Policing India in the New Millennium'. Allied Publishers, 2002. 
63. Akshey Kumar, 'The Police in the Society', The Indian Police Journal. January-March, 
1983. 
Sen's book highlights the fact that working as a police 
officer is not easy and smooth if one is committed to the cause of 
human rights. For such an officer survival in the police service 
becomes difficult and he is under constant pressure to alter his ways 
of action and thought. The book portrays the changes in style and 
texture of policing in India that occurred during the four decades of 
the last century and narrates the difficulties that a police officer has to 
face if he is committed to the cause of human rights. 
Subramaniam also found out in his study on police 
organizations that a lack of positive vista and obsession with negative 
policing has deepened dilemma of policing as a profession.^^ 
Several authors have arrived at the finding that the lag 
between aspirations of people regarding police performance and the 
actual performance of the police is very wide. It is thus, difficult to 
develop a relation of mutual co-operation between the Indian police 
and the public in near future. 
Taking this into account scholars have suggested remedial 
measures. P.D. Sharma suggested that professional standard of the 
64. Sankar Sen, Tryst With Law Enforcement and Human Rights: Four Decades in Indian 
Police, APH Publication, 2002. 
65. P.S. Subramaniam, 'General Election and the Role of Police', Indian Police Journal, 
January, 1964. 
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Indian police can be improved by participation of the sophisticated 
qualified person in the civil police, especially in the lower ranks.^^ 
Singh is of the opinion that police get blamed, whenever 
anything goes wrong in the country. They are the most misunderstood 
organizations under the Government. The reason for this 
misunderstanding is the failure of the common man to distinguish 
between prosecution and judiciary. They believe the police force to be 
all-powerful and perfect. The entire responsibility of the nation, public 
and society rests on their shoulders. This image needs to be altered. 
The public should be made to realize that the police has limited 
powers, duties and resources within which it is supposed to function. 
Besides police, there are other organizations also, entrusted with 
similar or greater responsibility than the police. Their fair, honest and 
humanly discharge of duties is very essential for rectifying the lapses 
of the police performance. 
Much attention should be given to the concept of 
'Psychological First Aid' according to which the victim should be 
treated as a human being and not merely as a possible source of 
evidence. The police should try and understand the emotions of the 
66. Ibid. 
67. Joginder Singh, Inside Indian Police. Cyan Publication, New Delhi, 2002. 
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victim, extend emotional support and co-operate in all possible 
manner to help them regain their lost confidence. This humanly 
response of the police would go a long way in improving the police 
public relationship. In addition, police assistance services should also 
include those citizens who are not victims but because of many 
reasons are more likely to be victimized. The police should educate 
vulnerable groups regarding crime prevention and self-protection 
against victimization.**^ 
In India there are police officers who engage in communal 
crimes. This has led to institutionalization of communalism. Collin 
suggests that there is an urgent need in India to confront the issue of 
institutionalized communalism. The author suggests that the 
government should set up departmental inquiries against such officers. 
The task should not be left to the delinquent's superior officer, but 
establish special and autonomous disciplinary boards with senior 
police and non-police personnel. The proceedings of such boards 
should be open to the public.^^ 
68 Mohammad Farajiha Ghazvini, Police Protection to Victims of Crime, Deep and Deep, 
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Leadership within the police organization should be 
reformed because the nature of teamwork depends upon the nature 
and type of training imparted by the leaders. Human rights, if at all, 
form an insignificant part in the training programme and there is 
hardly any emphasis on human rights in the training of constables, 
who form 85 percent of the force. A subculture hostile to democratic 
policing pervades the organization and is perpetrated due to 
indifference and connivance of seniors. If the leadership itself is 
doubtful about the importance of human rights in policing and if they 
disregard its importance in the training of subordinate officers, it is 
pointless to expect change in the behaviour of ordinary sub-inspectors 
and constables. Another reform that can be brought about by the 
police themselves is with respect to the adoption of fair, quick and 
responsible methods of redress for complaints against the police. The 
system has to be institutionalized and integrated with police roles and 
responsibilities. No government can plead paucity of funds for its 
inability to protect the life and property of its citizens. Therefore, the 
reason for governmental neglect of police reforms is not lack of funds 
but its desire to misuse the force for narrow partisan ends. This is the 
character of every government irrespective of whichever party is in 
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power. People have begun to comprehend the misuse of the police by 
the politicians to perpetuate sectarian interests and conceal their 
illegal actions. There is decreasing reliance on the state police and 
increasing dependence on private police, private detective agencies 
and protection from Mafia gangs or self-help. "Senas" (private 
armies) are being trained and armed to defend particular interests, 
legitimate or otherwise, and the state is a silent spectator in the rise of 
such power centers attempting to control the lives of people in 
different areas. The rule of law is being undermined and people's faith 
in the police has been eroded. All that one can say is that people have 
to be vigilant and demand lesser interference from their governments 
in the day to day functioning of the police and greater accountability 
on decisions concerning the police and the law and order situation in 
the states. According to an old adage, every society gets the police it 
deserves. After all, policemen come from the same society and reflect 
the attitudes and behaviour that are found in society. How respectful is 
the average citizen with regard to human rights of fellow citizens? In a 
society where doctors cheat their patients, lawyers exploit their 
clients, teachers indulge in politics instead of teaching and even the 
clergy is corrupt, one cannot expect any better from policemen. The 
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evidence they collect is doubted and their status is worse than that of 
other comparable positions in government. All sections of society, 
particularly the media, can help to improve the status and efficiency of 
the police force. They can attempt not to disparage the police without 
justification. If they co-operate in law enforcement, there is bound to 
be a welcome response from the other side that eventually will result 
in greater social defence and better law and order situation. People 
and police ought not to maintain an adversarial relationship as it 
harms both of them. There are black sheep in every organization. To 
isolate and cultivate the talented is the challenge that has to be faced 
by the community, the media and the NGOs. Such a partnership 
guarantees human rights protection, the security of life and property 
and a credible system of criminal justice in the country. 
Crime against women and by them over the last three 
decades has increased alarmingly. In such a situation where policing 
is mainly by men, women have been discriminated against and often 
suffer ignominies. Policemen are often accused of wrongly detaining, 
harassing and assaulting public men especially women and rightly so. 
At the same time, men are helpless spectators when women go on a 
70. Dr. P.J. Alexander, 'Policing India in the New Millennium', Allied Publishers, 
New Delhi, 2002. 
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law-breaking spree. The crime against women and by them has to be 
dealt with firmly. Who can understand them best but women 
themselves? If we sincerely wish to ensure that women should not be 
victims of rape, women should not be interrogated mercilessly by 
policemen, pregnant and ill women should not spend a night in the 
lock-ups under the care of male police alone then we should shed 
male police chauvinism and provide women with enough incentives to 
join the force so that they can serve society, especially members of 
their own sex better. Policing by women is not an alien concept for us. 
Women have performed creditably with dynamism and spirit in all 
areas of public life. It is only when women will get adequate 
representation in the force then they will be able to contribute 
positively. 
An examination of the available literature reveals that the 
world of crime is a man's world. Less importance has been given to 
the subject of women and crime. There is a paucity of theoretical or 
research materials in criminology that deal specifically with female 
criminality. This lack of interest reveals firstly that crime is 
71. Y.N. Saxena, 'Policing by Women'. The Indian Police Journal. January-March. 1983. 
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predominantly a male phenomenon and secondly, a lack of interest in 
the activities of women. 
Traditionally, women have been defined as the preservers 
of social order and bearers of morality and decency. However, the 
world in which women live has undergone tremendous changes. Their 
involvement in crime has shown a marked increase. This trend is 
stimulating research on female criminality. Most of the studies focus 
on the dynamics of female criminality and do not move beyond 
corroborating the facts that are already well known. 
The present work while broadly following the traditional 
line of inquiry has two refreshing features, which separates it from the 
rest and makes it an important contribution. Firstly, it attempts to 
investigate comparatively the impact of homogeneous (micro level) 
and heterogeneous (macro level) surrounding on the factors and 
nature of female criminality. Secondly, to compare the nature of police 
behaviour towards women offenders in homogeneous (micro level) 
and heterogeneous (macro level) surrounding. 
From these, some very significant inferences have been 
drawn which can be further explored and tested. 

CHAPTER-II 
Crime may be defined as any conduct that runs counter to 
the accepted norms of a society. It is to be traced to an unconscious 
conflict impulse over which the individual has no control or crime is 
to be attributed to the individual's social environment, which produces 
goal, attitudes and values that lead to illegal behaviour. Women 
criminals form a special group of criminals whose population in the 
prison is increasing year by year. Even a few years back, reports on 
women committing offences were rarely heard. It may be due to many 
reasons such as the disinclination of the victim or the family members 
of the accused to disclose the offence, the hesitation on the part of the 
press to publicize it and the leniency of the police and the court to 
apprehend the female accused. Today, there is a spate of women 
offenders and this change may primarily be due to the roles that they 
are playing in the society at present. The Criminal Procedure Code 
provides the machinery for the detection of crime, apprehension of 
72. Shubhra Ghosh, Female Criminals in India. Uppal Publishing House, New Delhi, 1986, 
p. 40. 
73, Ibid, pp. 40-41. 
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suspected criminals, collection of evidence, determination of the guilt 
or innocence of the suspected person and the imposition of suitable 
punishment on the guilty person. It also controls and regulates the 
working of the machinery set up for the investigation and trial of 
offences. The Criminal Procedure Code confers specific powers, i.e. 
powers to make arrest, search, etc on the members of the police force 
who are enrolled as police personnel. Wider powers have been given 
to police officers who are in-charge of police stations. '^* 
The police personnel exercise similar powers in the case 
of women offenders as well. In the process of detection, interrogation 
and investigation, the offender and the police personnel develop 
various dimensions of interactive pattern. It enables them to enter into 
a new process of relationship whereby the two understand and form 
opinion about each other. 
Several studies have been conducted in India and abroad 
in recent years on women criminals. However, few studies of the 
socio-psychological type have been carried out on women criminals 
and police personnel. Keeping this in mind, the present study has been 
carried out to investigate comparatively the impact of homogeneous 
74, R.V. Kelkar's Criminal Procedure, Eastern Book Company, Lucknow, 1977, p. 16. 
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surrounding (small town / micro level) and heterogeneous surrounding 
(metropolis/macro level) on the type and nature of crime committed 
by the women, cause of such type of female behavior, attitude of 
women offenders towards police personnel and vice versa. 
HYPOTHESIS: 
1. The factors leading to female criminality in a small place 
having homogeneous surrounding will be different to those 
leading to female criminality in a heterogeneous 
surrounding. 
2. The economic level, educational level and the role of 
family will affect the nature of crime committed by women. 
3. Similar is the situation with the police personnel. Their 
motivation for joining police service, educational level, 
economic position, the training that they receive and job 
satisfaction will be different from the police personnel 
working in small town from those employed in a 
metropolitan city. 
4. Since police personnel belonging to micro and macro levels 
have different background; they differ in the treatment of 
offenders in general and women offenders in particular. 
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OBIECTIWES: 
1. To assess and compare the type and nature of crime 
committed by the women living in a homogeneous 
surrounding (small town/micro level) with those living in a 
heterogeneous surrounding (metropolis/macro level) and to 
assess the impact of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
surrounding on the nature of female criminality. 
2. To assess the economic background of the women 
offenders at the micro and macro levels. 
3. To evaluate the role of family of orientation in creating 
such conditions in the mind of females to revolt against the 
established norms and values of society. 
4. To analyse the role of husband's family in regard to female 
criminality. 
5. To study the attitudes of women offenders towards criminal 
justice system, jail authorities and the police personnel. 
6. To assess- and compare the economic and educational 
background of the police personnel of a small town/micro 
level with those of a metropolitan city/macro level. 
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7. To study the nature of police behaviour towards women 
offenders in a small town/micro level and in a metropolitan 
city/macro level. 
For the above-mentioned purposes, the investigation is 
carried out at two levels i.e. micro and macro levels. At the micro 
level, women inmates of Aligarh Jail are investigated. Aligarh has 
been selected as a micro area because of its smaller size, 
homogeneous population and homogeneous socio-economic and 
cultural background. Similarly, for the macro area New Delhi has been 
selected because of its large and heterogeneous population, higher 
density, and heterogeneous socio-economic and cultural background. 
For the same purpose police personnel from different police stations 
of New Delhi and Aligarh district are investigated. 
WEAKING OF THE CONCEPTS USED: 
Deviant or Criminal Behaviour: For the purpose of this study, 
the term 'deviant' or 'criminal behaviour' may mean that type of 
behaviour expressed by an individual by an act which is forbidden by 
the existing law and injurious to the person himself who commits it 
and to others who are the victims or sufferers of the social action. 
75. Encyclopedia of Crime and Justice. Vol. I, "Crime", Colien Macmillan, London, 1983. 
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Third Degree Methods: The term for the purpose of this 
study means an,aspect of police behaviour and forms a part of the act 
of police brutality. It refers to the rigorous methods adopted by the 
police resorting mainly to severe physical assault towards the 
offenders during the process of crime investigation. 
Micro Level: In this study Aligarh District Jail of Aligarh 
is representing micro level. The purpose of conducting research at the 
micro level is to assess the impact of homogeneous surrounding and 
small town culture (Aligarh District) on the nature and cause of 
female criminality and also to study the nature of behaviour of the 
police personnel towards women offenders in such a surrounding. 
Macro level: In this study Tihar Jail of New Delhi is 
representing macro level. The purpose of conducting research at the 
macro level is to assess the impact of heterogeneous surrounding and 
metropolitan culture {New Delhi) on the nature and cause of female 
criminality and also to study the nature of behaviour of the police 
personnel towards women offenders in such a surrounding. 
Top Officials: The term top officials in this study refer to 
police personnel who are in the rank of Z^ y. SP/ ASP and above. 
76. Ibid. 
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Officials: The term officials in this study refer to police 
personnel who are in the rank ranging from Assistant Sub-Inspector to 
that of Inspector of police. 
Subordinate Officials: In this study the term subordinate 
officials refer to police personnel who are in the rank of Constables 
and Head Constables. 
Women Offenders/Women Inmates: Women who are in 
prison but they have not been convicted by the court. Their cases are 
in the process of trial. 
In the present study both primary and secondary sources 
have been taken into consideration. The primary data have been 
collected from the jail inmates and the police personnel. The 
secondary sources are official records. 
PRIMARY SOUBCE: 
For the collection of primary data, individual responses of 
women offenders and police personnel are obtained through personal 
interviews with the help of Interview Schedule. The final prepared 
Interview Schedule is given in the appendix. It had been administered 
on the subjects belonging to Aligarh and Tihar jails for the purpose of 
carrying out in-depth studies. 
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Though the researcher would have liked to carry out 
simple preliminary investigation to explore the area before finalizing 
the Interview Schedule, it was not feasible to do so because great 
number of formalities had to be completed before visiting the jail. 
This includes seeking permission from the jail and district authorities. 
As for the police personnel, it is very difficult to contact them, as they 
have to rush to any spot any time of the day. 
While conducting interview the researcher realizes that 
successful interview is possible only when the purpose of interview is 
honestly explained to the respondents. Then the researcher would be 
at ease and could ask the respondents all the questions and give 
complete attention. The respondents too could talk frankly and freely. 
Thus at the start of the meeting it is explained to the jail inmates as 
well as to the police personnel that the researcher neither belongs to 
the press nor to the police, she is a researcher and is doing research on 
women offenders and the police personnel. She is interested only in 
the respondents, honestly talking to them about their lives, 
experiences and opinions. Every respondent is assured that all 
information given would be used only for research purpose and that 
too without disclosing name and other identifying factors. In order to 
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maximize the validity of responses from the women inmates, after the 
introduction, pleasantries and explanation of the purpose, inquiry is 
begun on matters that did not make the respondent feel guilty and did 
not elicit fear or defensiveness in her. The researcher then proceeded 
to topics or items, which are personal and intimate. 
The interviews of the women inmates as well as of the 
police personnel are, by and large, in the form of, informal 
conversations during which all topics of the prepared schedule are 
covered. During the conversation some new facts also come to the 
knowledge of the researcher, which helps her in the preparation of 
their case histories for the purpose of in-depth studies. Following the 
Interview Guide, it enables the researcher to cover all queries and 
elicit information with regard to the various aspects that are necessary 
in order to have a complete picture of the respondents. 
The researcher is conscious of the adverse effect of fatigue 
and boredom that prolong interview is liable to bring about in the 
respondent. In order to remove fatigue and boredom the researcher 
sometimes share jokes and discuss issues away from the topic. 
Sometimes, the interview is discontinued because the particular 
inmate has to present herself in the court on that day for the "hearing". 
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As far as the police personnel are concerned, the interview could not 
be carried on for long because very often all of a sudden the particular 
respondent has to rush to the place of crime for the necessary action. 
However, while leaving he would let the researcher know the time 
when he would be available for the next meeting. Repeated interviews 
of about one to two-hour duration are conducted. There were very few 
cases of interview of i ~ ^ hours duration. The time for interviewing 
the women inmates is fixed by the jail authorities from 10.00 A.M. to 
2.00 P.M. in AligarhDistrict Jail and from 9.00 A.M. to 1.00 P.M. in 
Tihar Jail. 
Despite of their initial inhibition, the overcoming of which 
took time; most of the women inmates interviewed appear to have 
enjoyed talking to the researcher. So much so that quite a few of them 
openly admit that by and large it is very comforting and relieving for 
them to have talked about their lives to the researcher. The police 
personnel too were happy with the idea that talking to the researcher 
provides them with an opportunity to present their arguments and 
views. The inmates as well as the police personnel were cooperative 
and spoke frankly about themselves. It is only because of this that the 
researcher could find significant facts about their lives. 
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DATA BECOBDINB AMO ilHfllYSIS: 
No notes are taken and no recording is done at the time of 
the interview. This is done mainly because of three reasons. Firstly, 
the inmates would hesitate in revealing their experiences frankly 
when, they would notice them being recorded or noted. Secondly, if 
the interviewer is making notes the atmosphere becomes formal and 
free conversation gets weakened. Thirdly, the researcher works on the 
theory that if an attentive, efficient and experienced interviewer 
cannot remember something that is said during the interview, then it 
must not be important. 
Immediately after the interview, every detail is 
meticulously noted down. Whatever the inmates answer, narrate or 
reveal with regard to their family backgrounds and life experiences, it 
is recorded by the researcher in her own words. Thus the data of forty 
women inmates from Aligarh District Jail and Tihar Jail are collected 
and recorded on the basis of non-structured and structured interviews. 
Similar procedure is adopted for collecting information of thirty 
police personnel from Aligarh and New Delhi. 
The nature of the study convinced the researcher that it 
would be advisable to carry out qualitative as well as quantitative 
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analysis of the data. Consequently, for qualitative analysis case study 
method is adopted in order to prepare case histories of some of the 
inmates at the micro and macro levels. Selection of cases for the 
preparation of case history is done on the basis of the nature of the 
crime under which they have been booked and the number of inmates 
belonging to a particular type of offence. For quantitative analysis of 
the data simple statistical analysis in the form of chi-square has been 
done. Chi-square test is calculated with the help of the formula 
7^=I^(fo-fe)^ where x^  refers to the value of Chi-square, fo to 
observed frequency and fe to the expected frequency. The degree 
of freedom (DF) is estimated following the rule that DF=(N-l)+(n-l) 
where N stands for the number of rows and n for number of 
columns in the table. The data of the study has also been presented in 
tubular form for convenience of quantitative analysis. 
SECOHDABY SOURCE: 
Secondary data are collected from the official records kept 
in the prison. The "history tickets" in the office of the prison are 
frequently consulted to find out and confirm the factual data. Some 
information is also gathered about the life of the inmates of the prison 
with the help of official documents. 
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UNIVERSE OF THE STUDY. 
The selection of the locale of research is done on a 
purposive basis. It is decided that at the micro level women inmates 
and police personnel from Aligarh would be studied. At the macro 
level police personnel and women inmates from New Delhi would be 
studied. 
On the basis of the information available from the prison 
official records it is decided that at the micro level rather than a 
sample, the entire universe of women inmates should be covered 
because of the meagre strength. All the forty women who form the 
universe of Aligarh District Jail are selected and interviewed for the 
purpose of the study. 
Since this study is a comparative study it is decided that 
at the macro level the number and type of the women inmates covered 
would be similar to that covered at the micro level. Thus from the 
Tihar jail of Delhi forty women inmates are interviewed. The 
selection of the forty women inmates is done on the basis of random 
sampling. 
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At the micro level the forty women inmates who fonn the 
entire universe are charged and booked in six police stations. The 
police personnel at the micro level are interviewed from these six 
police stations. The police personnel interviewed belong to three 
different categories. Three police personnel are selected from the 
subordinate level and one each from the official and top official level. 
Thus, altogether five police personnel belonging to three different 
categories are interviewed from each police station. The total number 
of police personnel interviewed at the micro level is thirty. 
The same pattern is followed at the macro level to 
facilitate comparison. 
The demographic variables in relafion to the women 
respondents (jail inmates) at the micro and macro levels are 
represented in the following tables. 
Table 1(a) and Table 1(b) show the age and the marital 
status of the respondents at the micro and macro levels respectively. 
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TABLE - I f a ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO AGE AND CIVIL STATU 
Age^ 
IVIarital 
StatusT 
Married 
Widow 
Unmtiiiicd 
Total 1 
Percentage 
21-30 
-
03 
01 
04 
10 
31-40 
07 
02 
-
09 
22 "i 
41-50 
15 
06 
-
21 
52 5 
51-60 1 
' 
L..1„J 
*" 1 
• 
04 
10 
61-70 
01 
-
-
01 
25 
S AT THE MICRO LEVEL (ALIGARH lAILl 
71-80 
^ 
01 
" 
• 1 
01 
25 
Total 
27 
12 
01 
40 
-
Percentage 
1 
67 5 
30 
25 
100 
Analysis of the Table 1(a) shows that 52.5%) of the 
respondents fall in the age group of 41-50 years. The next higher 
percentage that is 22.5%o of respondents falls in the age group of 37-
40 years. The age groups of 21-30 years and 51-60 years have the 
same percentage of respondents i.e. 76'%. The age groups of 61-70 
and 71-80 also have the same percentage of respondents i.e. 2.5%o. 
The table indicates that majority of the respondents belong to the age 
group of 41-50 years. From the table it is also observed that none of 
the respondents are below the age of 2/ years. 
As regards the number of married respondents, the 
distribution in Table 1(a) shows that 67.5%o are married and 30%o have 
lost their husbands before being put in the prison, while only 2.5% are 
unmarried. 
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TABLE - I f b ^ 
DISTBIBUTIOM OF HESPDKDIMTS AGCOBBIHS TO A6t AHP CIVH STATUS AT THE WACBOIIWEL [TIHAB lAILl 
31-40 41-50 I 51-6r 61-70 71-80 Total Percentage 
07 33 
07 175 
07 07 40 
40 175 100 
Analysis of the Table-1 (b) shows that 40% of the 
respondents are in the age group of 31-40 years. The next higher 
percentage i.e. 25% of the respondents falls in the age group of 21-30 
years. The age ranges of 41-50 and 51-60 have the same percentage of 
respondents i.e. 17.5%. None of the respondents belong to the age 
group of 61-70 and 71-80. As regards the number of married 
respondents the distribution in Table-1(b) shows that 22.5% are 
married and only 17.5% are unmarried. 
Comparison with the micro level indicates that at the 
micro level majority of the respondents belong to the age group of ^7-
50 years whereas at the macro level majority of the respondents are 
younger i.e. they belong to the age group of 31-40 years. At the macro 
level none of the respondents belong to the age group of 61-70 and 
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71-80 whereas at the micro level one respondent belong to each of 
these age groups. However, no respondent is less than twenty year of 
age either at the macro or at the micro level. As regards, marital status 
majority of the respondents at the micro and macro level are married. 
TABLE - 2(a) 
DISTRIBIITIOM OF RESPONDENTS ACCOBDIHB TO BtUCIOH AMD CASTE AT THE MICRO Will (ALICABH lAILl 
Religion • 
Caste T H 
High Caste 
I o\v Caste 
Total 
Percentage 
Hindus 1 Muslims 1 
1 
26 04 
09 01 1 
35 05 
87 5 1 12 5 
Total 
-
30 
10 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
75 
25 
-
100 
The distribution of the data in Table-2(a) indicates that 
87.5% Hindus and 12.5% Muslims comprise the total population of 
respondents at the micro level. Among the group of thirty-five 
Hindus, it is observed that twenty-six of them belong to the upper 
castes such as Brahmins, Vaishyas and Kshatriyas while the other 
nine belong to the Scheduled Caste and Backward Caste. As for the 
Muslim respondents four of them belong to the higher caste and one 
to the lower caste. 
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TABLE - 2 f b l 
DISTBIBUTIOH OF BESPOMnENTS ACCOBDIMG TO BEU6I0H flHD CAST! AT THIWAGBO ItWEL [TIHflB IfllLl 
Religion • 
Caste T 
High ("asle 
l,ow Caste 
Tolal 
Percentage 
[ Hindus 
1 
33 
04 
37 1 
92.5 
Muslims 
-
02 
01 
03 
7.5 
Total 
-
35 
05 
40 
-
Percentage 
1 
87 5 
1 125 
[_ -
100 
The distribution of the data in Table-2(b) indicates that 
92.5% Hindus and 7.5% Muslims comprise the total population of 
respondents at the macro level. Among the group of thirty-seven 
Hindus it is observed that thirty-three of them belong to the upper 
castes such as Brahmins, Vaishyas and Kshatriyas while the other four 
belong to the lower castes. As for the Muslim respondents two belong 
to higher castes and the other to lower caste. 
Comparison with the micro level indicates that at the 
micro level the number of Muslim respondent is slightly greater than 
at the macro level. The data also indicates that majority of the 
respondents are high caste Hindus at the micro as well as macro level. 
The distribution of respondents according to religion and caste is 
approximately similar at both the levels. 
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TABLE - 3 f a l 
DISTRIRUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO PROFESSION AND RESIDENCE ATTHE MICRO LEVEL (AllGARH lAlU 
Profession 
• 
Residence T 
Rural 
Urban 
[ Total 
Percentage 
Daily 
Labour 
• 
10 
12 
22 
55 
Agriculturer 
10 
10 
25 
[ Business 
• 
• J 
• 
• 
Government 
Servant 
• 1 
• J 
• 1 
-
" J 
Self-
Employed 
" 
02 
06 
08 
20 
Total 
-
22 
18 
40 
-
Percentage 1 
• i 
55 
45 
" i 
100 
Analysis of Table-3(a) shows that out of the total 
population 55%, are in the daily labour class, 25% are in agriculture 
and 2(9% are self-employed. However, none of them belong to the 
business and the government service group. Besides, it is also noted 
that the distribution of respondents into rural and urban localities is 
almost similar with a slightly higher tilt towards rural residence. 
TABLE - 3 r b ) 
DISTBIRUTIBN OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO PROFESSION AND RESIDENCE AT THE MACRO LEVEL [TIHAR lAILl 
Profession 
• 
Residence T 
Rural 
Urban 
[ Total 
Percentage 
Daily 
Labour 
-
02 
03 
05 
12.5 
Agriculturer 
; 1 
01 
• 
01 
2 5 
Business 
-
-
21 
21 
52.5 
1 Government 
Servant 
1 " 
L " 
03 
03 
7.5 
Self-
Employed 
-
-
10 
10 
25 
Total 
" 
03 
1 37 ' 
40 
• 
Percentage 
-
75 
92.5 
-
100 
Analysis of Table-3(h) indicates that at the macro level 
majority of the respondents belong to business family and are 
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economically well off. The lowest number are those having 
agriculture as their main occupation. The respondents' source of 
earning varied from daily wage earning to agriculture, business, 
government service and self-employment. Besides, majority of the 
respondents at the macro level belong to New Delhi and only a small 
section i.e. 7.5% of the universe belong to the rural areas situated near 
and around New Delhi. 
Comparison with the micro level indicates that at the 
micro level none of the respondents belong to the business family and 
government service. Almost all of them are economically backward 
whereas at the macro level majority of the respondents are financially 
better off. 
TABLE - 4fa^ 
DISTRIRUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND THE NATURE OF CRIME AT THE MICRO 
LEVEL (ALIGA 
Offences • 
1 iLducational 
StatusT 
Ivducated 
Literate 
Illiterate 
r Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
' 
• 
FoF" 
rw 
28 
' " 
A.M. 
-
-
01 
01 
2.5 
Murder 
• 
" 
Kidnapping 
01 
01 
07 
09 
22.5 
RHIAIL) 
, D.T 
-
-
-
-
-
Prostitution 
" 
1 • 
-
• 
1 • 
i • 
A.P.T 
02 
02 
05 
Total 
01 
04 
35 
40 
• 
Percentage 
' 
2.5 
10 
87.5 
100 
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Analysis of Table-4 (a) indicates that 87.5% of the 
respondents are illiterate. 70% are literate and only 2.5% are educated. 
It is also observed that 70% of the respondents are suspected to be 
involved in dowry death, 22.5% in kidnapping, 05% in offence 
against public tranquility and only 2.5% in attempt to murder. 
However, no respondents are suspected for murder, drug trafficking 
and prostitution. 
TABLE - 4(b^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND THE NATURE OF CRIME ATTHE MACRO 
LEVEL (TINA 
Offences • 
Educational 
Status T 
Educated 
Literate 
Illiterate 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
20 
02 
02 
24 
60 
A.M 
-
-
-
-
-
Murder 
07 
0) 
02 
10 
25 
Kidnapping 
-
-
01 
01 
2.5 
R lAIL) 
D.T 
01 
01 
-
02 
05 
Prostitution 
02 
01 
01 
03 
7.5 
A. P. r 
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
30 
• 05 
05 
40 
-
Percentage 
75 
12.5 
12.5 
-
100 
Analysis of Table-4(h) indicates that 75%) of the 
respondents at the macro level are educated. The percentage of literate 
and illiterate respondents is the same i.e. 12.5%. As far as the nature 
of offence is concerned, 60% of the respondents are suspected to be 
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involved in dowry death. The next highest percentage i.e. 25% of the 
respondents is suspected to be involved in murder. 
Comparison with micro level indicates that at the micro 
level majority of the respondents are illiterate whereas at the macro 
level majority of the respondents are educated. Offences such as 
murder and prostitution are not found at the micro level whereas the 
second highest percentage at the macro level is that of murder. 
However, at both the levels majority of the respondents are suspected 
to be involved in dowry death. 
OISTRIBUTI 
Official 
Status • 
Level T 
Micro 
Macro 
Total 
Percentage 
ONOFRESPONDEHTSA 
Subordinate 
Oriicials 
-
18 
18 
36 
60 
TABLE - 5 
CCOROrNG TO OFFICIAL STATUS AT T 
Ortlcials 
-
06 
06 
12 
20 
Top Officials 
-
06 
06 
12 
20 
E MICRO ANON 
Total 
-
30 
30 
60 
-
ACRO LEVELS 
Percentage 
-
50 
1 50 
-
1 100 
Analysis of Table-5 shows that for the purpose of the 
study, at the micro level, eighteen subordinates, six officials and six 
top officials are interviewed. At the macro level the police officials 
interviewed are of the similar rank and number. 
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TABLE - 6 
DISTBIBUTIOM OF BESPOHDEHTS ACCOBDIMG TO EDUCATIONAL Will AT THE WICBO AND MACBO LEVELS 
Educational 
Levels 
Level • 
Micro 
Macro 
Total 
Percentage 
^ „ 
Intermediate 
09 
" 
09 
15 
Ciraduation 
• 1 
12 
06 
18 
30 
Above 
Graduation 
09 
24 
33 
55 
Total 1 
• 1 
30 
30 1 
60 n 
Percentage 
1 
50 
50 
• 
100 
Analysis of Table-6 indicates that the number of graduate 
respondents at the micro level is twice that at the macro level. 
Besides, at the micro level the number of intermediate and above 
graduate respondents is the same but lesser than the graduate 
respondents. But at the macro level majority of the respondents 
belong to the above graduation category. None of the respondents 
belong to the intermediate category while only six of the respondents 
belong to the graduate category. 
Comparison of the respondents at the micro and macro 
levels indicates that the officials at the macro level are more educated 
as compared to those at the micro level. 
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TABLE - 7 
DISTBIBUTIOH OF BESPOKDEHTS ACCOBDIMG TO MOTIMTION FOB lOIHIMB THE POLICI AT THE MICBO AND WACBO 
lEWELS 
Motivation • 
Level T 
1 Micio 
Macio 
Total 
Percentage 
Supciioi Slalus in 
Society 
-
03 
24 
27 
43 
As an 1 mployment 
• 
27 
06 
33 
55 
Total 
-
30 
30 
60 
Percentage 
1 
50 
50 
1 
100 
Analysis of Table-7 indicates that at the micro level only 
three, out of the thirty respondents, joined the police service for 
having superior status in the society. The rest joined this service for 
the sake of employment. However, at the macro level the situation is 
just the reverse. Twenty-four, out of the thirty respondents, joined the 
police service in order to enjoy superior status in the society. While 
only six of them joined to earn their livelihood. 
PROBIEMS OF THE STUDY: 
The difficulties that the researcher has to face in order to 
collect information from the women inmates and police personnel at 
the micro and macro levels are as follows. 
The process of seeking permission for the jail visit is very 
time taking. The researcher has to write one application to the District 
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Magistrate and the other to the Jail Superintendent. In the application 
the researcher has to mention the purpose of her visit in clear words. 
Once the application has been submitted to the District Magistrate, 
for several days it is left unattended. In order to get it approved the 
researcher has to make several visits. Whereas at the macro level, the 
permission to meet the jail inmates has to be sought from the IG 
Prison. The application is submitted to him and the researcher has to 
enquire on and off from his office about its development. On the 
whole the entire process is very exhausting. 
The Jail Officials almost everyday enquire from the 
researcher the purpose of her visit to the jail. They also very often 
make sure from her that the information collected will not be used for 
any other purpose .besides the research work. These questions 
sometimes irritate the researcher. 
Thirdly, when the researcher reached the front of the jail, 
people stared at her in a way as if she is a culprit. The moitient, she 
entered the huge gate of the jail, the police personnel on duty and all 
those persons who had been arrested and brought there stared and 
looked at the researcher questionably. 
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Fourthly, women inmates are hesitant in replying to the 
researcher. In order to seek information; the researcher has to develop 
a friendly rapport with the women inmates. This was time consuming 
and required the researcher to be very patient. 
Fifthly, the interview once started has to be discontinued 
because the particular respondent has to present herself in the court 
for the hearing. This disturbed the mood of the respondent as well as 
that of the researcher. 
Sixthly, it is very difficult to contact the police personnel. 
There is no fixed time to meet them. The researcher has to visit the 
police station several times in order to meet them. Sometimes if any 
police personnel are being interviewed he would suddenly have to 
rush to the place of crime. In such a situation the interview would be 
left incomplete and would have to be continued on some other day. 
This causes inconvenience to the researcher and distracts the 
respondent. 
However, the researcher admits that the experience has 
been unique and the information very revealing. 

CHAPTER - I I I 
mmmw^^m ®)W ^ ^ © B I S : 
This chapter presents a comparative analysis of the 
personal and social characteristics of the women inmates interviewed 
at the micro and macro levels. Such a description would be desirable 
from the point of view of understanding the realities of the inmates' 
social life, since their social background and personal qualities such as 
age, caste, education, religion, occupation, etc. might have an 
important impact on the mode of their perceptions. These qualities are 
equally significant in understanding and determining the inmates' 
social attitudes and behaviour patterns. 
On the basis of the data collected from the inmates, the 
following pattern emerge of the general characteristics of the women 
inmates at micro and macro levels. 
BESIBENCE/BEfi»flN: 
Residence turns out to be an important variable that 
influences the personality of an individual. It has been said that good 
residential locality tends to help in the development of good 
personalities where as slum neighbourhood breed disorganized 
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personalities. The rural and urban residential backgrounds may also 
mould social attitudes and values. 
TABLE - 8 f a l 
DISTBIBUTIDM Of BISPOMDMTS JICCOBDIMe TO BtSIOM AMD THIHATUBI Of OFKNCt UNBEB WHICH THEY HAWI 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Region T 
Rural 
Urban 
Total 
Percentage 
BEEN BETAINEB AT THE MICBO lEVEl (ALIGABH JA 
D.D 
-
16 
12 
28 
70 
A.M 
-
01 
-
01 
2.5 
Kidnapping 
-
04 
05 
09 
22.5 
A.P.T 
-
01 
01 
02 
05 
U 
Total 
• 
22 1 
18 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
55 
45 
-
100 
Analysis of Table-8 (a) reveals that almost equal 
percentage of respondents belong to the rural and urban locality. This 
does not clearly point out the role of region in the commitment of 
offence. However, it can be concluded that there is the presence of a 
common element in the rural as well as urban region that could be 
responsible for deviance among women. Information collected from 
the inmates at the micro level reveal that their close family members 
such as husband or relatives have implicated majority of respondents 
in order to get rid of them, take their property, etc. In the case of 
dowry death women have been arrested along with male members of 
the family. 
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TABLE - 8f b) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO REGION AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Region T 
Rural 1 
1 Urban 
Total 
Percentage 
iiD 
• 
0^  
23 
24 
60 
BEENOE 
Murder 
-
01 
09 
10 
25 
FAINED AT THE MACRO lEVEl (TIHAR lAl l ) 
Kidnapping 
-
-
01 
01 
2.5 
D.T 
• J 
01 
Q\ 
02 
05 
Prostitution 
-
-
03 
03 
7.5 
Total 
-
03 
37 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
7.5 
92.5 
-
100 
Analysis of Table-8 (b) reveals that at the macro level 
majority {92.5%) of the respondents belong to urban areas. Migration 
of families from rural area to urban areas, and the imbalance in their 
adjustment to city life may result in an increase of deviance among 
women in cities. Such families may often suffer from tension and 
frustration, in their attempts to keep up with the patterns of the society 
around, within their limited budget. Moreover, there are chances for 
the expectations of women of these families to increase that finally 
may create conflicts with the rigidity of the family pattern. 
Data from the micro and macro levels collectively reveal 
that majority of the inmates belong to urban areas. This leads the 
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researcher to presume that lack of family cohesiveness and increasing 
self-interest in urban areas are inducing women to anti-social activity. 
Whereas deviance among women residing in the rural areas is the 
result of their ignorance, illiteracy and vulnerable living conditions. 
CASTE: 
It is believed that religion has been instrumental in 
developing and maintaining morality. It has influenced the behaviour 
and the way of life of individuals. By and large, the religious patterns 
and beliefs may guide the behaviour patterns within the family, 
community and society. Like^  religion, caste may also influence 
certain aspect of the individual's behaviour. Traditions, limited goals, 
social status and occupation of the caste shape man's attitudes towards 
himself as a caste man and his attitudes and behaviour towards the 
men of other castes. It is therefore, found necessary to study the caste 
structure of the sample group, so as to analyse caste deviation. 
TABLE - 9 f a ^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACC0RDIN6 TO CASTE AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE 
BEEN BETAIHtn AT THE IHICBO lEVEL [ALIBABH lAILl 
Nature of 
Offence • 
D.D A.M Kidnapping A.P.T Total Percentage 
Caste T 
Brahmin 01 12 30 
Kshatriya 06 06 15 
Vaish 05 03 08 20 
S.C 
B.C 03 04 02 09 22.5 
Muslim 03 02 05 12.5 
Total 28 
Percentage 70 2.5 22.5 05 100 
Tahle-9(a) reveals that at the micro level larger number 
i.e. twelve respondents belong to the Brahmin caste group. It is found 
that most of the Brahmins, Kshatriyas and Vaishs are booked under 
Dowry Prohibition Act. While the population of Backward Class are 
charged either for kidnapping or offence against public tranquility. 
Muslims consiltutQ 12.5 percent of the total respondents whereas 
Christian and Sikh are not found at the micro level i.e. Aligarh. 
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TABLE - 9 (b ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO CASTE AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Caste T 
Brahmin 
Kshalriya 
Vaish 
S.C 
B.C 
Muslim 
Christian 
Sikh 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
-
08 
03 1 
02 
-
03 
-
-
08 
24 
60 
REEN UETAINED AT THE MACRO LEVEL (TIHAR JAIL] 
Murder 
-
01 
02 
02 
-
03 
01 
-
01 
10 , 
25 
Kidnapping 
-
-
01 
-
-
• 
-
I 
-
01 
2.5 
D.T. 
-
-
-
-
-
01 
-
01 
-
02 
05 
Prostitution 
• 
-
-
01 
-
• 
01 
01 
-
03 
7.5 
Total 
-
! 09 
06 
05 
-
07 
02 
02 
09 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
22.5 
15 
12.5 
-
17.5 
05 
05 
22.5 
-
100 
Table-9(b) reveals that like the micro level, at the macro 
level also larger number i.e. nine respondents belong to the Brahmin 
caste group. It is found that most of the Brahmins, Kshatriyas and 
Vaishs are booked urider Dowry Prohibition Act and murder. Muslims 
constitute 05 percent of the total respondents; Christians constitute a 
similar percentage whereas Sikhs constitute 22.5 percentage. 
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Brahmins and Sikhs constitute a similar percentage and their nature of 
offence is also similar. The Backward Class population forms the next 
highest category after the Brahmins and Sikhs. However, their nature 
of offence is similar to that of the Brahmins and the Sikhs i.e. majority 
of them is booked for dowry death and murder. 
Comparison of distribution of respondents according to 
their caste and nature of offence at the micro and macro levels brings 
out certain similarities as well as differences. At both the levels, larger 
numbers of respondents belong to the upper caste group in general 
and Brahmins in particular. Most of them are booked for dowry 
deaths. At the macro level, upper caste respondents are also charged 
for murder. After Brahmins the next higher number of respondents at 
both the levels are the Backward Class population. Unlike the micro 
level, population at the macro level constitutes of the Sikhs as well as 
the Christians. 
Although there seems to be no direct relation between 
caste and deviance still it is imperative for the demographic analysis 
of the respondents, no generalization can be made on the basis of this 
study about the dominating caste in crime keeping in view the small 
sample size and that too is area specific. 
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AGE: 
Since the process of socialisation is related with age, the 
study of age structure becomes important. Is it the very young persons 
who are more susceptible to crime or has age no co-relation with 
crime? In the present study an attempt has been made to examine the 
presence or absence of this relationship. 
TABLE - lO f a^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO AGE AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN 
Nature of 
Offence • 
1 Age(yrs.)T 
16-30 
1 31 - 50 
Above 51 
1 Total 
Percentage 
D D 
23 
05 
28 
70 
DETAINED AT Tl 
A M 
1 • 
! • 
01 
01 
2.5 
EMICBO LEVEL (AIIGARHIAIU 
Kidnapping 
r • j 
1 °^  
06 
09 
22.5 1 
A.P.T 
-
01 
01 
-
02 
05 
Total 
-
04 1 
30 "1 
06 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
10 
75 1 
15 1 
-
100 
Analysis of Table-10(a) reveals that most of the inmates 
(75%) are found falling in the age group of 31-50 years. It can be 
surmised that the highest concentration of the respondents rests in the 
age of settling one's life. The deviance in this age group reflects the 
adjustment crises for which generally the gap between aspirations and 
actual life, illiteracy, financial and emotional insecurity is responsible. 
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Delinquency in this age group seems to be the result of adjustment 
disruption resulting out of unfavourable life situations. The crime in 
the age group of 16-30 years that constitute 10 percent of the total 
respondents is either kidnapping or offence against public tranquility. 
They are involved in crimes outside the family. Women belonging to 
the age group of 50 plus which constitute 15 percent of the population 
give the impression that they are mostly involved in the case of bride 
burning. They commit crimes existing within the family or are 
implicated by close relatives as in the case of attempt to murder. 
TABLE - lOf b^ 
DISTRIDUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO AGE AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Age(yrs.)T 
16 -30 
31 - 50 
Above 51 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
-
03 
15 
06 
24 
60 
DETAINED AT THE MACRO LEVEL (Til 
Murder 
-
02 
07 
01 
10 
25 
Kidnapping 
-
01 
-
-
01 
2.5 
D.T 
-
01 
01 
-
02 
05 
ARIAIU 
1 Prostitution 
1 • 
03 
1 • 
1 -
03 
7.5 
Total 
-
10 
23 
07 • 
40 
-
Percentage 
1 " 
25 
57 5 
175 
100 1 
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Analysis of Table-10(b) indicates that the trend at the 
macro level is similar to that at the micro level. The age group of 57-
50 years is found to be most prone to crime. In this age group majority 
of the respondents is involved in bride burning. Respondents 
belonging to the age group of 16-30 years who constituted 10 percent 
of the population are involved in various types of offences such as 
murder, kidnapping, and prostitution etc. Those involved in dowry 
death are sister-in-laws who are co-accused with their mothers under 
Dowry Prohibition Act. Crime in the age group of 50 plus which 
constitutes 07 percent of the population was either bride burning or 
murder. 
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Distribution of respondents according to age and nature of 
offence at the micro and macro levels makes the researcher presume 
that the age group of 31-50 years is found to be most prone to commit 
crime. Secondly, women of this age are mostly involved in socio-
cultural offence such as dowry deaths. Thirdly, a smaller section of 
this age group is involved in cases of murder. Fourthly, in cases of 
murder, respondents have either been implicated by their close 
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relatives or they are supposed to have killed their close family 
members. The thesis that emerges is that the very bond of love and 
sacrifice that used to be the backbone of family seems to be missing. 
Women have lost faith in family and family members. Elderly female 
members of the family consider the household to be their dominion 
where they command respect and demand obedience from their son 
and daughter-in-law. Girls on the other hand enter the wedlock to 
accept only an individual and not his family. The daughter-in-law and 
in-laws become enemies of each other. Personal interests rule over 
collective interest, materialism rules over human values, consumerist 
culture prevails and members act and behave as selfish and self-
centered individuals.. 
MARITAL STATUS: 
By and large married women show a higher crime rate 
than those who are either unmarried or widow. 
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TABLE - l l f a ^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO HARITAE STATUS AND THE NATURE UF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH 
THEY HAVE REEH DETAINED AT THE MICRO EEWEE EALIGARH lA l i l 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Marital 
StatusT 
Married 
Widow 
Divorced 
Separated 
Unmarried 
Total 
Percentage 
D,D 
18 
10 
-
-
-
28 
70 
A.M 
-
01 
-
-
-
. 01 
2.5 
1 Kidnapping 
t 
08 
- y 
01 
09 
22.5 
A.P.T 
• 
01 
01 
-
-
-
05 
05 
Total 
27 
12 
-
-
01 
40 
-
Percentage 
" 
67.5 
30 
-
-
2.5 
100 
Table-] J (a) reveals that in the total population of the 
micro level married females constitute a sizeable portion i.e. 67.5 
percent. Only a miniscule of 01 percent are found unmarried and 30 
percent are widow. None of the respondent is divorced or separated. 
30 percent of the population constitutes widows. They are such who 
have lived for some time in the family of procreation after marriage. 
Combining this with, the married population gives a sizeable portion 
i.e. 97.5 percent of female respondents who have experienced life 
after marriage. 
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TABLE - l l f b ) 
DISTRIRUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINfi TO MARITAl STATUS AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Marital 
StatusT 
Married 
Widow 
Divorced 
Separated 
Unmarried 
Total 
Percentage 
TH 
DD 
21 
-
-
-
03 
24 
60 
EY HAVE BEEN DETAINED AT TH 
Murder 
09 
01 
10 
25 
Kidnapping 
01 
-
-
-
-
01 
25 
E MACRO LEI 
D l 
02 
-
-
-
-
02 
05 
EUTIHARIAIU 
Prostitution 
03 
03 
75 
Total 
" 
33 
-
-
-
07 
40 
-
Percentage 
82 5 
-
-
-
175 
-
100 
Table-11(b) reveals almost a similar trend at the macro 
level. 82.5 percent of the population consists of married respondents. 
17 5 percent are found unmarried. None of the respondent are 
separated, divorced or widow. 
v^  
Table-11(a) and 11(b) correctly points out that the liability 
of married female to become a deviant is greater than that of the 
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single female. Such a positive relationship between marriage and 
crime makes one think that most of the crimes are related to marriage. 
This leads to presume that marital maladjustment in the present age is 
common and it can be taken to be a contributory factor of female 
deviance. Most of the responsibilities attached to marriage and socio-
cultural expectations are always much more attached to married than 
unmarried. When these responsibilities and socio-cultural expectation 
cannot be fulfilled within the framework of right means women is 
bound to enter the world of deviance. 
EDUCATION. 
Of the many secondary institutions, the school has the 
closest and longest contact with most children. The school has 
assumed a larger share than any other agency of the responsibility to 
make people responsible citizens. 
TABLE - 1 2 f a ^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORPING TO EDUCATION AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY 
HAVE BEEN BETAIHEB AT THE MICROlEVEl MtlCABH JAILl 
Nature of 
Offence * 
Education'' 
Illiterate 
Primary 
(upto 5"') 
Middle 
(upto 8*) 
High School 
Above High 
School 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
• 
25 
01 
01 
01 
• 
28 
70 
A.M 
-
01 
-
01 
2.5 
Kidnapping 
-
07 
01 
-
01 
09 
22 5 
A.P.T 
-
02 
-
02 
05 
Total 
-
35 
01 
02 
01 
01 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
87.5 
25 
05 
2.5 
2.5 
-
100 
The distribution of respondents at the micro level 
according to their educational background highlights the fact that an 
overwhelming majority (87.5%) is illiterate. Statistically insignificant 
fraction 7.5 percent of the respondents is literate with educational 
attainment below class-X. Only two respondents have completed high 
school. The proportion of respondents educated above class-X is only 
05 percent. 
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TABLE - 1 2 f b ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCODDINB TO EDUCATION AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Education T 
Illiterate 
1 Primary 
(upto 5*) 
Middle 
(upto 8"^ ) 
High School 
1 Above High 
School 
Total 
Percentage 
HAVE DEEN DETAINED AT THE MAI 
DD 
-
02 
01 
08 
13 
24 
60 
Murder 
- ^ 
01 
01 
01 
04 
03 
10 
• 25 
Kidnapping 
-
01 
t 
-
01 
25 
BRO LEVEL (TIHARIAILl 
DT 
-
01 
-
01 
02 
05 
Prostitution 
-
-
01 
01 
01 
03 
75 
Total 
-
05 
02 
03 
13 
17 
40 
-
Percentage 
• J 
125 
05 
75 
32 5 
42 5 
• 
100 
Table-12(b) indicates that at the macro level the trend is 
different. Here 75 percent of the respondents have passed High 
School. Only 12.5 percent are illiterate and the same percentage of the 
population consists of respondents who are educated below class-IX. 
On the basis of the information received from the micro 
and macro levels respondents it can be submitted that the relationship 
between illiteracy and crime at both the levels is found to be different. 
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At the micro level female deviance is the result of ignorance, lack of 
rationality, improper socialization and economic insecurity. All of 
these result from illiteracy. Whereas at the macro level female 
deviance is the result of eroding traditional Indian values. The social 
pressures of urbanization have introduced compelling ethics of 
success and demonstration of money power. Sacramental marriages 
and family ties are weakening. There has been disintegration of joint 
family that exercised"informal control over its members and played an 
important role in teaching social values. Schools have become 
ineffective to inculcate moral values. Educational institutions provide 
formal degrees but have divorced the responsibility of inculcating 
values and morals. Possession of certificates is no proof of morality. 
Urban anonymity and heterogeneous character of the population has 
given rise to incidents of female deviance. 
EFFECT ON SEIF: 
All the respondents at the micro as well as macro levels 
have the same answer when they are asked to explain the effect of 
arrest on themselves. 
Emotional responses to arrest are shock, helplessness, 
loneliness, desperation, brooding, resentment and anxiety. 
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The most pervasive feeling is a sense of loss: loss of 
reputation and dignity in one's own eyes or those of others; loss of 
peace of mind and health; loss of family; home and belongings; lose 
of freedom and lack of control over one's own affairs. They express 
themselves with despair or sadness in their eyes and voice. 
EFFECT OMFAMILY/BElATiVES: 
The general remark is that women in prison are people 
who feel the loss of love not only from this or that person but also 
from wherever they have hope or expectations. 
TABLE - 1 3 f a > 
BISTBIBOTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO ACCEPTANCE AFTER RELEASE BY THEIB FAMILY MEMBERS AND THE 
NATURE OF 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Effect T 
Accepted 
Not Accepted 
Total 
Percentage 
IFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE REEN DETAINED AT THE MICRO LEVEL (ALIGARH JAIL) 
D.D 
-
06 
22 
28 
70 
A.M 
-
-
01 
01 
25 
Kidnapping 
-
09 
09 
22 5 
A.P.T 
-
-
02 
02 
05 
Total 
" 
06 
34 
40 
• 
Percentage 
-
15 
85 
-
100 
The above table represents the distribution of respondents 
according to their acceptance by the family members and relatives 
after release. 85 percent of the respondents gave negative response in 
connection to their acceptance by the family members after release. 
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Only 75 percent of the respondents gave a positive reply and are 
confident of their acceptance. Respondents belonging to this category 
are charged for dowry death. They believe that since they are falsely 
implicated there is no reason for their non-acceptance. 
TABLE - 1 3 f b^ 
DISTRIBBTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINB TO ACCEPTANCE AFTER RELEASE RY THEIR FAMILY MEMRERS AND THE 
NATURE OF OFFENCE UN 
Nature of 
Offence^ 
Effect T 
Accepted 
Not Accepted 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
-
05 
19 
24 
60 
DER WHICH THEY HAVE REE 
Murder 
[' " 
L • 
10 
10 
25 
1 Kidnapping 
L " 
[_ ' 
01 
01 
2.5 
II RETAINED Al 
D.T 
-
-
02 
02 
05 
rTHE MACROL 
Prostitution 
-
-
03 
03 
7.5 
EVEL(TIHARIAIL) 
Total 1 
• \ 
05 
35 
40 
• 1 
Percentage 
-
12.5 
87.5 
-
100 
The above table reveals that similar response is received at 
the macro level. More than 87 percent of the respondents are found to 
be convinced that they will not be accepted by anyone among their 
relations after their release and Indian society is not simple enough to 
accept a female with the stigma of criminality. Only five of the 
respondents are sure of their acceptance. Like the micro level, 
respondents expressing positive response are those charged for dowry 
death. In the cases under Dowry Prohibition Act of 1961 generally the 
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entire family is found accused and 5-6 persons of the same family are 
convicted and punished. 
As most of the respondents at the micro and macro levels 
are married the crucial question is whether their families and husbands 
would desert them because of their arrest or accept them. They fear 
that people will gossip and the prisoner might be rejected. In fact, 
anxiety about children ran high. It was while talking of their children 
in general and young unmarried girls' in particular, left outside, that 
the respondents sound at their most vulnerable. 
WOMEN. CRIME AND FAMIIY CO-REIATES 
Family of Orientation: 
The significance of family in understanding the social and 
emotional aspects of a society hardly needs any emphasis. Of the 
multitude of factors influencing the phenomenon of crime, the role of 
the family is considered to be foremost. Researchers are convinced 
regarding the vital significance of the family as the cradle of 
personality. 
The experiences gathered by an individual in the early 
years may condition the modes of response and reaction in the later 
years of life. Influences of other institutions may have a marginal 
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impact on the behavioural patterns of an individual. The efficacy of 
socialization and social control of children depends to a large extent 
on the nature of socialization undergone by parents, parents' 
associates and elder siblings, because children learn from them the 
patterns of their behaviour. In this section, attempt has been made to 
obtain a profile of the behavioural patterns and socialization of the 
respondents in the context of their family structure, interpersonal 
interactions with their parents, their siblings' etc. Accordingly, an 
attempt has been made to analyse some relevant aspects of the 
families of the respondents to evaluate the linkages between the 
family conditions and deviant behaviour of women inmates of the 
present study. 
Relationship Pattern: 
It is widely accepted fact that parent-child relationship, 
which is the basis of child's security, will depend very largely on a 
harmonious marriage, relationship between the parents. In this light the 
respondents are asked to throw light on their family environment. 
TABLE - 1 4 f a l 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF HOME ENVIRONMENTANO THE NATURE OF OFFENCE 
UNO 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Home 
EnvironmentT 
Uncomfortable 
(quarrelling) 
Comfortable 
(peaceful) 
Total 
Percentage 
ER WHICH T 
D.D 
• 
23 
05 
28 
70 
lEY HAVE BEEN 
A.M 
• 
01 
01 
2.5 
DETAINED AT THE MICRO LEVEL (i 
Kidnappmg 
^ 
07 
02 
09 
22.5 
A.P.T 
01 
01 
02 
05 
ILIGARHJAIU 
Total 
31 
09 
40 
-
Percentage 
" 
77.5 
22.5 
-
100 
From the responses presented in Table-14(a) it appears 
that 77.5 percent of the respondents describe their home environment 
as bad i.e. they did not get peace and comfort. These respondents 
report predominance of discord in their families as perceived by them. 
Presence of discord is mainly due to economic insufficiency or being 
burdened by the birth of girl child. In order to get rid of their burden 
parents agree to marry off their daughters without much thought. The 
respondents' husbands and in-laws exploit this situation. 
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TABLE - 1 4 ( b ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONENTS ACC0R0IN6 TO THE NTURE OF HOME ENWIRONMENT AND THE NATURE OF OFFENCE 
HHDEB WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN DETAINED AT THE MACRO lEWEl (TIHAB JAHl 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Home 
Environment T 
Uncomfortable 
(quarrelling) 
Comfortable 
(peaceful) 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
08 
16 
24 
60 
1 Murder 
07 
03 
10 
25 
Kidnapping 
01 
01 
2.5 
D.T 
' 
02 
02 
05 
Prostitution 
02 
01 
03 
7.5 
Total ^ 
" 
18 
22 
40 
; 
Percentage 
" 
45 
55 
" j 
100 
At the macro level the response received presented a 
different thesis. More than fifty percent of the respondents report of 
having a comfortable and peaceful home environment. Economic 
affluence, small size of the family and education neither create 
discomfort nor consider the birth of girl child burdensome. 
Since the information received by the respondents at the 
macro level is different from that received at the micro level it can be 
presumed that the nature of family environment cannot be the sole 
reason for female deviance. It can be submitted that rapid change in 
social values due to social pressures of urbanization, compelling 
ethics of success, geographical mobility, lack of proper moral 
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education and lack of religion can also be regarded as factors 
contributing heavily towards female deviance. These factors are more 
prominent in area having a heterogeneous population. 
Family Structure: 
In the present analysis of the structure of family, the 
composition of the household includes not only the parents or their 
substitutes but also the other relatives of the respondents as members 
of the family. For instance the uncles, the aunts, siblings and the 
grandparents. The information is collected to assess the housing 
conditions of the respondents in which they live, and in doing so, the 
physical conditions of the houses, the amenities enjoyed as also the 
sanitary conditions are taken into consideration. On the basis of the 
information thus collected, the respondents are classified into good, 
average and poor frequencies. Similarly, the significance of family 
size in facilitating sordid living conditions and over crowding is 
worked out. 
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TABLE - 15fa) 
DISTBIBUTIONOFBESPONOEHTSACCOBDIHGTOFAMILYSIZEANBLIVINGCONBmONATTHEMICBOlEVELUllGABH 
lA 
Size of the Family • 
Living Condition T 
Good 
Average 
Poor 
Total 
Percentage 
2 - 5 
-
03 
02 
08 
13 
32:5 
6 - 9 
1 • 
05 
05 
12 
22 
55 ' 
LI 
10-13 
-
-
03 
02 
05 1 
12.5 
Above 14 
-
1 Total 
1 " 
08 
10 
22 
40 
Percentage 
-
20 
25 
55 
-
100 
Table-15(a) deals with data relating to family size and 
living conditions of the respondents at the micro level. Under living 
conditions out of the forty respondents twenty-two are drawn from 
poor housing i.e. 55 percent of the respondents belong to poor housing 
conditions. These houses lacked ventilation, water supply, toilets, 
kitchen and bathrooms. 25 percent of them enjoy few facilities like 
furniture, electric equipment, vehicle etc and are considered as having 
average living conditions. However, a section of those who are 
capable of enjoying few more amenities than the average and having 
adequate housing are taken under good living conditions. Only 20 
percent of the respondents belong to such housing conditions. 
It is further learnt that bulk of the respondents i.e. 55 
percent of them live in families having six to nine members out of the 
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total number of twenty-two respondents who belong to this category, 
twelve of them live in poor housing conditions. Five of the 
respondents belonging to the category of six to nine members live in 
average housing conditions. Similar numbers of respondents live in 
good housing conditions who belong to the category of having six to 
nine members. Altogether five respondents belong to the families 
having ten to thirteen family members. Out of this, three respondents 
have average living conditions and two of them have poor living 
conditions. Thirteen respondents belong to the category of two to five 
family members. Out of this, eight respondents possess poor living 
conditions; two of the respondents possess average living condition 
while three of them possess good living conditions. Living under such 
conditions and having large size families, the family members 
including the respondents are dissatisfied due to which there are 
frequent quarrels. It. also tends to suggest that these overcrowded 
houses, breeding tensions and conflicts could have led the respondents 
outside the house where they are prone to get associated with deviant 
models. 
TABLE - 1 5 ( b ) 
DISTBIBUTIOM or BESP0MBENTSACC0BDIN6 TO FAMILY SIZE AMD UWIHG CONDITION AT THE MACBOLEWEUTIHAB 
lAlU 
Size of the Family^ 2 - 5 6 - 9 10- 13 Above 14 Total Percentage 
Living Condition T 
Good II 01 21 52 5 
Average 08 32 5 
Poor 02 06 15 
Total 21 17 02 40 
Percentage 52 5 42 5 05 100 
Table-15(b) indicates that the living conditions of the 
respondents at the macro level are very different from that at the 
micro level. Majority of the respondents i.e. 52.5 percent are drawn 
from good housing conditions, 32.5 percent are considered as having 
average living conditions and unlike the micro level only 15 percent 
are considered as having poor living conditions. Out of forty 
respondents, twenty-one are drawn from good living conditions. Out 
of this twenty-one respondent, eleven of them live in families having 
two to five members and only one respondent live in a family having 
ten to thirteen members. Thirteen respondents possess average living 
condition. Out of this thirteen, eight respondents belong to families 
having two to five members apd none of the respondents belong to 
families having ten to thirteen members. To assess the relationship 
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between economic indigence and crime of the respondents, the 
information is obtained in regard to the total family income as 
perceived by the respondents themselves. The total income of the 
family is seen in the context of the number of members dependent on 
that income. 
TABLE - 16 f a^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACC0RDIN6 TO MONTHLY INCOME AND SIZE OFTHE FAMILY ATTHEMICRO LEVEL 
-
Size of the Family^ 
Monthly Income in RupeesT 
Below 2500 
2500-5000 
Above 5000 
Total 
Percentage 
2 - 5 
-
08 
02 
03 
13 
32 5 
(ALIGAR 
6 - 9 
-
\2 
05 
05 
22 
55 
HAIL) 
10-13 
-
02 
03 
-
05 
125 
Above 14 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
-
22 
10 
08 
40 
-
Percentage 
55 
25 
20 
100 
According to the data distributed in the above table it is 
seen that out of the forty respondents twenty-two are drawn from the 
group having monthly income below Rs. 2500. Out of these twenty-
two respondents, eight have family membership between two to live 
while the other in the same income have family members between six 
to thirteen. Twenty-five percent of the respondents belong to the 
income group ofRs. 2500-5000. Out of the ten respondents belonging 
to this category, two 'have two to five family members while the other 
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eight have six to thirteen family members. The rest eight out of the 
forty respondents belong to the income group of above Rs. 5000. It is 
not that only their income is high but their family membership is also 
less. Out of the eight respondents belonging to this income group 
three have two to five members, the other five respondents have six to 
nine members and none of the respondents have ten to thirteen 
members. 
Economic stresses are more conspicuous in the families 
where more than ten members have to live on a monthly income of 
Rs. 2500 or slightly more than that. It may therefore be inferred that 
the economic motivations add to the violent manifestations of anger 
and resentment among the members of the household. 
TABLE - I S r b l 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCOROINGTOMONTHLYINCOME AND SIZE OFTHEFAMILYATTHE MACRO LEVEL 
ITIHAR 
Sizeof the Family • 
Monthly Income in Rupees T 
Below 5000 
5000-15000 
15000-25000 • 
Above 25000 
Total 
Percentage 
2 -5 
• 
02 
08 
10 
01 
21 
52 5 
6 - 9 
• 
03 
05 
08 
01 
17 
42 5 
lAIL) 
10-13 
01 
" 
01 
" 
02 
05 
Above 14 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
-
06 
13 
19 
02 
40 
-
1 Percentage 
1 -
1 '^  
32 5 
47 5 
05 
-
100 
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At the macro level it is seen that out of the forty 
respondents, six are drawn from the group having monthly income 
less than Rs. 5000. Out of these six, five have family membership 
between two to nine members while only one have family 
membership between ten to thirteen. Thirteen respondents belong to 
the income group of Rs. 5000^15000. Out of this eight have two to 
five family members while the other five have six to nine members. 
None of the respondents belonging to this category of monthly income 
have more than nine family members. Almost fifty- percent i.e. 
nineteen out of the forty respondents belong to the income group of 
Rs. 15000-25000. Out of nineteen, eighteen respondents have two to 
nine family members. Only one respondent have more than nine 
family members. Two of the respondents at the macro level belong to 
high income group i.e. having monthly income more than Rs. 25000. 
Both of them have less than ten family members. 
Crime committed by the women at the macro level are 
difficult to control because they are not committed by criminals but by 
the educated, rich, rational and law-abiding persons. They do not 
depend on any quality of the victim or lack of it, but other factors that 
are beyond control. For example, avarice is the reason for bride 
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burning, it is immaterial how much dowry is given or how rich is the 
husband's family. People have shed the notion of simple living and 
high thinking. They want more out of life. 
Family of Procreation: 
In the previous section an analysis is presented concerning 
the role of Family of Orientation in crimes committed by women. 
However, the significance of family does not cease with 
an individual reaching adulthood. Even after attaining adulthood, 
many women generally begin a new phase of life; occupy new roles 
and statuses that are also equally important for the development of 
normal social beings. 
This section seeks to draw a sketch of the homes to which 
the respondents of the present study went after their marriage, the 
treatment they receive, the habits and temperament of their new 
relatives and the expectation^ that these relatives have of them. 
Therefore, to determine the extent to which these respondents adjust 
themselves to the new environment, an attempt has been made to 
analyse the role of the family of procreation in relation to the crimes 
committed by the women inmates of the present study. 
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Family Structure: 
Family produces a complex of intersectional systems 
made up of different members. Larger the family, greater the 
probability of complexities as each family member may have his/her 
own interests, needs, demands and aspirations. Therefore, the 
parameter of the size and composition need to be discussed. In the 
beginning the respondents are asked whether their family of 
procreation is joint or nuclear? 
TABLE - 1 7 f a > 
DISTRIBUTION OF BESPBKDIHTSflCCOBBIHO TO THE TYPE OF FAMILY AND THE MATBBE OF OFFENCE UNDEB WHICH 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Type of Family T 1 
Nuclear 
Joint 1 
Total 
Percentage 
THEYHAV 
D.D 
-
28 
28 
71.8 
£ BEEN DETAINED AT THE MICBOL 
A.M 
-
01 
-
01 
2.6 
Kidnapping 
-
03 
05 
08 
20.5 
EVEKAUGABHJ 
A,P.T 
-
-
02 
02 
5.1 
AIL) 
Total 
• 
04 
35 
39 
• 
Percentage 
-
10.3 
89 7 
-
100 
At the micro level one respondent is unmarried and is thus 
not interviewed for, this section. On the basis of the opinions 
expressed by the respondents at the micro level it may be inferred that 
the joint family tends to make adjustment difficult because the 
mother-in-law as well as the daughter-in-law faces much interference 
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from one another and also from other family members. If a women is 
given less freedom to function on her own and when she is confronted 
by various demands and expectations, she gets confused which may 
become frustrating for her, leading to conflict and ultimately to 
deviant activities. 
TABLE - 17f bl 
BISTBIBUTieil OF BISPOMDtMTS flCCOBDWe TO THt TYPE OF FflMllY AMD THE HATBBE Of Of FMCIUHDEB WHICH 
THEYHAVE BEEN BETAINEO AT THE MACBB lEWEl [TIHAB JAILl 
Nature of 
Offence> 
Type of Family T 
Nuclear 
Joint 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
" 
21 1 
21 
63 6 1 
Murder 
-
06 
03 
09 
27 3 
Kidnapping 
-
01 
-
01 
03 
D'l 
-
02 
-
02 
6 1 
Prostitution 
-
-
7.5 
Total 
• 
09 
24 
33 
1 • 
Percentage 
-
27 3 
72.7 
-
100 
At the micro level out of the forty respondents, seven are 
unmarried. They are thus excluded while obtaining information 
regarding the family of procreation. At the macro level similar trend is 
observed. Majority of the respondents i.e. 72.7 percent of the 
respondents belong to joint families while only an insignificant 
number belong to nuclear families. 
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The demands upon the nuclear family are too great. The 
family is thrown back almost entirely on its own resources leading to 
intensification of emotional stress between the husband and the wife 
and parents and children. The strain is more than most of us can bear. 
The result is tension, indiscipline, conflict and frustration that shows 
itself in the behavioural pattern of the members and results in 
increasing female deviance. 
Nature of Relationship with Family Members: 
The nature of the relationship that the respondents share 
with their in-laws is also assessed. 
TABLE - 1 8 f a ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF REIATIONSHIP WITH FAHIiY MEMBERS ANO THE 
OFFENCE UNDER WHI 
Nature of 
Offence • 
RelationshipT 
Good 
So - So 
Conflicting 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
-
03 
08 
17 
28 
71.8 
(H THEY HAVE BEI 
A.M 
-
01 
' 
-
01 
2.6 
[N DETAINED AT THE MICRO LEVE 
Kidnapping 
-
01 
03 
04 
08 
20.5 
A.P.T 
02 
02 
5.1 
KALIGARHIAIL) 
[ Total 1 
^ 
05 
11 
23 
39 
Percentage 
12.8 
28.2 
59 
-
100 
At the micro level out of the thirty-nine respondents only 
four of them belong to nuclear family. These four cases show that the 
respondents did not share a happy and peaceful relationship with their 
husband. The conflicts with the husband arose generally because of 
husband's habit of drinking, gambling, and womanising and his lack 
of contribution towards family income. Only forty percent of the 
respondents have harmonious relationship with their family members. 
However, of all the relationships mother-in-law and daughter-in-law 
are the most conflicting in majority of the cases. Most women have 
less than cordial or conflicting relationships with their brother and 
sister-in-laws. The relationship between father-in-law and daughtci-
in-law is one of formal respect and distance. 
TABLE - 1 8 f b^ 
DISTRIRUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINO TO THE NATDRE OF RE1ATID5HIP WITH FAMUYMEMDERS AND THE 
Nature of 
Offence • 
Relationship T 
Good 
So-So 
Connicling 
Total 
Percentage 
OFFENCE UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE REEN DETAINED AT THE 
D D 
" ~] 
02 
06 
n 
21 
63 6 
Murder 
-
01 
- 03 
05 
09 
27 3 
HACRO LEVEL (TIHARIAIll 
Kidnapping 1 
• 1 
• 1 
01 1 
01 1 
03 1 
D T 
-
0! 
-
01 
02 
61 
Prostitution 
-
-
-
-
• 
Total 
" 
04 
09 
- . 
33 
" 
Percentage 
-
12 1 
27 3 
(>U () 
-
100 
At the macro level out of the thirty-three respondents, nine 
of them belong to nuclear family. Most of the respondents have 
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conflicting relation with their husbands. More than sixty percent of 
the respondents have a conflicting relation with their family members. 
It can be presumed that marital maladjustment is the cause 
of a large number of deviances among women in matrimonial homes 
as well as outside. This maladjustment may arise both because of the 
personality characteristics of the husband as well as that of the wife 
and the environment in which the marriage functions. 
Economic Conditions: 
Economic factors are said to pave way for the formation 
of matrimonial and familial relationships. The family atmosphere of 
an individual, therefore, largely depends on the economic position of 
the family. 
TABLE - 1 9 r a ) 
mSTBIBUTIOM OF BESPOHDEHTSflCCOBDIHeTOHDNTHIYINCOMEAMnSIZEOFTHEFnMHYATTHEMICBO LEVEL 
Size of the Family • 
Monthly Income in Rupees • 
Below 2500 
2500-5000 
1 Above 5000 
Total 
Percentage 
( 
2 - 5 
-
03 
05 
03 
11 
28.2 
ILIGABHJA 
6 - 9 
-
08 
11 
06 
25 
64.1 
L) 
10-13 
-
01 
02 
-
03 
7.7 
Above 14 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
• 
12 
18 
09 
39 
" 
Percentage 
" 
30.8 
1 46.2 
23 
100 
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At the qiicro level more than thirty percent of the 
respondents belong to the group having monthly income less than Rs. 
2500. Forty six percent to the income group of Rs. 2500-5000. Only 
twenty three percent of the respondents have income above Rs. 5000 
per month. The findings also indicate that majority of the household 
have large number of family member. 
TABLE - I Q f b ^ 
DISTBIBUTIOH OF BtSPOMDENTS nGCOBDIHB TO MOHTHIYIHCOHE AMD SIZE OF THE FAMUY AT THE MACRO lEWEl 
(TIHABIAIL) 
Size of the Family^-
Monthly Income in 
Rupees T 
Below 5000 
5000-15000 
15000-25000 
Above 25000 
Total 
Percentage 
2'-5 
02 
05 
10 
01 
18 
54 5 
6 - 9 
03 
03 
06 
01 
13 
39 4 
10-13 
01 
-
01 
-
02 
61 
Above 14 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
' 
06 
08 
17 
02 
33 
" 1 
Percentage 
182 
24 2 
51 5 
6 1 
-
100 
At the macro level majority of the respondents belong to 
the monthly income group of Rs. 15000-25000. The second larger 
category is 24.2 percent that fall under Rs. 5000-15000 income group 
followed by income group less than Rs. 5000 that constitute 18.2 
percent of the total respondents. Moreover, there are respondents who 
fall in the category of having monthly income above Rs. 25000. 
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In the ultimate analysis it is found that the inmates of the 
present study did not possess any definite personality trend as 
observed by many of the classical criminologists. Secondly, most of 
the inmates covered under the study are not habitual criminals and 
they did not have any prior criminals' background or history. Thirdly, 
most of them did not show any professional skill in the commitment 
of crime under question. 
Comparative analysis of the respondents of micro and 
macro levels points out that variables like poverty, illiteracy and area 
of residence did not contribute equally in the commitment of offence. 
At the micro level majority of the respondents are illiterate, belong to 
low economic class and reside in rural areas. Whereas at the macro 
level most of the respondents of this study are found to be educated, 
belong to middle or high economic class and are residents of urban 
locality. However, factors such as marital status, structure of the 
family, relation with the family members and the nature of offence are 
found to be almost similar. Majority of the respondents at the micro 
and macro level are married, belong to joint family, share less than 
cordial relation with the husband or in-laws and are 
charged for dowry death. 
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It can thus be submitted that sacramental marriages and 
close family ties are weakening. Temperamental maladjustment and 
incompatibility in ways of thinking, working, dressing up and 
behaving go a long way in making the husband and wife maladjusted. 
There has been a virtual change in the role of joint family. Joint 
family no longer acts as an emotional safety net. It has lost its role of 
exercising informal control over its members and teaching children 
basic values of truth, honesty, tolerance and concern for others. 
Dowry murder takes place when faltering traditional values collide 
with the lO''' century consumerism. Most of the killings seem to 
involve a breakdown of the traditional moral constraints, increasing 
acquisitiveness of the middle class and disregard for women. 
im FT€II = IV 
WOMEN OFFENDERS 
AND POLICE : AN 
ANALYSIS 
CHAPTER - IV 
The word "police" is derived from the Greek word 'Polls', 
meaning the State. Apparently, the police were called so because of 
their being the external manifestation of power of the state. The role 
and function of the police of a country are determined by the nature of 
the state. In a Welfare State, the police role is not only one of 
protection and social defence but of social welfare as well. They have 
to function as a social service organisation and deal with crime and 
public order in a manner so as to gain the goodwill and co-operation 
of the public. 
In such a society, the effectiveness of the police force 
largely depends on its acceptability by law-abiding citizens. Such 
groups give more weight to the behaviour of the police towards the 
community in their dealings. The police generally adopt different 
methods, simple or tough, in dealing with investigation of offences. 
Even in modem society, it is very common in the behaviour of the 
police to use third-degree methods in eliciting information or 
confessions from the accused or suspected. In the case of behavioural 
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variations of police personnel there are complaints against these 
police personnel ranging from instances of cruelty and indifference to 
duty, to dishonest investigation, illegal detention, collusion with 
criminals, rudeness towards people, corruption and practice of third-
degree methods. 
Policemen often confess to these shortcomings but point 
out that there are several factors associated to their behaviour and the 
important of them are social, economic and personal. These are found 
to be operating on both, the police force and the victims involved in 
the problem. Very often the manifestations of these behaviours are 
through the educational, communal, economic and even 
temperamental Characters of the members involved. 
Accordingly, in this chapter it is intended to analyse the 
relationship between the nature of police behaviour towards women 
offenders at the micro and macro levels and the socio-personal 
background of the women offenders. 
The hypothesis in this regard is that education, income, 
nature of crime or other similar social factors strongly influence the 
manifestations of police behaviour towards women offenders. More 
educated offenders experience relatively more tolerable behaviour 
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from police. Secondly, the treatment received by the women offenders 
at the micro level will differ from that received at the macro level. 
EDUCATION: 
Level of education is an important determinant of an 
individual's socio-economic status. Hence, the police behaviour 
towards offenders will vary according to their level of education. The 
hypothesis in this regard is that more educated offenders will 
experience relatively tolerable behaviour from police. Moreover, the 
relation between the two variables might not be the same at the micro 
and macro levels. Table-20(a) and Table-20(b) represent the nature 
and type of police response towards offenders according to their level 
of education. 
TABLE - 2 0 f a ^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINB TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND POLICE REHAVIOUR AT THE MICRO LEVEL 
[ALIBARHIAILl 
Educational Levels 
Police BehaviourT 
Considerate 
IndifTerenl 
Biased 
Total 
Percentage 
High School & 
A'bove j 
01 
i 
01 
2.5 
Primary 
-
01 
01 
02 
04 
10 
illiterate 
-
05 
10 
20 
35 
87.5 
Total 
07 
II 
22 
40 
• J 
Percentage 
175 
27 5 
55 
100 
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f = Kfo-fey 
fe 
f = 5.1206 
Analysis ,of Table-20(a) reveals that at the micro level 
55% of the respondents experience the police behaviour towards them 
as biased. Out of these, 50%o of the respondents are illiterate. 17.5%) of 
the respondents report police behaviour towards them to be 
considerate. In this group 71.42%of the respondents are illiterate. 
27.5% of the respondents experience an indifferent police treatment. 
In this group 90.90% of the respondents are illiterate. Thus, illiterate 
respondents report of receiving considerate, indifferent as well as 
biased treatment from the police. Whereas, literate respondents report 
of receiving considerate as well as biased response from the police. 
Hence, it can be inferred that police behaviour towards women 
offenders at the micro level is independent of their educational 
background. The chi-square test shows that there is no relationship 
between the level of education of the respondents and police 
behaviour because the value of/^ is 5.1206 with 4dfdit 0.05% level of 
significance, which is less than the actual value i.e. 9.488. Hence, 
there is no relationship between the educational status of the 
respondents and the police behaviour. 
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TABLE - 2 0 f b^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND POLICE BEHAVIOUR ATTHE MACRO LEVEL 
(TIHARIAIL) 
Educational Levels 
Police BehaviourT 
Considerate 
Indifferent 
' Biased 
[ Total 
Percentage 
Higti School & 
Above 
-
19 
07 
04 
30 
75 
Primary 
-
01 
02 
' 02 
05 
125 
Illiterate 
-
01 
02 
02 
05 
12.5 
Total 
-
21 
11 
08 
40 
-
Percentage 
, " 
52.5 
27.5 
20 j 
" 
100 
fe 
X'='- 11.2274 
Analysis of Table-20(b) highlights two important facts. 
Firstly, 75% of the respondents at the macro level are educated. 
Secondly, 52.5% of the respondents report of experiencing a 
considerate treatment from the police. 12.5% of the respondents are 
illiterate and 20% of the respondents report of experiencing a biased 
treatment from the police. Hence, it can be inferred that at the macro 
level, unlike the micro level, police behaviour towards women 
offenders is influenced by their level of education. The chi-square test 
shows a significant relationship between the nature of police 
behaviour and the level of education of the respondents at the macro 
level. The value of the x' is 11.2274 with 4df dX 0.05% level of 
significance, which is greater than the actual value i.e. 9.488. Hence, 
it tests that higher th^ level of education of the respondents better the 
treatment given by the police. 
A policeman is a servant of the law. He is called upon to 
control crime. Under this circumstance police requires training to 
establish communication with the community. Unfortunately, there 
has been very little training input for the investigating officers in 
small town areas to diagnose the crime. This may influence the 
behaviour of the police towards offenders. Police in the small town 
areas have outmoded methods of investigation and they lack 
knowledge of law. Since majority of the offenders is illiterate there is 
hardly any professional challenge or threat to the police personnel. 
MONTHIY INCOME: 
It is quite common that the reaction as well as the 
tolerance capacity of the women offenders in this regard may well 
depend on one's standard of life and the general background of the 
social life she enjoys. On all these occasions one's income is an 
appropriate indication and even determines to some extent in 
developing attitudes towards others behavior. Hence, monthly income 
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background of the women offenders and the police behaviour towards 
them has been analysed. 
TABLE - 2 1 f a ) 
DISTRIRHTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO MONTHLY INCOME AND POLICE REHAWODB AT THE MICRO LEVEL 
[ALI6ABHIAIL1 
Monthly Income 
Level • 
Police BehaviourT 
Considerate | 
Indifferent 
Biased 
Total 
Percentage 
1000-3000 
-
05 
17 
22 
55 
3100-6000 
• 
02 
03 
05 
10 
25 
6100 & Above 
-
04 
03 
01 
08 
20 
Total 
• i 
06 1 
11 
23 
40 
" 1 
Percentage 
-
15 
27.5 
57 5 
-
100 
X^ = E(fo-fey 
fe 
f = 26.1343 
A perusal of Table-21(a) depicts that at the micro level 
55% of the respondents belong to low income group and remaining 
45% of the respondents come from a little better income group. 
Majority of the respondents who come from the low-income group 
report that they are riot treated well in the hands of the investigating 
police officers. Whereas remaining 45%) of the respondents confess 
that they did not face hostile attitude of the investigating police 
officers. This is also tested by the chi-square test. The value of the /^ 
is 26.1343 with 4dfat 0.05% level of significance, which is greater 
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than the actual value i.e. 9.488. Hence, the chi-square test shows a 
significant relationship between the income of the women offenders 
and the treatment of the police investigating officers i.e. higher the 
level of income of the women offenders better is the treatment of the 
investigating police officers. 
TABLE - 2HV\ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS AGGORDING TO MONTHIYINGOME AND POUGE BEHAVIOUR AT THE MAGRO LEVEl 
(TIHARI 
Monthly Income 
Levels 
Police BehaviourT 
Considerate 
Indifferent 
Biased 
Total 
Percerttage 
1000-3000 
-
-
01 
04 
05 
12.5 
3100-6000 
1 • 
01 
1 °^  
02 
1 04 
10 
Mil 
6100 & Above 
-
25 
1 ^^ 
01 
31 
77 5 
Total 
-
26 
1 07 
07 
40 
• 
Percentage 1 
• 
65 1 
175 1 
175 
1 
100 
7' 
t-
= (fo--fey 
fe 
--48.9004 
Table-21(b) also reveals a positive relation between the 
income of the respondents and mode of police behaviour towards 
them. At the macro level 77.5% of the respondents belong to the high-
income group. The "data also reveal that 65% of the respondents 
experience considerate behaviour from the police. Out of these 62.5% 
of the respondents belong to high-income group. The chi-square test 
also shows significant relationship between income of the respondents 
and nature of police, response towards them. The value of the x^ is 
48.9004 with ^c^at 0.05% level of significance, which is greater than 
the actual value i.e. 9.488. Hence, at the macro level also a significant 
relationship exists between police behaviour and income of the 
respondents. 
Firstly, members of the lower class in any society are 
more defenseless, have fewer resources, do not react or the reaction is 
ineffective and have less influence than members of the middle and 
upper classes. Other things being equal, the police are more likely to 
suspect a lower class person rather than an upper class person. The 
police rarely care to put its best into solving a case where the poor are 
involved because there is no fear of effective reaction from such 
category of people. 
Secondly, police investigations involving members of 
lower income group are effectively tempered because of political 
interference. The stronger sections pull wires to implicate the poor 
and the weak. 
Thirdly, police have found the members of the lower class 
to be indifferent to police problems. However, the corrupt practice and 
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political pressures in investigations can easily cause interference in 
the administration of criminal justice. 
NATUREOFCRIME: 
In order to understand more about police-offender 
relations an understanding of the manifestations of behaviour of the 
police towards offenders according to their nature and type of offence 
becomes essential. 
TABLE - 2 2 f a ) 
mSTBIBUTIOH OF BESPOMDEHTS AGC0BDIH6 TO THIMATUBI OF CBIME AMD POLICE BEHAWIOUB AT THE MICRO 
LEWEilALieABHIAUl 
Nature of Crimed 
Police BehaviourT 
Considerate 
Indifferent 
Biased 
Total 
Percentage 
D.D 
-
03 
05 
20 
28 
70 
A.M 
-
-
01 
-
01 
2.5 
Kidnapping 
• 1 
01 
05 
• 1 
06 
15 
A.P.T 
• 
• 
02 
03 
05 
12.5 
Total 
-
04 
13 
23 
40 
-
Percentage 1 
• 
10 
32.5 
57.5 
• 
100 1 
fe 
f = 13.9628 
Table-22(a) reveals that at the micro level 70% of the 
respondents are charged for dowry death. 75% of the respondents are 
charged for kidnapping. It is also to be noted that 57.5% of the 
respondents report of experiencing biased police behaviour. 52.5% of 
the respondents feel that the police is indifferent towards the nature of 
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their offence. 71.42%) of the respondents charged for dowry death 
experience the police behaviour towards them to be biased. 17.85% of 
the respondents charged for the same type of offence find the police to 
be indifferent while only 10.71%) of the respondents are satisfied with 
the police response. In the case of kidnapping and attempt to murder, 
none of the respondents report of experiencing a biased police 
response. Hence, at the micro level the police is found to have a 
biased attitude towards women offenders who are suspected of bride 
burning. In order to find out the relationship between the female crime 
and the behaviour of the police towards them the chi-square test has 
been applied. The value of the x^ is 13.9628 with 6dfa.t 0.05%o level of 
significance, which is greater than the actual value i.e. 12.592. Hence, 
it is found that there is significant relationship between the nature of 
crime committed by the women and the behavior of the police 
towards them. 
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TABLE - 2 2 f b^ 
DISTBIBUTIOM Of BESPOHBEWTS ACCOBBIWa TO THE MflTMBl OF CHIME AMD POllCt BEHflWtOBB AT THE MACRO 
lEWEimWABlAUl 
Nature of Crimed DD Murder Kidnapping Prostitution Percentage 
PoJice BehaviourV 
Considerate 05 02 08 20 
Indifferent 10 06 01 01 02 20 50 
Biased 09 02 12 30 
Total 24 10 01 03 
Percentage 60 25 25 05 75 100 
f = E(fo~fey 
fe 
r ' = 4 3250 
Table-22(b) reveals that at the macro level, out of the total 
sample, 50%o of the respondents had experience an indifferent 
response from the police. It is also to be noted that 60yo of the 
respondents are charged for dowry death. In this group 41.66% of the 
respondents feel that the police is indifferent towards the nature of 
their offence, 37.5%> of the respondents find them to be biased and 
only 20.83% of the respondents have experienced a considerate 
response from the police. 25% of the respondents are charged for 
murder. In this group 60% of the respondents feel that the police is 
indifferent towards their offence. 7.5% of the total respondents are 
charged for immoral trafficking. In this group 66.66% of the 
respondents label the police attitude as indifferent. Hence, unlike the 
micro level, the relation between the attitude of the police and the 
nature of offence of the women offenders at the macro level is found 
to be insignificant. Jhe chi-square test also shows an insignificant 
relation between the two variables. The value of the x^ is 4.3250 with 
8dfai 0.05% level of significance, which is less than the actual value 
i.e. J5.507. 
At the micro level the police is of the opinion that it is 
often reported that th-e bride was done to death because of insufficient 
dowry or the parents failure to fulfill the demand of the in-laws. 
However, investigations reveal that deaths have been caused even to 
such brides who had brought handsome dowry. The real reason is not 
dowry but the greed of the bride's in-laws who have no natural love 
and affection for the bride. Modernization has aroused people's 
expectations, including women. The value system has also undergone 
certain changes, which gives importance to the wealth or position of 
her family rather than the merit of the bride. Dowry is an easy way in 
which people can obtain goods and cash. Frequently the mother-in-
law instigates the killing using the husband as an agent. The daughter-
in-law is always considered an outsider. The mother-in-law typically 
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feels that her son is being snatched away from her and the supposed 
inadequacy of dowry becomes an excuse. 
The police sincerely feel that women have greatly been 
affected by shifting social values leading to breakdown of families. 
The tradition of seeking fulfillment in sacrifice and self-denial is 
nowhere to be found. This has caused great loss to the family in 
particular and to the community in general. At the macro level, the 
indifferent attitude of the police can be attributed firstly, by the fact 
that majority of the subordinate police personnel looked upon the 
police career as an ordinary career and had opted it for the sake of 
employment. The top officials expect to have a dignified professional 
career through police service and their motivation for joining the 
police force is for the sake of Cjnjoying superior and distinct status in 
the society. The responsibility of controlling crime and maintaining 
social order is realised by very few. 
In a metropolis, bureaucracy is an essential characteristic. 
It assumes new dimensions of policy implementation due to political, 
administrative and • other factors. It is very humiliating and 
demoralising for an honest, competent and self-respecting policeman 
when he cannot discharge his dufies inspite of his willingness to do 
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SO. This creates a feeling of utter helplessness. The morale of the cops 
collapses and they become silent spectators. 
Criminal justice system bears the explicit responsibility 
for preventing and controlling crime in society. However, it 
recognizes that the efficiency of the legal machinery depends 
basically on the quality of the initial work done by the police. The role 
of the police in modern society in preserving law and order in the 
community around which it functions is important at three levels. At 
the level of (i) investigation (ii) arrest and (in) trial. The efficiency, 
behaviour and discipline of the police at these three levels affect the 
fulfillment of the duties that are assigned to them by the society. It has 
quite often been felt that police as a law enforcing machinery of the 
government, vested with numerous powers, often act lawlessly 
towards the offenders and the general public with whom they come 
into contact. The general complaint against the police force is the 
excessive use of force on suspects and others. Police often rnake use 
of physical force for obtaining their objectives. 
It may also be noted that the behavioural patterns of the 
police vary widely according to the nature of the situation. A section 
of the people who are disciplined and overwhelmed with power and 
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authority are quite likely to have a prejudiced attitude towards others. 
Though they are the-people who are trained in a systematic manner 
intended for the welfare of the general public, their sub-cultural nature 
tempts them to act and react to h^e society in a different fashion. Here, 
the individualistic and the official fallacies come into operation. Thus, 
in this section an attempt has been made to examine the nature of 
police behaviour extended to women offenders belonging to different 
socio-economic categories at three different levels of prosecution i.e. 
investigation, arrest and trial. 
INVESTIGATION: 
The nature of police investigation meted out to women 
offenders belonging to different socio-economic status at the micro 
and macro level is being represented in Table-23(a) and Table-23(b) 
respectively. 
TABLE - 2 3 f a ^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND THE NATURE OF POLICE 
INVESTIGATION ATI 
Socio-Economic Status^ 
Nature of Police InvestigationT 
Fair 
Forced 
Manipulative 
Total 
Percentage 
High 
-
-
01 
02 
03 
7.5 
FHE MICRO LEV 
Middle 
1' '• 
09 
03 
12 1 
30 
EL(ALIGARHJ 
Low 
21 
04 
25 
62.5 
IIL) 
Total 
-
-
31 
09 
40 
-
Percentage 
" j 
• 1 
t 77.5 
22.5 
• 1 
100 
122 
fe 
f = 4.0048 
Table-23(a) reveals that at the micro level none of the 
respondents experience a fair police investigation. They have either 
found the police investigation to be forced or to be manipulative. 
77.5% of the respondents experience the use of rude and harsh 
language by the police at the time of investigation. They also 
complain of the use of unnecessary and excessive force for the 
purpose of collecting information. Police hardly make any effort to 
find out the fact and collect realities. They aim at making the 
respondents agree to whatever they believe to be the truth. This group 
consists of respondents belonging to the high middle as well as low 
socio-economic status. 22.5% of the respondents report that the police 
investigation is manipulative in nature. In this group, 44.44%) of the 
respondents belong to the low, 55.55% of the respondents to the 
middle and ILllVo of the respondents to the high socio-economic 
status. They believed that the police twist the investigation and 
present its findings according to their requirement and demand from 
the high-ups. The aim is to implicate rather than to investigate. Hence, 
at the micro level the respondents experience the police investigation 
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to be either forced, or manipulative, irrespective of their socio-
economic status. The chi-square test also shows an insignificant 
relation between the two variables. The value of the x^ is 4.0048 with 
4df2ii 0.05 level of significance, which is less than the actual value i.e. 
9.488. 
TABLE - 2 3 f b ) 
DISTBIBUTION OF BESPOHDEHTS ACCDBDIHIi TO SOCIO-ICOHOHIC STATUS AND THE HATUHE OF POLICE 
INVES] 
Socio-Economic Status^-
Nature of Police Investigation y , 
Fair 
Forced 
Manipulative 
Total 
Percentage 
riGATIOHATTH 
High 
t 
02 
04 
20 
26 
65 
EMACBOLEVE 
Middle 
• 
01 
02 
05 
08 
20 
LCTIHABIAIL) 
Low 
-
01 
04 
01 
06 
15 
Total 
-
04 
10 
26 
40 
-
Percentage 
-
10 
25 
65 
-
100 
fe 
Z'= 57.2164 
Table-23(b) reveals that at the macro level 10% of the 
respondents experience fair police investigation. In this groujp 50% of 
the respondents belong to the high socio-economic status while the 
respondents belonging to the middle and low socio-economic status 
share the other 50% equally. 65% of the respondents report of police 
investigation being manipulative in nature. 25% of the respondents 
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experience a forced police investigation. It is also to be noted that in 
the high and middle socio-economic status the police investigation is 
more manipulative and less forced in nature. Whereas, in the low 
socio-economic status the police investigation is more forced and less 
manipulative in nature. 65% of the respondents belong to the high 
socio-economic status. In this category 76.92% of the respondents 
experience the police investigation to be manipulative, 15.38% of the 
respondents experience forced police investigation. While only 7.69% 
of the respondents experience fair investigation. 20% of the 
respondents belong to the middle socio-economic status. In this group 
62.5% of the respondents report of police investigation being 
manipulative in nature. 25% of the respondents experienced forced 
investigation while only 12.5% of the respondents experience fair 
investigation. 15% of the respondents belong to the low socio-
economic status. In this group 66.66% of the respondents experience 
forced police investigation. Hence, at the macro level the nature of 
police investigation Vary according to the socio-economic status of the 
women offenders. The chi-square test shows a significant relation 
between the nature of police investigation and the socio-economic 
status of the respondents. The value of the x^ is 57.2164 with 4df dX 
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0.05% level of significance, which is greater than the actual value i.e. 
9.488. Hence, there is a significant relation between the two variables. 
The thesis which emerges out of this analysis is that at the 
micro level the police investigations on crime are still of the 
traditional type and there has been very little training input for the 
investigating police in order to understand the sociology of crime in 
the changing social set-up. Moreover, improper conduct and rude 
behaviour of the police are often the result of unsatisfactory working 
conditions. Police personnel still carry out their task with outmoded 
methods of investigation. 
Whereas, at the macro level the police is compelled to act 
and behave as the servant of the bureaucracy rather than as a servant 
of the law. The police is called upon to waive cases, withdraw cases, 
makeout cases etc. Police investigations are disturbed and tempered 
because of political interference as well. The stronger and influential 
pull wires to implicate the weak. The police personnel cannot afford 
to go against the 'pull' because their promotion and career would be at 
stake. Since they operate under corrupt conditions their service 
becomes defensive rather than -effective law enforcement machinery. 
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The class-consciousi;iess leaves the weak lonely and insecure and 
allows the police to persecute rather than prosecute the suspects. 
Corruption and indifference at the investigation level and 
at the stage of preparing the charge sheet is prevalent at the micro as 
well as macro levels. Majority of the respondents complain that: 
(a) Time taken for investigation is too long. 
(b) Often the evidence is destroyed by the time the investigation 
starts. 
(c) Most of the policemen who investigate the cases have neither 
specialized skill in investigation nor do they have legal 
knowledge. 
(d) They are not aware of the questions that will be put to them 
by the courts. 
(e) Police doubted their statements in every case. 
ARREST: 
People who fall in the clutches of the police generally 
complain of aggressive behaviour towards them at the time of arrest. 
The police publicly assert that they enforce all laws uniformly and 
universally, without any discrimination. Yet the fact is that police 
often follow the differential application of laws to different 
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individuals. The common complaint against the policemen is that they 
practice discrimination against persons who come from villages, are 
poor and illiterate and belong to underprivileged groups. Cases of the 
police helping rich, educated and influential persons involved in 
crimes in the matter of getting bail are numerous as compared to the 
arrested poor. Similarly, poor persons are arrested even on a slight 
suspicion while the arrest of well-to-do people is avoided. 
In the light of these existing realities an attempt has been 
made to examine the existence of discriminatory behaviour of the 
police towards women offender^ at the time of arrest. Table-24(a) and 
Table-24(b) represents the nature of police behaviour at the time of 
arrest towards women offenders at the micro and macro levels. 
TABLE - 2 4 f a ^ 
DISTBIBUTiOHOFBESPOHDiMTSACCOBDIHeTOSOCIO-ECONOWIC STATUS AND POIICEBEHflBIOBHflTTHITIHE 
BFABBEST AT THE MICBB lEWEE tALICABH lAlU 
Socio-Economic Status• 
Police BehaviourT 
Sympathetic 
Indifferent 
Rude/Aggressive 
Total 
Percentage 
High 
-
-
03 
' 
03 
7.5 
Middle 
05 
. 07 
12 
30 
Low 
04 
21 
25 
62.5 
Total 
-
-
12 
28 
40 
-
1 Percentage 
1 
• 
30 
70 
• • 
100 
f = I(fo~fe}' 
fe 
f = 14.1159 
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Table-24(a) reveals that at the micro level none of the 
respondents find the police attitude to be sympathetic at the time of 
arrest. Analysis of data points out that aggressiveness of police 
behaviour reduces with increasing socio-economic status of the 
female. 7.5% of the respondents belong to the high socio-economic 
status. None of them report of police aggressiveness at the time of 
arrest. In the middle socio-economic category, 58.3%) of the 
respondents report of police ill treatment at the time of arrest. 
Whereas, in the low socio-economic status 84%o of the respondents 
had a bad experience with the police at the time of arrest. Altogether 
70%o of the respondents belonging only to the middle and low socio-
economic status complain of police misconduct at the time of arrest. 
The remaining 30%o of the respondents experience an indifferent 
police attitude at the time of arrest. Hence, at the micro level the 
police project a discriminatory behaviour towards the women 
offenders at the time of arrest, depending upon their socio-economic 
status. The chi-square test also shows a significant relation between 
the two variables. The value of the x^ is 14.1159 with 4df dX 0.05% 
level of significance, which is greater than the actual value i.e. 9.488. 
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T A p i E - 24rb^ 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINGTO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND POUCE BEHAVIOUR ATTHETIME 
Socio-Economic Status^ 
Police BehaviourT 
Sympathetic 
Indilfercnl 
Rudc/Aggressive 
Total 
Percentage 
OF ARREST AT THE MACRO LEVEL (TIHAR lAILl 
High 
-
06 
20 
-
26 
65 
Middle 
-
02 
05 
01 
08 
20 
Low 
01 
03 
02 
06 
15 
[ Total 
1 • 
09 
28 
03 
40 
Percentage 
-
22 5 
70 
75 
-
100 
X' = Kfo-feV 
fe 
X' = 65 4740 
Table-24(b) reveals that at the macro level none of the 
respondents belonging to high socio-economic status experience 
police misconduct at the time of arrest. 12.5% of the respondents 
belonging to the middle socio-economic status reported of police 
aggressiveness at the time of arrest. Whereas, in the low socio-
economic status 33.3% of the respondents complain of police ill 
treatment at the time of arrest. Hence, at the macro level also the 
police aggressiveness at the time of arrest is inversely proportionate to 
the socio-economic status of the respondents. The chi-square test also 
shows a significant relation between the two variables. The value of 
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the x^ is 65.4740 with 4df dX 0.05% level of significance, which is 
greater than the actual value i.e. 9.488. 
During the British period, the policemen used violence 
against the political leaders fighting for political independence of the 
country. Today, the police use violence and discrimination under the 
orders of these very political fighters who have now become rulers. 
The policemen thus serve the rulers more than common people in the 
society. 
Police constables mainly come from the upper-lower 
class, lower-middle class and t|ie working class. They are young but 
have limited education. They have no background of the psychology 
of offenders or of the sociology of crime. Putting in long years of 
service, they gradually come to regard themselves as lower and 
middle class civil servants and bureaucrats. They get the support of 
their colleague and superior officers in times of crises. This group 
solidarity makes them consider themselves separate from the 
community and restricts their effort to co-operate with and serve the 
people. 
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This group solidarity encourages the police to act, as they 
desire. There is no one to contradict them in the court except another 
policeman. 
The general complaints of the respondents towards the 
police is: 
(a) All regulations of arresting women by the women police & 
not arresting women in the night were flouted. 
(b) In most of the cases the police gave an impression that there is 
no point in washing dirty linen in public. 
(c) Police take it for granted that it is the women's fault. 
(d) Respondents.believed that at senior level police personnel are 
helpful. But all cannot approach them. 
(e) They indulge in omission and addition while writing the FIR. 
COUBTTBIAL: 
Procedure of police work quite seriously influences the 
nature and outcome of court trials. It is a well known fact that delays 
occur in court trials and arrears go on accumulating because of liberal 
adjournments, lengthy procedures, heavy case load in criminal courts, 
vested interests developed by members of the bar and discrimination 
exhibited by the police. 
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Table-25(a) and Table-25(b) represent the nature of police 
role in the process of trial as experienced by the women offenders of 
micro and macro levels. 
TABLE - 25ra^ 
DISTBIBUTIDM Of BESP0HDEHT5 ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND THE BOLt OF POUCi IM THE 
PROCESS OF TRIAl AT THE MICRO LEVEL (ALIGARH J 
Socio-Economic Status• 
Role of Police in the 1 
Process of Trial • 
Conducive 1 
Non-Conducive , 1 
Implicative 1 
Total 
Percentage 
High 
02 
-
01 
03 
75 
Middle 
' 
02 
07 
' ,03 
12 
30 
Low 1 
' 
• 
04 
21 
25 
62.5 
RID 
Total 
04 
11 
25 
40 
-
1 Percentage 
[ 
10 
27.5 
62.5 
1 
100 
f = Kfo-fey-
fe 
X' = 89.2737 
Table-25(a) reveals that at the micro level 62.5% of the 
respondents belong to low socio-economic status. In this category 
none of the respondents experience the role of the police to be 
conducive in the process of trial. 84% of the respondents belonging to 
this category experience the role of the police to be implicative in the 
process of trial. However, in the middle socio-economic status, 58.3% 
of the respondents experience the role of the police to be non-
conducive and 25% of the respondents experience the police to be 
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implicative. Whereas, in the category of high socio-economic status 
only 33.3% of the respondents experience the police role to be 
implicative, 66.6% of the respondents experience it to be conducive 
and none of them experience ,it to be non-conducive. Thus, at the 
micro level the role of the police in the process of trial varied 
according to the socio-economic status of the women offenders. The 
chi-square test shows a significant relationship between the two 
variables. The value of the x' is 89.2737 with 4df dii 0.05% level of 
significance, which is greater than the actual value i.e. 9.488, 
TABLE - 2 5 f b^ 
niSTBIBUTION OF BtSPOHDEHTS ACC0BDIH6 TO SOCIO-ECOHOHIC STATUS AHD THt BOH OF POIICEIHTHE 
p 
1 Socio-Economic Status^ 
I Role of Police in the i 
Process of Trial T i 
1 Conducive 1 
1 Non-Conducive j 
1 Implicative 1 
1 Total 1 
Percentage 
lOCESS OF TBIAL AT THE MAGBO LEVEL (TIHAB1 
High 
05 
15 
06 
26 
65 
Middle 
i 
01 
05 
02 
08 
20 
Low 
• 
-
02 
04 
06 
15 
AILl 
Total 
06 
22 
12 
40 
-
Percentage 
15 
55 
30 
-
100 
f = I(fo-fe)^ 
X'^ 94.2165 
Table-25(b) reveals that at the macro level the role of the 
police is more implicative in the trial process of cases belonging to the 
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women offenders of low socio-economic status. Whereas, in the trial 
process of cases belonging to the respondents of high and middle 
socio-economic status, the role of the police is experienced to be 
largely non-conducive and less implicative. In the category of high 
socio-economic status, 23% of the respondents experience police role 
to be implicative. In the middle socio-economic status 25yo of the 
respondents experience implicative attitude of the police, while, in the 
low socio-economic status, 40% of the respondents experience the 
police to be implicative. The conducive and non-conducive role also 
varied according to socio-economic status of the women offenders. 
The discrimination experienced at the macro level is similar to that 
experienced at the micro level. Hence, it can be concluded that at the 
macro level also the role of the, police in the process of trial is biased 
towards the poor and the weak. It encourages implication of the poor 
and escape of the influential. The chi-square test also shows a 
significant relation between the two variables. The value of the x^ is 
94.3165 with 4dfa.t 0.05% level of significance, which is greater than 
the actual value i.e. 9.488. 
One common complaint against the policemen is that they 
practice discrimination. Police tend to treat similar types of offences 
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committed by the upper-middle and upper class people more leniently 
than the lower or lower- middle class people. Perhaps, the economic 
status of the offenders from upper groups helps them line their 
pockets. 
The credibility of the police who testify in court appears 
to have been eroded. Earlier, a policeman who testified with assurance 
helped the prosecutor in presenting his case. But now even the 
prosecutor wants him to manipulate his evidence. The policemen feel 
that they arrest only those persons who deserve punishment but the 
courts by not prosecuting them, put the police on trial. 
The gradual conversion of the police force into a VIP 
security force result in mass exodus of efficient police force and 
inefficient handling of crime cases by inexperienced officials. This 
has led to poor judicial observation and frustrations. Anything 
connected with politics become^ a big affair and policemen are called 
from different police stations. This has led to neglect of routine work. 
Police officials defend their discriminatory actions on the 
plea that firstly, it is the pressures from top and political interference 
that restrict us from working impartially. The same officer who would 
ask the policeman to be strict in one case, because the complainant 
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happens to be a friend or some influential persons would not hesitate 
in suspending him for his strictness in another case. Secondly, the 
procedures laid down by the courts for the police many a time act as 
obstacles that prevent the police personnel from doing their jobs to the 
extent of their capabilities. 
The common complaints of the respondents are: 
(a) Police have little knowledge of the law and legal matters and 
they thus fail to foresee what can be helpful in the process of 
trial. 
(b) Often, when the case is presented at the session's court, the 
prosecutor is rarely present and a policeman argues the 
charge. The investigating officer is not present either. The 
defense counsel or a policeman provides any information 
sought by the judge. 
(c) Police takes interest in getting the poor people sentenced by 
courts. Attempts to implicate them in false cases are made by 
the investigating officers. The lawyers are too expensive and 
staff at the lower courts is corrupt and harassing. The strong 
and rich can get cases manipulated. The culprit becomes 
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victim if they happen to know somebody important in the 
politics of the day. 
On the whole majority of the respondents view the role of 
the police as an agent of government rather than as a service agency. 
They are of the opinion that at least it is expected from the women 
police that they would help in creating trust and confidence in police 
and would be a source of relief for persons in distress, especially 
women victims. But they have desperately failed to do so and their 
misbehaviour is no less than the male police personnel. 
It is learnt from the respondents that police personnel 
belonging to different ranks show different and varied responses 
towards women offenders. Hence, it is thought necessary to examine 
the variation in the nature of response extended by different levels of 
police officials towards women offenders. Table-26 (a) and Table-
26(b) represent the rank of the police officials and the nature of 
response which they provide to the women offenders at the micro and 
macro levels respectively. 
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TABLE - 26f a ) 
DISTBIBUTIOMOFPOLlCEPEBSOMHElAHDTHIHArtBiOFTBEATMIHTOrTHEWOMEHOrrEHDEBSSATTHEHICBO 
lEWEnAUCflBHIAILl 
The Nature of Treatment of 
the Female Undertrials^ 
Rank of the Police OfficailsT 
Subordinates 
Officials 
Top Officials 
Total 
Percentage 
Considerate 
• J 
03 
03 
04 
10 
33 3 
Non-
Considerate 
-
05 
02 
01 
08 
26 7 
Insulting 
-
10 
01 
01 
12 
40 
Total 
" 
18 
06 
06 
30 
• 
Percentage 
-
60 
20 
20 
^ 
100 
f = 101.3720 
A perusal of Table-26(a) depicts that at the micro level 
27.77% of subordinate police officials are non-considerate towards 
women offenders. Whereas, 55.55% of subordinate police officials 
are insulting towards women offenders. Among the officials, 50% of 
them are considerate, 33.33% of them are found to be non-considerate 
and only 16.66% of them are found to be insulting. Whereas, among 
the top officials, 66.66% are considerate. Analysis of the data reveals 
that non-consideration and insult towards women offenders reduces 
with increase in the rank and officialdom of the police personnel. The 
chi-square test shows the presence of significant relation between the 
rank of the police personnel and the nature of response that they 
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extend towards women offenders. The value of the x^ is 101.3720 
with 4df at 0.05% level of significance, which is greater than the 
actual value i.e. 9.488. 
TABLE - 2 6 f b ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF POIICEPERSONNEIANDTHENATUREOFTREATMENTOFTHEWOMEN OFFENDERS ATTHEMACRO 
The Nature of Treatment of 
the Female Undertrials^ 
Rank of the Police Officials T 
Subordinates 
Officials 
Top Officials 
Total 
Percentage 
LEVEL 
1 Considerate 
-
07 
04 
05 
16 
[• 53 .3 , 
TIHARJAIU 
Non-
considerate 
-
06 
02 
01 
09 
30 
Insulting 
-
05 
-
-
05 
16.7 
Total 
-
18 
06 
06 
30 
-
Percentage j 
• 
60 
20 
20 
1 
100 
r ' = i:ffo-fey 
fe 
f = 107.0665 
A perusal of Table-26(b) depicts that at the macro level 
majority of the top officials extend a considerate response towards 
women offenders. 83.33% of the top officials are reported to be 
considerate. None of the officials belonging to this rank are found to 
be insulting towards women offenders. Similarly, 66.66% of officials 
are reported to be considerate and none of them are found to be 
insulting towards women offenders. However, among the 
subordinates, 61.11% were reported to be either non-considerate or 
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insulting towards women offenders. Hence, analysis of the data 
reveals that at the macro level as well the non-consideration and insult 
towards women offenders reduces with increasing rank and 
officialdom of the police personnel. The chi-square test shows a 
significant relation between the rank of the police personnel and the 
nature of response that they extend towards women offenders. The 
value of the j ^ is 107.0665 with 4dfaX 0.05% level of significance, 
which is greater than the actual value i.e. 9.488. 
From the above analysis it logically follows that: 
(a) At the lower level most policemen suffer from a sense of 
1-
frustration, which is manifested in the performance of their 
duties. The limitations 9n promotional prospects compel most 
of the subordinate policemen to retire on the positions on 
which they were initially appointed. Their training 
overstresses their capacity of physical endurance. Muscle 
building has been central to their professional equipment. 
This prepares them for difficult and hazardous jobs but at the 
same time it hardens their instincts and makes them loose 
appreciation of fine and delicate things and sentiments of life 
and society. Thus, a subordinate police personnel is a quasi-
social individual. They' are mostly surrounded by anti-social 
elements, which make their work drab and monotonous. The 
professional responsibilities of a subordinate are such that 
they cannot afford to stay happy and normal in their 
advancing years. They have to leave their family 
establishments in the distant rural areas and are forced to stay 
in a semi-bachelor state in the police barracks for the most 
part of their youth. Deprived of the company of their wives 
and children, they fail to get socialised in the ways of normal 
social behaviour. Frequent transfer, insufficient income, long 
absence from home and fear from superiors deprives them of 
a normal life of fulfillment of a social being. All this leads to 
vulgar display of power and low motivation to his duty, 
(b) Educational background of the police personnel influence the 
I 
performance of their duties. It is quite common that more 
educated members are likely to be in high cadres. Hence, 
those who are more educated perform the task with greater 
efficiency and responsibility than those who are less educated. 
Analysis .of the data highlights the fact that majority of the 
respondents of the micro as well as macro level experience the police 
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response to be biased and manipulative. However, at the micro level 
the police personnel are more aggressive and insulting than their 
counterparts at the jnacro level. It is also observed that police 
personnel belonging to lower ranks are less considerate and co-
operative than those placed at the top or middle cadres. 
'MMf€^ = V 
SELECTED CASE 
STUDIES 
CHAPTER - V 
In this chapter some of the important case histories of the 
respondents interviewed at the micro and macro levels have been 
discussed. Respondents found at the micro level (Aligarh District Jail) 
have been divided into four separate categories according to the 
offence they are supposed to have been committed. These four 
categories are Dowry Death, Kidnapping, Attempt to Murder and 
Offence Against Public Tranquility. Whereas at the macro level (Tihar 
Jail of New Delhi) respondents have been divided into five separate 
categories according to the offence they are supposed to have been 
committed. These five offences are Dowry Death, Kidnapping, 
Murder, Prostitution and Drug Trafficking. 
Attempt has been made to represent each category with 
the help of case history. The number of case histories prepared from 
each category depends upon the strength of the respondents in that 
particular category. 
For preventing any possibility of identification of the 
respondents, their real names have not been mentioned. However, the 
incidents, experiences and other details about their life histories and 
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about themselves that have been presented in their case studies are 
factual. The case study has been prepared in a biographical form. 
In the present study at the micro level out of the forty 
respondents, twenty-eight are charged for the offence of dowry death. 
They have been booked under Sections 498A and 304B of the IPC. 
Case study of three respondents belonging to this category of offence 
is being discussed below. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. A 
Mrs. A is a fifty year old, dark complexioned lady. She 
has grey hair and wrinkles on her face. She is plain looking and has a 
very reserved nature. The pressures of life, it seems, has sobered her 
sense of dressing up. For, she is dressed in a white saree with an 
unmatched blouse. Overall, her appearance is very neat and soothing. 
Mrs A is an illiterate Muslim woman. She belongs to the 
Backward Class. Her husband has fifty 'bigha' of land and is engaged 
in cultivation. They have a 'Pucca'' house with two rooms, verandah, 
courtyard and a well. However, the house is without electricity. They 
live in a village near Aligarh. 
Mrs. A is the youngest child of her parents having four 
elder sisters and one elder brother. One of the sisters is married in 
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Hathras, two are in the same village and the eldest had died at an 
early age. Her brother is in Badayun and is engaged in cultivation. Her 
father could read and write in Urdu as well as in Hindi. But her 
mother was illiterate. 
Talking about her father she said, "My father, unlike other 
men in the village was a man of liberal views. He believed in 
educating his children and was against child marriage. The other 
villagers were not interested in educating their children. Luckily, the 
women in our family enjoyed more freedom. However, I could not 
enjoy the love and care of my father because he died when I was only 
three years old. After his death my mother had to face a lot of 
problems. My mother, an illiterate woman, had to fight legal battle to 
retain whatever property we had. To feed the family she was forced to 
do work which men usually did. Each day she had to go to the fields 
to supervise the sowing and harvesting of crops. She had to sell her 
jewelry to meet the expenses. My brother was quite young and the 
entire responsibility fell on my mother. Once, she went to meet a 
distant relative in another village and there was no one at home. Some 
people broke into our house and destroyed many items. The villagers 
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thought they would harass her so much that in desperation she would 
be forced to leave the village, and then they could grab the land". 
Due to all these pressures on her Mrs. A's mother was not 
able to look after her. She was a strong woman yet she could not in 
many ways fulfill the role of both the parents. "I always missed the 
presence of an elderly, responsible male member in my family. I 
strongly felt at that time that if my father had been alive, life would 
have been much easier for my mother and much happier for my 
siblings and me". 
Talking about her marriage Mrs. A revealed that after 
much inquiring her mother agreed to give her in marriage to a boy of 
her community who lived in a village near Aligarh. Her husband has 
one brother and one sister. Both of them were married. Her father-in-
law had died and five years after her marriage her mother-in-law also 
passed away. Initially, everything was quite peaceful and happy. Mrs. 
A has eight children, two daughters and six sons. Her daughters are 
married at Khurja and Bulandshahar. Three of her sons are married. 
Her daughters-in-law are from Hathras, Badayun and Etawa. All of 
them lived jointly with Mrs. A and her husband. Her second daughter-
in-law is from Badayun and she is the only one who could recite 
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Quran. Her second son works in a factory in Aligarh and visited his 
wife and parents on holidays. 
"Immediately after my second son's marriage things at 
home were quite peaceful. Later, I realized that my daughter-in-law 
had difficulty in adjusting herself to the material discomforts of our 
home. She often grumbled at the village way of living and wanted to 
live in Aligarh with her husband. Her parents are economically better 
than we are and she always compared the two families and pointed out 
the differences. She never helped us in the household work and stayed 
very aloof. My other two daughters-in-law have adjusted with us very 
easily and have no grievances. I understood her problem but had no 
way to take her out of it. My son's earning is quite modest and it 
would be difficult for him to settle in Aligarh with his wife. Her father 
too had come to know about her daughter's discomfort and suggested 
that she alongwith her husband should shift permanently to his house. 
He would get his son-in-law employed in Badayun. This proposal did 
not suit my son and he refused to go. This made my daughter-in-law 
all the more helpless and disappointed". 
After a small break, the researcher enquired the reason 
why her daughter-in-law committed suicide. To this Mrs. A replied, 
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that the only reason which she -could think of was that the life which 
her daughter-in-law had after marriage was not upto her expectations. 
The dissatisfaction was so strong that it compelled her to end her life 
by taking poison. "She poisoned herself during night and in the 
morning we found her to be dead". 
It was my neighbours who reported to the police that my 
daughter-in-law used to be harassed for bringing insufficient dowry. 
Reporting on the attitude of the police, she said "all the 
laws, punishment and harassment are for the poor. The rich and the 
powerful are always spared". 
After going through the case history of Mrs. A following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. A's daughter-in-law resided in an urban locality since 
her childhood. Her parents are economically in a much more 
comfortable position than her in-laws. 
2. Mrs. A's daughter-in-law was unable to adjust herself with the 
material discomforts at her in-law's residence. 
3. Mrs. A's daughter-in-law was assured that her husband's 
modest income could never let her reside in an urban area 
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away from her in-laws. She felt helpless and committed 
suicide to get rid of the situation. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. B 
Mrs. B is a short and rather plump woman in her late 
forties. Her hair is tied in a tight oily plait and she is dressed in a 
clourful saree. She is in the habit of chewing 'Pan' and is very 
talkative. She is an illiterate woman and belongs to the Brahmin caste. 
She lives with her husband and six children in the suburbs of Aligarh. 
Mrs. B is the second child of her parents' eight children. 
She has one elder sister, five younger brothers and one younger sister. 
Her father had eight acres of land, which he used to till. Her parents 
were illiterate. On being requested to relate the important incidents of 
her childhood, adolescence and adulthood and facts about her family 
environment and the care and attention that she received from her 
parents and others, Mrs. B stated, " My memory of childhood, as far 
back as I can remember, when I was about five or six my father liked 
me and my elder sister and cared f6r us but my mother was indifferent 
towards us. I remember that my mother often shouted at my father 
saying that she was most frustrated at being burdened by the birth of 
daughters one after the other when she had very much expected to 
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have sons. She repeatedly taunted me and my sister for making our 
parents paupers, as they would have to provide dowry for us. Father 
was a rather quite and reserved person but mother was very often after 
his blood to worry about his daughters and work much harder to earn 
more money." 
Mrs. B further reported, " Even at that age I had real 
sympathy for my father and resentment against my mother for 
troubling him. For my mother, the birth of a son would relieve her 
from all tensions and would make her financially and emotionally 
secure. She created lots of confusion when my elder sister was getting 
married." 
Narrating her experiences of married life Mrs. B went on 
to reveal that she consented to her parents' choice and was married at 
the age of eleven to a man who was fifteen years elder to her. He is 
the only son of his parents. He has studied upto class eight. His father 
cultivated on his own land and was assisted by his son. Her in-laws 
were in a much better financial position than her parents were. 
Besides fifty ""Bighd' of land, they had four baffaloes, radio, cycle etc. 
Speaking about her husband she said, "He is very understanding and 
responsible and made every effort to keep me happy and feel 
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important. I never had any problem with him and am happy to have 
him as my husband. Till today we are happy with each other. But my 
in-laws were never happy with me, as I had not brought as much 
dowry as they had expected and taunted me often saying that I came 
from a useless family. My in-laws had sufficient money but I never 
felt happy with them". 
Talking about her children she said, "I have four 
daughters and two sons. By the time my children reached a certain 
age, my parents in-laws had expired. When the eldest son reached the 
age of marriage I arranged a match for him from a nearby village. In 
the meantime my husband contacted Tuberculosis and his health 
began to deteriorate. Now it had become difficult for him to work on 
the field. It was our eldest son on whom the entire family was 
depending. I was very much worried about my financial security 
because my husband was not in a position to earn much. Since my 
husband was not keeping well I did not think it proper to discuss the 
matter with him. Consequently, after marriage I asked my daughter-
in-law to hand over all her gold ornaments to me and also to bring a 
sum of Rs. 30,000 from her parents' place. I needed the amount for 
the future security of my family. After marriage, I presumed, if my 
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son stopped supporting us, I would hand over the amount collected 
from my daughter-in-law to my husband or to my younger son to start 
a small business. This would help to meet the family's expenses. But I 
never harassed her or nagged her for the amount. Besides this there 
was no other disagreement between my daughter-in-law and other 
family members. It has become very difficult for me to understand the 
reason what made her bum herself We informed her parents about the 
incidence through her uncle. The police beat my husband. Later my 
daughter-in-law's brother joined the police and beat my husband 
badly". 
After going through the case history of Mrs. B following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. B was emotionally insecure during childhood. 
2. She had learnt from her mother that daughters were a financial 
burden for the family while it was the sons who were a 
support to their parents. 
3. Her husband's illness had made her financially insecure. In 
order to avoid this she could only depend on her son and not 
on her daughters. She also feared that after marriage her son 
would turn away from his responsibilities towards the family. 
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Before marriage Mrs. B had seen a lot of confusion in her 
family because of poor finance and the birth of daughters. 
When her husband fell ill she feared that similar situation 
would erupt in her family of procreation. In order to avoid this 
she wanted to make the family financially secure. As she was 
illiterate she could not be of any help financially to her family. 
Consequently, she thought of demanding money from her 
daughter-in-law. She had plans of investing it on any small 
business in future. As she is illiterate she was unaware of the 
Dowry Prohibition Act. Thus Mrs. B made demands for 
money from her daughter-in-law because of her past as well 
as present financial insecurity and also because of her 
illiteracy. 
Regarding the attitude of police Mrs B reported policemen 
trust the rich and the powerful. Police are not for the poor people. 
They are well aware that the charges are false but they dare not open 
their mouth against people who have bribed them handsomely. 
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CASE STUDY OF MBS. C 
Mrs. C is a tall fair complexioned lady. She is very weak, 
so much so that she could not walk straight and speak very clearly. 
She is an illiterate woman of forty-five years. She belongs to 
Backward Class. She lives with her husband, four sons and one 
daughter in the suburbs of Aligarh. 
Talking about her life and experiences since childhood, 
she pointed out that her mother .was the second wife of her father. Her 
father's first wife had died and had no children. She was the only 
child of her parents but her mother died when she was very young. 
She further related, " My father was a 'Dhobi' and earned 
his livelihood by washing clothes. My parents were happily married in 
the sense that I seldom saw them fighting. But we hardly had enough 
to eat and wear. And it was on this account that my mother used to be 
very tense." 
"Being a child, I could not really understand my mother's 
problem. She was very weak and most of the time looked over-tired 
because she had to do all the household chores herself. She also 
helped my father in his work." 
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Recollecting the sad and shocking experience of her 
childhood Mrs. C revealed, "She was only nine years old when her 
mother died. On that day I was playing outside since my father went 
out in the morning, my mother used to go out on various errands for 
the household. That day she might have gone to the market or to the 
doctor and on her way she fell down on the road, got severe injuries 
on her head and before she could be taken to a doctor, she died. Father 
was terribly shocked and depressed and he even became indifferent 
towards me. Instead of loving me more he spoke very little with me 
and I started feeling the loss of my mother very intensely. My father 
was worried that I should not be left alone in the house and that there 
should be someone to help in carrying out the household work. 
Finding, no solution to this situation he shifted me to my uncle's 
house and I continued to stay with his family. My aunt was never 
unkind to me but she made me do the household work and look after 
her children. My father visited me frequently and when I was thirteen 
years old he arranged a match for me in the nearby village." 
After marriage, Mrs. C related, " I lived with my parents-
in-law. My husband earns his livelihood by washing clothes. I have 
only one sister-in-law and she is married in Meerut. My father-in -law 
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too was engaged in washing clothes. We live in a 'Kuchcha' house. I 
have four sons and one daughter. My eldest son is married to a girl 
from Ghaziabad" 
Talking further she said, " After marriage when my 
daughter-in-law came to my house I found her to be weak and pale. 
She seemed overtired and did not keep well. Sometimes she had fever 
and used to cough profusely. Besides her ill health she had all the 
qualities, which a mother-in-law would expect her daughter-in-law to 
have. She was obedient and cared for her husband. She always wanted 
to help in the household work but could not do so because of her ill 
health. After a while we consulted a physician and she was under his 
treatment. But there was no improvement. So I asked my son to take 
her to Ghaziabad. There, thinking it to be a town we hoped to find 
qualified doctors. My son took her to Ghaziabad. There his parents-
in-law asked him to leave their daughter at their place and they would 
look after her and get her treated. My son agreed to their proposal and 
leaving his wife with her parents, he returned to his village." 
She stayed there for sometime and then we were informed 
that now she is perfectly all right and can be brought back. Thinking 
the assurance to be truthful we brought her back. Much to our 
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disappointment her health remained the same. After a while we 
consulted the physician of our village. The treatment continued but 
the improvement was very slow. It was from the village doctor that 
we came to know that she was suffering from Tuberculosis. 
Mrs. C further reported that few days before she died her 
condition had deteriorated beyond control. Once she had gone with 
her husband to bring medicine. When they were in the market two of 
her children came ,to inforrn them that their daughter-in-law's 
condition was very serious. They rushed back immediately and were 
arranging to take her to the nearby town, as there was no hospital in 
the village. But that could not happen as their daughter-in-law 
succumbed to death. 
Mrs. C further reported, " We had informed her parents 
about the seriousness of her condition. But no one turned up. After her 
death they reported the inciderice as a case of dowry death. None of 
my family members have ever harassed or questioned her about 
dowry. Moreover, there is no reason to question her because she had 
brought enough dowries with her. I would have been the last person to 
harass her because I had faced a lot of problem during childhood and 
had missed the presence of my mother." 
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After going through the case history of Mrs. C following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. C had lost her mother at an early age. Her aunt and uncle 
had brought her up. 
2. Mrs. C had a difficult childhood because of her mother's 
absence. 
3. Since Mrs. C had experienced staying away from her own 
home and without a mother, she could be expected not to nag 
or harass her daughter-in-law. 
4. Since Mrs. C's daughter-in-law had brought sufficient dowry 
there was no reason to trouble her. 
Regarding the attitude of police Mrs.C reported that police 
resorted to inhuman treatment and compelled her family members to 
accept the crime which they had never committed. 
At the micro level the three cases of Mrs. A, B and C 
(charged of dowry death) have three common features. Firstly, all 
three of them belong to rural locality. Secondly, all three of them are 
illiterate. Thirdly, all three of them are economically distressed. Lack 
of education made them helpless and they had no means of lessening 
or removing their economic frustration. Daughter-in-law of Mrs. A 
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could not adjust herself with the material discomforts at her in-law's 
residence. Mrs. B demanded money from her daughter-in-law because 
her husband is unable to contribute financially. As she is illiterate she 
too could be of no help and was unaware of the Dowry Prohibition 
Act. Mrs. C's daughter-in-law could not receive proper medical 
treatment because of financial strain and lack of education and 
awareness in the family. 
At the Macro level out of the forty respondents twenty-
four are charged for the offence of dowry death. Case study of two 
respondents belonging to this category is given as under. 
CASE STUDY OF MISS. D 
Twenty-six years old Miss D is more than five feet tall 
and has an average look. She belongs to the Brahmin caste. She has 
completed her M.Sc in Physics and is planning to join research. Her 
father and brother are successfully engaged in business. Her parents 
and brother are inside the prison. She is very quite and sad but still 
gathers enough courage to console her mother who is crying most of 
the time. 
Miss D welcomes the researcher and asks her to make 
herself comfortable. She explains to her mother that the researcher is 
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here to learn about them and they should co-operate with her. The 
researcher comes to know that Miss D's father owns a cloth mill. She 
has one brother only who is engaged in the family business. Earlier 
her brother only slightly assisted his father in the business but as his 
father grew old and weak he began to take over the responsibility. 
Miss D's brother married a girl of his choice. Although his 
parents received several proposals but he did not agree to any one of 
them. Miss D stated that her sister-in-law was a typist in a private 
company. Her father is a clerk. She is the eldest child followed by two 
younger brothers and a sister. Her mother had expired and her father 
is to retire from his work within a few months. Miss D further informs 
the researcher that she and her parents never gave a thought about the 
social status or the economic position of the family of her sister-in-
law and agreed for the match because the girl was educated and good 
looking. These were the only qualities that she and her parents valued. 
After marriage Miss D's sister-in-law left her job because 
the place of work is distant from her in-law's residence. She stayed 
with her in-laws but was quite unhappy on being confined to the 
house. She expected her husband to take her out regularly and spend 
extravagantly on her: Initially her husband surrendered to her desires 
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but things did not end up here. She often desired and forced her 
husband to take her to places outside Delhi where they spent a week 
or a fortnight. This greatly hampered Miss D's family business. 
Things c6ntinued ill this way for three years. Since Miss 
D's brother looked after the family business, his frequent and long 
absence showed on the family income and savings. Gradually Miss 
D's brother had lesser to spend on his wife and very often he was 
unable to fulfill her demands for financial reasons. This disappointed 
Miss D's sister-in-law and led to frequent quarrels with her husband. 
Moreover, the ,financial strain had made Miss D's brother short 
tempered and frustrated. 
Relating an incident Miss D said that once her brother and 
sister-in-law were planning their routine trip to Nainital during the 
summers. Her father came to know about it and was very upset 
because he wanted his son to put an end to all the extravagance and 
concentrate on his business. He demanded that the trip should be 
cancelled. Miss D's brother thinking that his father's demand is 
justified cancelled the trip. This greatly disappointed Miss D's sister-
in-law and she picked up a quarrel with her husband. When Miss D's 
parents came to know about it they tried to explain the things to their 
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daughter-in-law saying that she might visit the place in future once the 
family income becomes stable. They were imposing restrictions for 
the betterment of the entire family. 
Miss D's sister-in-law did not take all this in the right 
spirit and claimed that she had sacrificed her career for the sake of her 
in-laws and this is what she received in return. She immediately 
packed her belongings and left for her father's residence saying that 
she wanted to continue her job so that she would be financially secure. 
Later, she registered a case of harassment for the sake of 
dowry against her husband and in-laws. She had created false bruise 
marks on her body that she showed to the court when she appeared for 
the trial. 
Miss D's'sister-in-law has taken back all her jewelry and 
the material items which she had received in the form of dowry. 
Moreover, she is demanding a sum of Rs. 10 lakhs from her in-laws in 
order to dismiss the case. 
Miss D's mother just could not control her tears. Crying 
profusely she talks with the researcher for a very long time. Her major 
lament is that her daughter-in-law has not only ruined them financially 
but has also led to the loss of their respect and dignity in the society. 
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They are innocent and God will help them come out of the jail. But 
this incident will leave a black patch on her daughter's character and it 
would be very difficult for her to find a suitable match for her 
daughter. 
After going through the case history of Miss D following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Miss D's sister-in-law had married Miss D"s brother 
because he was rich man. 
2. Miss D's sister-in-law misused the Dowry Prohibition Act 
for making economic gains as well as for putting her 
husband and in-laws in trouble when she saw the purpose 
of her marriage being defeated. 
Miss D, her brother and parents are rich, educated and 
respectable people. They have neither the greed nor the need to ask 
for dowry. They are non-interfering and had agreed to their son's 
choice. It is only when the family business had suffered a great loss 
that they thought of restricting the activities of their daughter-in-law. 
Their daughter-in-law belongs to a family of low economy. She had 
married Miss D's brother for the fulfillment of her suppressed fancies 
and desires. When she observed that her parents-in-law would be a 
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hurdle in the attainment of her goal, she misused the Dowry 
Prohibition Act for putting them in trouble. Thus in this case it is Miss 
D and her mother who is victimized and is put behind bars. 
CASE STUDY Of MBS. E 
Mrs. E is a fifty-five years old woman. She is fair 
complexioned but very weak. She belongs to a Thakur family and is 
illiterate. She lives with her husband and three sons. Her husband and 
two sons are engaged in a motor-parts shop. The third son works in a 
passport office. 
Out of her three sons only her eldest son is married. Her 
son had been married for three years and has a son aged two years. 
Her daughter-in-law belonged to a lower middle class family. Her 
father is a cook who prepares food for marriages or for other 
functions. He does not have any son and had three daughters. Mrs. E's 
daughter-in-law was the eldest. The marriage was an arranged one. 
The researcher inquires Mrs. E about her childhood to 
which she replies, " My father is a teacher in a primary school. He 
also gives tuition at home. My mother is illiterate. I am the third child 
of my parents' seven children. We are five sisters and two brothers. 
We did not have a very comfortable life but the atmosphere of the 
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home was peaceful. My parents never had a serious quarrel and unlike 
other families they never grumbled over not being economically well 
or having too many daughters. My father was very fond of educating 
his children but he could not do so. Firstly, because he did not have 
enough money and secondly, because in my family education of girl 
was not encouraged. Once my father began to teach us at home but he 
had to bear a lot from our relatives and ultimately he gave up the idea. 
My brothers were not interested in education." 
Narrating about the incidence that had brought her in 
prison, Mrs. E informed the researcher that her daughter-in-law died 
because she had consumed poison. After the death her daughter-in-
law's parents demanded that their daughter's son should be given to 
them. And along with the child.the share of property, which he would 
have inherited from his grand parents, should also be given to them. 
Alongwith that, they also demanded rupees thirty-five thousand in 
cash which they would be spending on the child's education. They 
threatened Mrs. E's family members that if they failed to fulfill their 
demands they would register a case against them on the charge of 
harassing their daughter to death for bringing fewer dowries. Mrs. E 
further reported that initially they thought that these threats would in 
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no way harm them because the police would register the case only 
when they will have sufficient proof. Mrs. E's family took the threats 
very lightly and they refused to give the child, the demanded cash as 
well as his share of property. But to the families surprise the police 
without much inquiry and proof accepted the charges against them. 
The researcher further enquired Mrs. E about what made 
her daughter-in-law' take poison. To which she replied, " My 
daughter-in-law belonged to a comparatively wealthier family than 
ours. Besides being a cook her father also engaged himself in other 
small business. Besides, her family was a joint family and they had a 
good number of animals and many hectares of land. They had given a 
handsome dowry to their daughter and though earlier we had heard 
about her unstable character but we believed that after marriage she 
would try to change herself She was also in the habit of stealing 
things from the house. Her parents were very strict with her as far as 
her movements outside the house were concerned. She was not 
allowed to go out of the house with her friends especially in the 
evening. But inspite of all the strictness she did manage to go out with 
her friends. She resented her parents conservative attitude because she 
loved social life and mixing with boys and girls." Another thing that 
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Mrs. E noticed, "Her daughter-in-law was given enough money by her 
father to spend on herself Life on the whole was happy but her 
daughter-in-law found the restricted sort of life very boring. Her 
father was always seen with other women besides his wife on whom 
he spent a lot of money. This irritated Mrs. E's daughter-in-law very 
much and she too tried to be like her father and resented his 
restrictions. As far as Mrs. E can guess from the activities of her 
daughter-in-law, it seemed that she was interested in getting married 
because she wanted to be away from the closed and dull atmosphere 
of her parents home and believed that after marriage there would not 
be any restrictions on her. Thus she got married with exaggerated 
expectations of a married life. But after marriage when Mrs. E's son 
also resented to her habits she felt very helpless and always threatened 
to commit suicide." 
Mrs. E further reported that her daughter-in-law had 
become friendly with some of her husband's friend and would often 
talk and cut jokes with them in his absence. As she was craving for 
this sort of life she enjoyed it thoroughly. But when the reports of her 
friendship reached her husband, he wrote a letter to her father against 
her. But she was not ready to change herself and there was always 
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conflict between her father, her husband and herself. Mrs. E further 
reported that her daughter-in-law must have taken poison because she 
did not want to change herself and her husband and father were not 
ready to accept her as she was. 
After going through the case history of Mrs. E following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. E's daughter-in-law's father is a womanizer. Mrs. E's 
daughter-in-law had been influenced by her father's 
character. 
2. Mrs. E's daughter-in-law wanted to lead a carefree life 
without any social or moral restrictions. This was not 
appreciated by her father and neither by her husband. Mrs. 
E's daughter-in-law found it difficult to adjust herself to 
her father's as well as to her husband's instructions for 
leading her life. 
3. Mrs. E's daughter-in-law's father had misused the Dowry 
Prohibition Act of 1961. 
4. The police did not investigate the case properly. 
At the macro level the two cases of Miss D and Mrs. E 
(charged for dowry death) have a lot of dissimilarities in their 
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personal and social characteristics. Miss D (charged for harassing her 
sister-in-law for dowry was in the prison alongwith her mother) is 
unmarried, young educated, rich and belongs to urban locality. Mrs. E 
is married, elderly, illiterate, poor and belongs to rural locality. 
However, the cases of Miss D and Mrs. E have two similarities. 
Firstly, both of them belong to higher caste group and secondly, in 
both the cases the daughter-in-laws have difficulties in adjusting with 
their in-laws. This led to conflict in the family and misuse of the 
Dowry Prohibition Act. , 
After going through the cases of Mrs. A, B, C, E and Miss 
D the following conclusions have been drawn. 
In four out of the five cases, daughter-in-law is not willing 
to adjust with her in-laws. Leading to conflict in the family of 
procreation and between the family of orientation and procreation. 
Misuse of the Dowry Prohibition Act of 1961 is observed 
at the micro as well as macro levels. The common reason for this is 
conflict between the family of orientation of the daughter-in-law and 
her family of procreation. 
Excluding Miss D, the other four respondents are illiterate 
and financially distressed and have a rural background. 
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At the micro level out of forty respondents nine are 
charged for kidnapping. They have been booked under Section 363 of 
the IPC. Case study of two respondents belonging to this category of 
offence is as follows. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. F 
Mrs. F is a poorly built lady of forty-five years. She could 
neither gather enough courage to walk straight nor could she talk very 
clearly. But she seems to be a strong woman even at this age for she 
neither resorts to crying while talking to the researcher nor did she 
make any effort to gain sympathy. Her replies are direct and brief She 
is of a reserved nature and is being treated as an elderly person by the 
other inmates. 
She is an illiterate woman. She belongs to the Kaesth caste 
and works on the field. 
Talking about her parents she said, " My parents used to 
live in Farukhabad but they are no longer alive. My father owned a 
house and used to carry goods from one place to another. I have two 
brothers. They are employed as labourers in Farukhabad. We are 
three sisters and all of us are married. The atmosphere at home was 
peaceful. Though my father had a very modest income but he never 
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scolded us or quarreled with my mother. My brothers used to help our 
father in his work. My mother, my sisters and myself stayed at home. 
However, I could sense that our parents were always concerned about 
their daughters. It was not that they were unhappy with us or 
considered us to be burdens. They were always worried as to how, 
with the modest income that my father had, they would be able to 
fulfill their responsibilities towards their daughters. On the other hand 
I too used to feel that we were of no help to our father or to our 
brothers. However, we never received any scolding or comment from 
our parents on this issue." 
She was married at an early age to a person who also like 
her father is a labourer. His daily earning is rupees fifty. They live in a 
Kuccha house and have one daughter and four sons. She and her 
husband were happy with their children. 
Mrs. F further reported, " I was very much concerned 
about my daughter and wanted to marry her as early as possible. I too 
started working on fields in order to supplement my husband's 
earnings. I was too busy with the household chores and working on 
the field. My only mission was to get my daughter married before 
other liabilities dawned upon. I was too ignorant about my sons' 
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activities and believed that they did not require any guidance. With 
much effort I was able to receive a match for my daughter but the 
amount to be spent was so large that it drained me of all my savings. 
Very shortly, I also married my eldest son. He has three children. 
After these two occasions we were hardly left with any amount. The 
daily earning was spent on the household expenses. Life continued in 
this way for long and I was trying to save some money for my second 
son's marriage. In the meantime he told to me that he was interested 
in marrying a girl, who was the daughter of a Mali. I asked him to 
change his mind, as the caste difference would create problems. But 
he was adamant. I discussed the matter with my husband and other 
family members and they resented the match. But all of us tried to 
convince him that this sort of a match would not be accepted in the 
village and in the family. Our idea was to give the issue sometime so 
that he would change his mind and if he did not then by that time we 
will have some saving for his marriage and will have a talk with the 
girl's parents." 
While all this was going on Mrs. F reported that her 
second son announced his plan of visiting maternal uncle. " He went 
saying that he would return after three or four days. On the third day 
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of his departure police came to our house and asked about his 
whereabouts. We informed them about his plan of visiting his 
maternal uncle. Hearing this, they started abusing and arrested all the 
family members. We were brought to the nearby police station and 
over there we came t6 know thatt my son and the girl whom he desired 
to marry were missing." 
Mrs. F further continued, " My eldest son has borrowed 
rupees two thousand to pay the police. If the amount is not paid, the 
police will harass us and give statements that will aggravate our 
problems." 
After going through the case history of Mrs. F following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. F is an illiterate woman. 
2. She belongs to a conservative family, where inter-caste 
marriage is not acceptable. 
3. Her son wanted to marry a girl of another caste. Mrs. F was 
trying to persuade her son to change his mind. 
4. Mrs. F's son realised that his plan of an intercaste marriage 
will not be acceptable to his family members. He thus decided 
to run away with the girl whom he wanted to marry. 
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5. As the police could not get hold of Mrs F's son they arrested 
the available family members. 
Mrs. F ftirther reported that police plays an important role 
in shaping a particular case. Everything depends on their statement. 
So we have to move according to the terms and conditions dictated by 
them. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS.G 
Mrs. G is a short statured, dark complexioned woman of 
forty-five years. She is illiterate and belongs to the backward caste. 
She is the only daughter of her parents and has been married at the age 
of fourteen years. 
Recapitulating her experiences since childhood Mrs. G 
stated, " I had a very peaceful atmosphere at home. We did not have 
enough money but the simple, earning, which my father had, was 
sufficient to fulfil our requirements. I had never seen any of my 
parents scolding or quarrelling. They led a very routined life. My 
father was a labourer and my mother stayed at home. We lived at 
Bahranpura, a village near Aligarh. In the morning my father would 
leave for work. He would carry his lunch with himself. Throughout, 
the day I along with my mother would be left at home. We spent our 
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time doing the household chores and sometimes visited the families in 
our neighbourhood. In the evening, father would return from work and 
all three of us would have our meal and go to sleep. Life continued in 
this way and when I was fourteen my parents found a match for me. 
He too is a labourer and stays in a nearby village." 
Later Mrs. G reported that from the very beginning her 
husband is short tempered and would get angry at the slightest pretext. 
Mrs. G stayed with her in-laws. They were very old and she would 
very often see her husband getting angry and shouting at his mother. 
Her father-in-law would remain silent and indifferent towards his son. 
Later, her parents-in-law died. Mrs. G has four sons and two 
daughters. The children were very much scared of their father. They 
would either go off to sleep before their father returned or would try 
to hide themselves and avoid their father. Mrs. G's husband imposed 
very strict discipline on the children. He wanted every act to be 
perfect and could not tolerate any carelessness. From the cooking of 
meal to the behaviour of the children, everything he wanted to be 
according to his wish. He would very often abuse Mrs G saying that 
she had not learnt anything at her father's place. Sometimes, in the 
middle of the night he would ask Mrs G and their children to leave the 
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house. Mrs. G would request him not to behave in this way but he 
would not listen to her. Mrs. G, along with her children would leave 
the house and sit in the courtyard. In the morning she would make an 
attempt to enter the house and would again be abused by her husband. 
However, thinking that the people nearby would make him a laughing 
stock, he would allow his wife and children to come back. The 
atmosphere at home would be very tense. Then gradually things 
would become normal and would continue to be so for a few days. 
Then suddenly. If Mrs. G showed carelessness in the household work 
or if the children misbehaved, Mr. G's husband would resume his 
previous mood and temper. However, Mrs. G never disclosed her 
husband's behaviour to her parents. Mrs. G confessed that her 
husband is neither a drunkard nor a womaniser. He tried to provide 
her and the children with all the material comforts. The only problem 
with him is that he has no control over his anger. He has very few 
friends and always under-estimates people. 
Mrs. G further remarks, " Of all the children, it is my 
eldest son who is very sensitive and would be very much disturbed by 
his father's behaviour. He would often ask me to leave the house 
along with him and the other children. Gradually as he grew up he 
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would often grumble over his father's behaviour. Very often when my 
husband was shouting at me he would quit the house and would return 
only when he had cooled down. Sometimes, he would reply back to 
his father and they would have heated argument. From an early age he 
began to work as a motor mechanic and would hand over the earnings 
to me. Thinking that he was the eldest son and had begun to earn we 
thought of searching a bride for him. We had few proposals and 
would try to discuss them with our eldest son. But he would refuse, 
saying that he would not marry a girl of our choice. He would often 
say that my husband had ruined my life and if he agreed to his father's 
choice his life would also be disturbed. But his father always 
pressurised him for some or the other proposal. Things continued in 
this way and then my eldest son announced that he was going to a 
nearby town and would be working over there. He shifted to his new 
place of work and would visit us once in a month and sometimes even 
fortnightly. When he visited us he would often discuss the person 
under whom he was working. His employer had offered him a room 
on rent. They were rich and sophisticated people. He would on his 
own praise his employer's daughter and would regret at the fact that in 
comparison to her he stood nowhere. I came to know from him that 
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she was very polite and understanding towards him. But I had never 
seen the girl." 
Mrs. G further remarked that her son had all praises for 
his employer's daughter but she could not realise his intentions of 
settling with her. She and the family members came to know about his 
intentions only when the police arrested them. It was the police who 
informed them that their son and his employer's daughter were 
missing since the last few days. 
The police abused them saying that their son had cheated 
a rich and respectable person. 
After going through the case history of Mrs. G following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. G's husband was strict and inhuman towards his wife 
and children.. 
2. This made the children loose their love and respect for their 
father. They had no faith in his decision. 
3. Thus Mrs. G's eldest son did not agree to marry any girl of his 
father's choice. He was aware of the fact that his father would 
not consent to a marriage of his own choice. Thinking so no 
way out, he decided to runaway with the girl of his choice. 
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Regarding police Mrs. G reports that they have no respect 
or sympathy for the poor. For them being poor is the most heinous 
crime. 
At the micro level the two cases of Mrs. F and Mrs. G 
have three common features.' Firstly, both of them are illiterate. 
Secondly, they are economically weak. Thirdly, they are not directly 
involved in kidnapping but have been arrested because their sons ran 
away with the girls whom they wanted to marry and the police is 
unable to trace them. Mrs. F belongs to a conservative family. Her son 
is sure that his family will never agree to an inter-caste marriage and 
he thus runs away with the girl he wants to marry. In this case it is the 
family atmosphere, which encouraged Mrs. F's son to indulge in 
deviant activity and has put Mrs. F behind the bars. In the case of Mrs. 
G her husband is short tempered and rude towards her and their 
children. This made her son loose his faith in the family and decides 
to marry without his family's consent. Here, again it is the family 
atmosphere that pushed Mrs. G's son to act in a deviant manner. 
At the macro level out of forty respondents one is charged 
for kidnapping. She has been booked under Section 363 of the IPC. 
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Case study of one respondent belonging to this category of offence is 
as follow. 
CASE STUDY Of MBS. H 
Mrs. H is a dark complexioned, thirty years old lady. She 
is tall and has several marks on her face. She is dressed in a dirty 
Salwar Kameez. She is an illiterate woman and belongs to the 
Kshatriya caste. ' • 
Mrs. H has only one brother. Her father was technical 
staff in a private company. Her mother was illiterate. While talking 
about her life and experiences from childhood onwards, Mrs. H said, 
"My father felt that his income was not sufficient and he was always 
thinking of ways to increase his income. Finally, he decided to take up 
job in a Middle-East country. He left us behind and moved to another 
country. Initially, he had promised to take us along with him after a 
few years. But later on he changed his mind. At that time I was four 
years old and my brother was three years elder to me. My brother was 
admitted to a school when our father used to stay with us. When the 
time of my admission came he had moved to another place. 
Immediately, after his departure he did not send any amount of money 
for our expenses. My mother used to make some earning by stitching 
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clothes. After a few years my father began to send some amount to us 
but not in a regular manner. Things continued in this way and father 
hardly ever visited us. So my childhood was spent only with my 
mother and brother. I had no father figure and was thus emotionally 
insecure. But my brother was very responsible and caring and he in 
every way tried to fill the void created by my father. He continued his 
education with much difficulty and I tried to help my mother. After 
completing his education my brother had taken up a small job and that 
relieved my mother's burden tp a certain extent. However, we were 
not very well off and my mother missed the presence of my father 
much more than my brother or myself My mother had lost all hopes 
of my father" return and this had made her irritable. I never felt bitter 
about the fact that I had to start working so early. But when I was 
fifteen or sixteen years old then that was the only time in my life that I 
remember being really disillusioned with the works because I had no 
money. It's an age when you w^nt.nice clothes and you find you can't 
buy clothes because you just can't afford them. I was nasty and 
stubborn and hated everybody. I hated my mother, my life and 
everything. I never compared myself to anybody but I went through a 
very long period of self-pity and hatred." 
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Mrs. H ftirther continued, " I was married at an early age 
and stayed with my in-laws and husband in Delhi. After the death of 
my parents-in-law my husband along with me began to stay 
separately. After eight years of marriage my husband became friendly 
with an eighteen-year-old girl who took tuition from him. I first 
became suspicious when I found that the tuition classes would 
continue late into the night. We had frequent arguments over this but I 
never thought he would leave me. In the meantime my mother had 
expired and my brother was married and had three children. After 
some time my husband sent me to his relatives place saying he would 
join me but he never did. I went to him several times but he did not 
allow me to stay with him for long. Either he would leave me alone 
and move out of the house saying he was going for some important 
work or he would keep sending me to my sister and brother-in-law's 
place. I had no children. Once my husband brought a seven-year-old 
girl. He explained that she was the daughter of one of his close 
relatives and would stay with us since she had been orphaned. I was 
happy to have a corhpany and'felt that now my husband would not 
throw me out, as he would need someone to look after the child. As 
before, once my husband had gone out of station and I was in the 
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kitchen when the girl slowly slipped away from the house. I was very 
much worried and informed my neighbour about the incidence. I spent 
the rest of the days waiting for the girl or my husband to return. After 
a few days when my husband returned I informed him of the 
happening. He suggested that the police should be informed. As I am 
illiterate I left the matter completely to my husband. Only a few days 
had passed when the police came to my house and arrested me in the 
absence of my husband. Later, in jail I came to know that I was 
charged for kidnapping the child and was also declared to be mentally 
ill by my husband. So for a few months I was kept in the mental 
hospital. But I had to present myself before the court for the hearing 
of the case and also for the confirmation of the fact that I was 
mentally ill. In the court I answered to the queries and proved myself 
to be in a sound state of mind. Consequently I was removed from the 
hospital and was put in jail. My brother had come to meet me and he 
has assured me of his help. It is now that I realize that all this was 
planned by my husband to get rid of me." 
After going through the case history of Mrs. H following 
conclusions have been drawn; 
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1. Mrs. H's husband wanted to get rid of her because he was 
interested in some other girl. 
2. Mrs. H is illiterate and could not earn a livelihood for 
herself She was an orphan and could not expect parental 
support. She had no other alternative but to stay with her 
husband inspite of the fact that he was not interested in her. 
Mrs. H further reported that she is surprised to know how 
the police can declare a mentally sound person as mentally ill and 
make arrest. ' , 
At the macro level the case of Mrs. H reveals certain 
similarities with the case histories of Mrs. F and G. Mrs. H like Mrs. F 
and G is illiterate and economically insecure. Mrs. H is emotionally 
insecure because her husband is involved in an extra-marital 
relationship. In order to get rid of her he falsely implicates Mrs. H in 
the case of kidnapping and also declares her to be mentally ill. 
After going through the case histories of Mrs. F, G and H 
it has been concluded that at the micro as well as macro levels it is the 
family environment that has put them behind the bars. 
At the micro level, out of the forty respondents, only one 
is charged for attempt to murder. She has been booked under Section 
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307 of the IPC. A detailed case study of the respondent is given 
below. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS I 
Mrs. I is a tall and fair complexioned lady of sixty years. 
She is a widow and belongs to the Brahmin caste. She is illiterate and 
of a very reserved nature. She keeps staring at the walls as if thinking 
'what the rest of her life has in store for her?' 
Mrs. I's husband owned twenty bigha of land. Out of this, 
fourteen bigha was used for cultivation and the rest six bigha was in 
the form of orchard. Mrs. I lost her husband eighteen years ago. 
Before that she' lived with her husband and six children in a village 
near Hathras. They had three sons and three daughters. One of the 
daughters had been married during the lifetime of Mrs. I's husband. 
Mrs. I is the only daughter of her parents and had only one 
younger brother. Mrs. I's brother had expired before her marriage. 
Her parents were illiterate and were engaged in the cultivation of land. 
They lived in a village near Bulandshahar. 
Recalling ,her life as a child Mrs. I related, " My father 
used to take care of everything. I think he always was the dqminating 
factor in our house. It's not that my mother was a weak person. In 
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fact, both were very hard working and responsible. They were 
committed towards each other as well as towards their children. It was 
my mother who willingly allowed my father to play the dominating 
role in most of the matters. However, there were certain issues, which 
were decided by my mother. We were not used to live in large 
families; ours was a very close-knit family of four. Both my parents 
lost their parents quite early in their life. It was just my parents, my 
brother, and myself. My brother and myself led a very protected life. I 
remember going out was a big occasion for us and would be only for 
relative's marriage. My father was a strict disciplinarian and he never 
pampered or spoiled us. He was never on leave except when he was 
too ill to work. Discipline permeated into every aspect of our lives, 
just as there had to be an occasion for going out, there also had to be 
an occasion for buying things and clothes. I don't remember leading a 
life as other girls of my village. My father believed in valuing 
everything we have in life and not take things for granted." 
Mrs. I further stated, " When I was around fifteen, my 
father thought that it was time to get his daughter married. Like all 
fathers, he believed that there was nothing more special than his 
daughter. So he wanted someone extra special for me. Nobody 
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according to him was good enough. But he eventually found someone 
who he thought was right and I was married to him." 
"My parents-in-law were very simple and warm people. I 
never felt alienated or aloof. I was consulted in the family affairs and 
was very much respected and looked after. My husband too was very 
loving and 1 was very happy with them. However, my parents-in-law 
died within ten years of my marriage. Seven years later my husband 
fell ill. We thought it was nothing serious and we consulted a doctor 
of our village. He wa^ under his treatment for quite a long time. But 
his condition was not stable. Later, the doctor advised us to take him 
to a nearby government hospital. A lot of time was wasted in the 
hospital saying the equipment was not working or that something had 
gone wrong; when they eventually diagnosed that he had leukemia it 
was too late to do aaything. He died one month after he was admitted 
into the hospital. After that I had to face a rough weather." 
"I had to do things I h^d never done before. My eldest son 
was in Hathras. He had an Ambassador car that he was renting as a 
taxi. I along with my two unmarried daughters and my youngest son 
moved to Hathras. My second son stayed in the village to look after 
the land. While I was in Hathras he got involved in a fight with the 
village boys and was subsequently killed. Since none of my children 
were in the village I decided to lease out the land on sharecropping 
basis to my husband's elder brother's son. They would cultivate the 
land in my absence, give a portion of the produce to me and keep the 
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rest with themselves. This agreement was done till I returned to the 
village. Things continued in this way. I was able to get both my 
daughters married. Thinking that we had to return to our village, my 
son sold off the car. I returned to my village with my two sons. My 
eldest son wanted to take the land from his cousins and work on it. 
Two months later his cousins took him along with them on some 
pretext and killed hirn." When the police enquired the case her name 
was also given to the police as one of the suspects by my relatives. 
After going through the case history of Mrs. I following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. I is an illiterate widow. 
2. She has a plot of land, which her relatives wanted to take 
away from her. Her eldest son was the only protector, which 
she had. 
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3. Realising this, her relatives decided to kill him and register a 
case of attempt to murder against Mrs. I. This enabled them to 
get the plot of land free from the hold of Mrs. I and her son. 
4. In this case it was Mrs. I's relative's greed that led her arrest 
and she was put behind the bars. 
Mrs. I is very much disappointed by the police behaviour. 
She reports that the policeworften, inspite of being women have no 
sympathy for the women whom they arrest. Mrs. I reports that even at 
this age she is pressurised physically as well as mentally to accept her 
involvement in the murder of her son. 
At the micro level the case study of Mrs. I reveals that she 
is an illiterate widow. She owns twenty Bigha of land that her 
relatives wanted to take away from her. Her son was the only 
protector that she had. Realising tliis, her relatives decided to kill him 
and register a case of attempt to murder against her. This enables them 
to make the land free from the hold of Mrs. I and her son. Death of 
Mrs. I's husband has made her family vulnerable and her relatives 
took advantage of the situation. 
At the macro level none of the respondent is charged for 
attempt to murder. However, out of the forty respondents, ten are 
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charged for murder. They have been booked under Section 302 of the 
IPC. Case study of two respondents belonging to this category of 
' t 
! 
offence is as follows. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. J 
Mrs. J is a short stature lady of fifty years. She has 
wheatish complexion and her hairs have turned grey. She is dressed in 
blue saree, is a Muslim lady and works as a household maid. 
She is an illiterate woman. Talking about her childhood 
she reported, " I was the second child born to my mother. I had one 
elder brother. I was born in a remote and poverty stricken village. Our 
house was a simple one, made of bricks with a thatched roof. My 
mother died when I was a few months old and my father died of 
tuberculosis when I was four. My brother and I were separated when 
my parents died and.I was taken into my mother's side' of the family 
and he was taken by my father's side relatives. I guess that is why I 
have never felt attached to anyone. When you don't grow' up in an 
environment of closeness, you don't long' for attachment because you 
haven't known it in the first place." 
It is not easy being an orphan and having no memories of 
your parents. My grandfather was a policeman and would get a 
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pension of Rs. 3000/= a month. My grandparents looked after me but 
they had their own limitations and I was thus forced to move from one 
relative to another. I had only two sets of clothes. When one was 
drying in the yard, I would be wearing the other. There was this 
burning desire to stand on my own feet and not trouble my relatives 
anymore but what to do when you are not educated. To study would 
mean that I would have to depend more and more on my relatives. In 
such a situation marriage seemed to be the only way out. I earnestly 
began to desire for it simply because then I would not be a burden on 
my relatives and would have a home and a family of my own. 
Understanding the need of the situation my grandfather 
arranged a match for me. I was married at the age of sixteen. For two 
years, I was beaten and tortured for not having brought in sufficient 
dowry. Then my husband went to Saudi Arabia and my in-laws told 
me that I would have to pay for my meals. Since it was not possible 
for me to pay, I was thrown out of home. I informed my husband who 
told me to go back to my in-laws but they refused to accept me. I 
returned to my grandfather's house. After two years of marriage I had 
I 
a son. My husband came back but did not take me to his house. 
Finally one day, my grandmother dropped me back at my in-laws' 
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place. When I landed there, my husband disappeared and my brother-
in-law and mother-in-law would beat me everyday. My husband, I 
found, had remarried and used up all that was given to me in 
marriage. 
I was hardly twenty years of age and returned to my 
grandfather's house feeling rejected and destitute. I had no desire for 
living except for my son. I had just one mission in life and it was to 
bring up my son giving him a loving and secure childhood. I agreed to 
my relatives' pressure for a second marriage. My husband was a 
motor mechanic and very elderly to me. His first wife had expired and 
he had three children. The children were married and lived separately. 
In the beginning things went on smoothly and I found my husband to 
be a responsible man. But gradually things began to change. He 
pointed out that the expenses of the family were quite large and could 
not be met by him alone. Thinking that my son's responsibility was 
mine alone and I should not burden by husband with it. I began to 
think of making some earning. As I was not educated I had no 
alternative but to work as a housemaid. As soon as I began to work, I 
saw that my husband started neglecting his work. Life continued in 
this way and though I took care of every need of my son, I was 
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financially not in a position to provide him with any education. He 
learnt some work of apprenticeship and began to work as a mechanic. 
As soon as he began to make some earning I arranged a 
match for him and got him married. Within two years of marriage he 
had a daughter. As my husband was not pleased with the idea that my 
son and his family should stay with us he settled in an urban locality 
along with his family. After a few years my daughter-in-law 
contracted Tuberculosis and she expired. As there was no one to look 
after my granddaughter, I asked^my son to leave her with me. 
My granddaughter continued to stay with us., I would 
leave for work in the morning and she would stay at home. Later, I got 
her admitted to a nearby school. The day this incident took place, her 
school was closed and she was at home. My husband had complained 
of some stomach disorder and was also at home. I left for work in the 
morning but while working I thought that today I should reach home 
early, as my husband'was not Well. So, I left work in one of the house 
and reached home early. On reaching home, I received the greatest 
shock of my life, I saw my granddaughter being raped by my husband. 
I lost all control on myself and picked up a big stone to hit him. On 
seeing me he left my granddaughter and began to escape. But I did not 
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allow him to escape and hit him hard on the head. He immediately 
collapsed and died. Later, when the police reached I surrendered 
myself. 
After going through the case history of Mrs. J following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Mrs. J's environment under which she grew up was 
unfavourable for proper socialisation of a child. 
2. Mrs. J is illiterate. She could not fmd a respectable source 
of livelihood for herself and her son. Finding no other 
alternative she went for a second marriage. 
3. Mrs. J's husband had betrayed her trust in her absence that 
led to his murder by Mrs. J. 
Reporting on the behaviour of police Mrs. J said that she 
has accepted her crime and has surrendered herself to the police 
without any interrogation. 
CASE STUDY Of MISS. K 
Miss K is twenty-six years old and belongs to the 
Kshatriya caste. She, has completed her graduation and is a very 
reserved person. She keeps herself aloof and seems to be revengeful. 
Of all the inmates that the researcher met, Miss K is the one who has 
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no complaint against staying in prison and feels that she is safe and 
secure inside the prison. She dreads the outside world. 
Miss K is the only daughter of her parents. Her father is a 
rich businessman. Miss K is in no mood to be interviewed. She is 
hesitant to answer the queries before the researcher. So the researcher 
had left the issue for sometime and tried to engage Miss K in other 
issues of conversation in order to win her confidence. However, after 
a while Miss K gradually begins to talk about herself 
Miss K reports, " I have very few memories of my mother 
for she was with me only till I was six years old. She did not die but 
had just disappeared. From childhood, to teenage, to adulthood I was 
in search of her. Unfortunately, being the youngest in his family, my 
father had been thoroughly spoilt by his aging and wealthy parents 
who allowed him to do whatever he wanted to do. At first my parents 
had been very much in love and were the envy of most of their 
friends, for it seemed as if they had everything they could ask for. 
Later, my mother's sister came to stay with us. May be she was there 
to help my mother when she was expecting me and even afterwards. 
Childhood for me was caring and lot of love, laughter and picnics. But 
that was only till I was six years old. After that my mother 
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disappeared and I stayed with my aunt and father. My aunt was very 
much like my mother. She continued to stay with us since her parents 
had died. She was with us, caring for me, looking after all my needs 
and yet she could not be a substitute for my mother. Later, she 
married my father". 
Miss K further continued, " The past remains crystal clear 
till date. I still remernber the day when I realised that my mother had 
not been in her room all the day. She had been ill, very ill, her 
forehead was bandaged. She had fallen at the picnic we had all gone 
for. And they would not allow me to visit her room. I was told that she 
was tired and did not wish to see anyone. I had wept at that and 
continued weeping for a long time, till my tears were dried and they 
stopped flowing from my eyes. I used to stare at her through the 
window of her room; call her, but she always seemed to be, sleeping. 
And father, he used to sit morose, deep in thought. And then I never 
saw my mother." 
Miss K informed that this incident had made her very 
restless and even after they moved to another place; she used to ask 
her father to get her mother back. But everytime she received a 
standard reply that her mother will not come back and things will be 
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explained to her when she will grow up. She grew up from an insecure 
child to a lonely teenager but she stopped asking. Her father never 
bothered to explain things to her on his own. As a result, Miss K 
distanced herself from her father inspite of all the love he showered on 
her. Her father and aunt tried to draw her out of her isolation. They 
tried all means. They removed Miss K's mother's clothes and even 
her photographs. May be it was for this reason that they fixed her 
marriage as soon as she completed her intermediate. She was engaged 
to be married. But she continued her studies. Her father saw to it that 
she went out occasionally. Perhaps, it was to help her forget her 
mother. 
Miss K further continued, " I was never completely 
myself There was just one question that kept me occupied. I had not 
received any answer regarding it and now I wanted to find an answer 
to it before I entered into my new life. With great difficulty I managed 
to procure the address of our previous house. A friend of mine who 
stayed in boarding belonged to the same place. I handed over the 
address to her and asked her td make enquiry about my family when 
she visited the place. As my father is a rich businessman people knew 
him well. Later, through my friend I came to know that when we all 
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had gone for the picnic my mother had been pushed off by her 
husband and sister from a cliff. She had fallen, but hung on to an 
unsuspecting rock on which she had plunged her head and both of 
them in panic had pulled her up. After that she had become hysterical 
because of pain and betrayal. She was put in a sanatorium but no one 
visited her for she failed to recognize anyone. Later, she died in the 
sanatorium". 
With much hesitation Miss K informs the researcher that 
on learning the facts, she was filled with hatred and revenge towards 
her aunt and father. She tried to forget what all had happened but 
found it very difficult. Each day the presence of her father and aunt 
reminded her that these were the people who had ruined her life. It 
was they, who rbbbed her of her childhood, who made her orphan and 
who gave her mother pain, betrayal, a vegetable existence and 
ultimately death. Many a times she attempted to end her life but 
changed her mood thinking that the death of her mother had in no way 
affected her father and aunt. They are living as they had desired. If she 
ends her life, it will again affect them in no way. She wanted to take 
her mother's revenge by killing either her father or her aunt. She 
wanted to ruin their,lives and,all its planning. She wanted to make 
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either of them alone and make him/her lead a lonely, insecure, 
helpless and purposeless life as .her own. 
Miss K further informs the researcher that she was aware 
of the consequences of her deed. But she was not afraid because she 
had no desire to continue living with people who had betrayed her and 
her mother. She could have got married but now for her marriage had 
no meaning. She knew she could never trust her husband. 
Thus, once when her father was out of the city, she 
poisoned her aunt. She made no attempt to hide her crime and at the 
time of arrest confessed the truth. 
After going through the details of the case study of Miss K 
following conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Miss K was emotionally insecure during childhood. 
2. She had come to know that her father and aunt were 
responsible for the death of her mother. 
I 
3. She had become revengeful towards them and wanted to 
destroy their strategy even at the cost of her own life. She 
had resorted to crime for the sake of revenge and was 
neither a born nor a habitual criminal. 
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4. Her father's attitude towards her and her mother had made 
Miss K loose all faith in the institution of marriage. 
At the macro level the two cases of Mrs. J and Miss K 
(charged for murder) are dissimilar in their personal and social 
characteristics. Mrs. J is an illiterate married, poor, household maid. 
She kills her husband because she saw her granddaughter being raped 
by him. Thus in this case it is the immoral behaviour of her husband 
that has put Mrs. J behind the bars. Miss K, on the other hand, is an 
educated, rich and unmarried girl. She poisoned her mother's sister 
because she married her father and had attempted to kill her sister 
(Miss K's mother). Thus, it is the immoral behaviour of Miss K's 
father that has made Miss K revengeful and has put her in prison. 
After going through the cases of Mrs. I, J and Miss K 
following conclusions have been drawn. 
At the micro level none of the respondent is directly 
involved in murder.' Mrs. I has been implicated by her relatives. 
However, it is observed that at the macro level women are directly 
involved in killing. At both the'levels it is the immoral behaviour and 
greed of the family members or the relatives that has placed the 
respondents in prison. 
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In the present study, out of the forty respondents at the 
micro level, two are charged for Disrupting Public Tranquility. They 
have been booked under Sections 148 and 149 of the IPC. Case study 
of one respondent belonging to this category of offence is as follows. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. I 
Mrs. L is a short and stout woman, thirty-eight years of 
age. She has large black eyes, wavy black hair and attractive features. 
She belongs to the backward caste. She gives the impression of being 
tense and nervous and looks much older than her age. She is an 
illiterate woman. 
Mrs. L is the third child, of her lower middle class parents, 
eleven children. She has two elder and five younger sisters and three 
younger brothers. Inspite of there being so many children whom her 
father had to feed, they did live well. Her father was educated upto 
class VII and was engaged in the cultivation of land. However, her 
mother was illiterate. 
Mrs. L remembered that her father was so short tempered 
that he often shouted at them and even beat them. During childhood 
Mrs. L had suffered harsh beating from her father that she had not 
been able to forget. She said that she hated her father for that and was 
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mortally scared of him. She stated that her father wanted to send all of 
them to schools but her elder sister and she were not interested in 
studies. Consequently, each one of them was married at an early age. 
She disclosed that a lot of dowry had to be given in the marriages of 
her elder sisters and her own with the result that the monetary 
condition of the family had considerably affected and that after 
marriage she was not very much welcomed in her parents home. 
Revealing her experiences after marriage Mrs. L reported, 
" The best period of my life was when I lived with my husband after 
marriage. He was a school bus driver. Though my in-laws were not 
very happy with me as I had not brought as much dowry as they had 
expected, it did not greatly affect married life because my husband 
was engaged in the cultivation of land and kept me separately with 
him. We had two daughters and my husband's income supported us 
fairly well". 
Mrs. L became quite sad after narrating the facts about her 
married life. She kept quite and'even had tears in her eyes. Then all of 
a sudden she remarked, " But the happiness of my married life was 
too short lived. After about nine years of marriage my husband died in 
an accident. My mother-in-law instead of sympathizing with me 
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cursed me for being responsible for her son's death. None of my 
relatives from the in-laws or my parents side asked me to accompany 
them and after a while when the last rites of my husband were over I 
was left alone with my two daughters. Finding no other alternative, 
gradually I started to sell jewelry I had. That lasted for some time but 
after that I had no way out but to shift to my in-laws place 
permanently, although, I knew that we would be unwanted members." 
Relating her experiences at her in-laws place Mrs. L said, 
" I had hardly entered the house when my mother-in-law began to 
shout at me saying that I was so inauspicious that even my shadow 
would prove unlucky for her house. Though extremely hurt, 1 just kept 
quite as I had no place to go and no one to depend upon. My father-in-
law was kind and he allowed me to come in and stay with them. My 
husband's elder brother and his wife and children and his younger 
unmarried brother, all were living together in the same house. I was 
given a small room little away from the other rooms towards the outer 
side of the house and I started living there with my daughters. I cannot 
tell you how badly my mother-in-law and even elder sister-in-law 
were treating me. I and my children were not given the same food as 
the other members of the family and inspite of having a servant I was 
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asked to do the odd jobs in the house and was not allowed to sit and 
talk with anyone in the family or outside it." 
Mrs. L further revealed, " My younger brother-in-law, as I 
came to know by over-hearing the conversation of the family 
members, was friendly with a girl of a nearby village. He met her very 
often and wanted to marry her. But the girl belonged to a different 
religion and consequently both the parties were against this marriage. 
He made requests and all possible efforts to persuade his parents to 
agree to the match. Finally, half-heartedly they agreed for the match. 
But the girl's parents were not ready to listen to any requests or 
threats. Finding no other alternative the girl ran away from her 
parents' house. The girl's parents reached our house to enquire about 
their daughter. They entered into some argument that gradua,lly turned 
into a conflict. As a result, a large mob had collected infront of our 
house. The girl's parents had taken the help of the police to bring back 
their daughter. The police reached the spot and began to make 
enquiries. My in-laws were not willing to disclose any information 
regarding their youngest son. This made the police angry. The violent 
behavior of the police made the village people angry and they held the 
girl's parents responsible for all this. This resulted in the br'eak up of 
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violent conflict between the girl's parents and the village people. 
Along with the other people who were on the sight the police under 
the charge of disrupting public tranquility also arrested Mrs. L". 
After going through the case history of Mrs. L following 
conclusions has been drawn: 
1. Mrs. L is economically unprotected after the death of her 
husband. 
2. Mrs. L is a burden on her parents-in-law. Her parents-in-law 
made no effort to prevent her arrest because they wanted to get 
rid of her. 
3. The police acted in haste. 
At the micro level Mrs. L is charged for disrupting public 
tranquility. In this case Mrs. L and her children have become a burden 
on her parents-in-law. They are not willing to take up this 
responsibility and want to get rid of them. Consequently, they make 
no effort to prevent the arrest of Mrs. L. Thus in this case it is the 
irresponsible and indifferent p^rents-in-law who are responsible for 
putting Mrs. L in prison. At the macro level none of the respondent 
was charged for disrupting public tranquility. 
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At the macro level two respondents are found to be 
involved in drug trafficking. They have been booked under Section 27 
of NDPS Act (Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances), 1985. 
Case study of one of the respondents belonging to this category of 
offence is given below. 
CASE STUDY OF MBS. M 
Mrs. M is a slim and dark complexioned lady of forty 
years. She wears a big bindi and her hair is done in a big tight knot. 
She has an untidy appearance and is very talkative. Mrs. M is very 
much familiar with most of the inmates and knew their cases quite 
well. Mrs. M is a Punjabi, educated lady and worked as a Secretary in 
a private company. She is dissatisfied with the legal system of the 
country and has a revolting attitude towards it. 
Jealousy is a strong emotion and that's what most people 
are experiencing right now when they think of me. The people who 
are out to defame me are jealous because I was close to the Doctor 
(owner of the company) and his wife. Some of the so-called friends of 
the Doctor and his family were jealous of the mutual love that existed 
between the couple and me. They used to wonder how the couple was 
I 
so attached to me, how they trusted me with everything. 
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Talking about her childhood Mrs. M reports, " We are 
nine brothers and sisters. I am the seventh child. My parents gave each 
of us equal love and attention and all nine of us were close to both 
mother and father. As there was no partiality in their love for us, we 
all grew up extremely united. Till today, ours is a joint family where 
three sisters-in-law stay happily together under one roof My father 
was in a very good position at the Kolar Gold Fields (KGF). We had 
the facilities given to children of a highly placed small town officer. 
We had a very, very big house with a big garden, servants to help 
mother in all the housework and a school bus to take us to school and 
back. We never lacked anything in life. My mother in turn was a very 
good housewife. Childhood was really idyllic". 
Mrs. M continues further, "After school, I had to choose a 
profession. My childhood dream was to be a nun. That life fascinated 
me. But my parents convinced me that I was too young to live the life 
of a nun. Later, I wanted to be a nurse or a teacher, but my parents 
very logically pointed out that I had more scope as a secretary. I 
joined a diploma course. After I finished my diploma, I took up a part-
time job as a secretary in a German company. Later, I shifted to the 
Doctor's company as a full-time secretary. Madam (Doctor's wife) 
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was a very systematic and strict boss. There was a lot of love but there 
was lot of discipline too. The stricter Madam was, the kinder Doctor 
would be. The couple used to proudly introduce me as their secretary. 
They always used to praise me to the skies to visitors and I used to be 
embarrassed. At time, I never dreamt that all this would create 
problem for me. Slowly, Madam started calling me home whenever 
she was not feeling well. Since I was not married, I could go and stay 
overnight with her. My parents had absolute faith in the couple. They 
looked after me, as well as, perhaps even better than, they would take 
care of their own daughter, I had even started doing their marketing. 
Buying vegetables for the house, going to the tailors' etc. I was like a 
daughter to them". 
Mrs. M further continues, " I was married after being in 
service for six years and had a daughter after one year of marriage. 
Meanwhile, my husband wanted me to leave my job, as there was 
nobody to take care of the baby. It was then that my elder sister came 
forward to look after my daughter. My husband warned me to think 
twice before accepting this obligation. I wish I had heeded my 
husband's advice and kept my sister's husband far away from my 
family. Far away from the couple for whom I worked." 
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Mrs. M narrates further, " Madam is a very gullible 
woman. My brother-in-law learnt her weak points by getting all the 
information from me and then he slowly attacked her. He wanted to 
throw me out and take over my position. He told Madam that he 
would sort out the files, as I was busy. He was trying to win over 
madam by spoiling ihy image. 'Once when Doctor was away he told 
Madam to give him her jewelry for safe keeping. Madam trusted him 
and handed it over to him. When Doctor heard about it, he was furious 
and warned Madam of his intentions. After that he began visiting 
Madam in Doctor's absence. Gradually, he began to bad mouth about 
me. In the meantime my husband had gone to some foreign place for a 
few years. I took leave for few months to visit my husband. After my 
return I saw my brother-in-law staying in my house with one of his 
friend. His friend was not familiar to me." 
Her brother-in-law informed Mrs. M that his friend was 
new to the place. He had come for business purpose and would be 
leaving soon. 
Mrs. M ftirther continues, "I was surprised to see police 
personnel at my house. They had come to search my house for some 
hidden material. It is through them that I came to know that the friend 
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of my bother-in-law was a drug trafficker. The police was in search of 
him and he had taken shelter in my house. The police was not 
convinced by my argument that the person staying in my house as a 
guest was unknown to me. The police suspected my involvement and 
I was arrested." 
At the macro level Mrs. M is charged for involvement in 
Drug Trafficking. In the case of Mrs. M her brother-in-law is jealous 
of her. He wants to take her place and be close to the rich couple with 
whom Mrs. M worked. In order to make his task easy he tries to 
implicate Mrs. M in drug trafficking. Thus in this case it is the jealous 
and greedy relative who is responsible for putting Mrs. M in trouble. 
At the micro level no respondent is found to have been involved in 
drug trafficking. 
At the macro level three respondents are found to be sex 
workers. They have been booked under Section 8 and 9 of PITA 
(Prevention of Immoral Traffic Act), 1986. Case study of one of the 
respondents belonging to this category of offence is given below. 
CASE STUDY OF MRS. M 
Miss N is a tall and fair complexioned girl of twenty-eight 
years. She has completed her high school from a rhissionary 
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institution. She belongs to the Vaish caste. She is an extrovert and real 
tomboy. 
Talking about the experiences of her life Miss N says, " I 
think I came to terms with myself long ago. I had to do that to 
understand reality. So I don't think I had a problem there. I was 
always myself. My parents are divorced so it was my mother, my 
elder brother and I living together. My father was in the army so we 
would be in odd outstation places all the time. I was six years old 
when my parents got divorced and my father went off to live in 
Australia. They divorced because my father didn't like India and 
wanted to go to Australia while my mother didn't. And though I 
didn't quite understand what was going on, I remember I started 
crying when I saw my brother crying. I didn't really miss having a 
father because my mother was a very strong person. My brother is 
wonderful person and his personality is the complete opposite of 
mine. I am glad if I had of him. I was quite wild, as I didn't have a 
father to really control me. My'brother is older to me by four years. I 
felt safe when he was around. Now he is in Australia, he is married 
and has three sons. My brother was the main source of strength in my 
life, especially in terms of controlling me. He really used to get me 
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into line though sometimes I feel that when I was growing up he 
couldn't really handle me. I just wanted to do my own thing but then 
again I used to shake in his presence" 
Miss N took up a job quite early in life and worked as a 
telephone operator after she finished her school that is why she 
couldn't go to a college. Miss N and her brother had to support their 
mother because they had a lot of financial problems. Their mother had 
some property and because she was not a businesswoman she was 
taken for a major ride and was in a lot of debt. 
Miss N continues fiirther, "For me, my work was just a 
job. I didn't like it, I knew I could do something better than be a 
telephone operator, but it served the purpose. I first thought I would 
do my M.A in Philosophy and become a teacher because the 
profession fascinated me. But when I saw all these teachers and how 
much they really earned. I decided against it. I loved acting and 
somehow felt that I would do well in this field. My mother's sister 
told my mother that she must let me come to Delhi because she felt I 
must widen my horizons. So I packed my bags and headed for Delhi. I 
learnt acfing and was also selling jeans. It was there that I got a 
chance to work for a theatre company. I thought why not give a shot. 
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as it would meah better money than what I made selling jeans. Later, I 
began to enjoy it. I travelled a lot and used to stay in guesthouses. 
When all the troop members were together we had a good time. I had 
many pairs of shoes and accessories, Indian, western or anything. The 
theatre world is basically full of very happy-go-lucky types. But it's 
professional too." 
Talking of her experiences with male friends Miss N 
reports, " I was frieijdly with ^n elderly man who lived in Delhi. I 
knew him for six or seven years and one day he just beat me up. I was 
really shocked. I came back home but went back after a while. But 
when it happened the second time I left him never to return. In the 
beginning there was nobody I knew in Delhi except my aunt. I stayed 
with her for a while and then I moved to a small rented place, 1 learnt 
from my aunt that my mother had remarried. I was very scary of 
staying alone and never felt secure. Something inside me was very 
shaky. I thought that it might be through marriage I would find 
security. I thought it was a basic insecurity that I was carrying right 
from my childhood. And I found a lot of the security that I was 
looking for with one of my colleagues. We had decided to marry. He 
was warm, friendly and a very easy person to be with. But as days 
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passed by I felt that commitments were not for me. I felt scared of 
marriage, commitment and responsibilities. I didn't want to get 
married. I really thought that I was making a very big mistake and 
called off the whole thing". 
Talking of a bad experience Miss N informs the 
researcher; " One bad experience I remember was when we had gone 
to Dubai for a show and I suddenly found these Sheiks sort of hanging 
around and wondered what was going on. The organizer said to be 
nice to them, as they were our clients. I smelt something fishy; so 1 
would do my rehearsals, do a little bit of shopping and go back to my 
room. Then there would be knock on the door and the sheikh would be 
there insisting to come out with them as all the others were going out. 
Initially, I refused and told the organizer that I was not interested in 
the show and that I wanted to go back to Delhi. But I was not allowed 
to go as I had not finished the show. I would not afford to leave the 
assignment because of financial difficulties and I saw some of female 
colleagues going out with the sheikhs. I too felt like giving it a try and 
saw that it was easy money. Gradually, I began to shed all inhibitions 
and by the time we returned to India I had become accustomed to it." 
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After going through the case history of Miss N following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Father's absence had made Miss N financially and 
emotionally insecure since childhood. 
2. Parents divorce made Miss N loose faith in marriage. She 
was scared of commitments and responsibilities. 
3. Miss N believes in earning her livelihood in an easy way. 
Miss N has all sympathy for the police. She believes their 
work to be duty-bound, hard and not rewarding. They work under 
political and administrative pressure. They hardly have any 
opportunity for enjoyment and leisure. Regarding the police behaviour 
Miss N reports that she has not been interrogated and the police are 
never hard on her. 
At the macro level Miss N is a sex worker. Father's 
absence has made her emotionally and financially insecure since 
childhood. She has to support herself financially from the very 
beginning. This exposes her to the outside world at a young age. 
Divorce of parents led to improper socialization and lack of guidance 
and guardianship. Miss N learns to believe in making quick and easy 
money. For this she tries working as a sex worker and gradually 
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became accustolned to it. After going through the case history of Miss 
I 
N it can be concluded that it is the disturbed family atmosphere that 
led to her poor socialization and pushed her towards anti-social 
activities. At the micro level no respondent is charged for prostitution. 
lUI FTC1I = ¥I 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS 
AND SUGGESTIONS 
CHAPTER - VI 
Present chapter is divided into two parts. Part / deals with 
women offenders and Part II with the police personnel and their 
behaviour towards women offenders. 
On the basis of deep analysis and interpretation of the 
facts and the observations of the researcher, the following conclusions 
have been drawn regarding women offenders. 
P a r t - I 
WOMEN OmNDEBS 
PERSONAL PROFILE 
At the micro level majority of the women offenders 
(52.5%) are in the age group of 41 - 50 years whereas at the macro 
level majority of the women offenders (40yo) are in the age group of 
31 - 40 years. Signifying that at the micro level elderly women are 
more exposed to commit an offence whereas at the macro level young 
women are prone to commit crimes. This has been testified 
statistically as well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose 
[Table- 1(a) and Table - 1(b)]. 
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As far as the marital status of the women offenders is 
concerned it has been found that at the micro and macro level majority 
of the women offenders are married but at the macro level their 
number is relatively higher (82.5%) than the women offenders at the 
micro level (67.5%). Indicating an association between marriage and 
female deviance irrespective of the environment under which the 
crime might have been committed. This has been testified statistically 
as well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose [Table ~ J (a) 
and Table - 1(b)J. 
As far as religion is concerned majority of the women 
offenders at the micro (87.5%) and macro (92.5%) level are from the 
1 lindu community. Among them, majority of the women offenders are 
from the higher castes at the micro (75%>) as well as macro (87.5%) 
level. Thus, the higher caste 1 lindus are more prone to commit crimes 
than the lower casle Hindus. This has been testified statistically as 
well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose [Table - 2(a) and 
Table ~ 2(b)]. 
At the micro level majority of the women offenders (55%)) 
are drawn from rural areas and come from the wage earning classes. 
Whereas, at the macro level majority of the women offenders (92.5%) 
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are drawn from urban areas and belong to business family. Thus it 
shows that in the rural areas poor are likely to commit crimes 
whereas, in urban areas economically well to do commit crimes. This 
has been testified statistically as well as by the case studies prepared 
for this purpose [Table - 3(a) and Table - 3(b)]. 
87.5% of the women offenders at the micro level are 
illiterate and out of this 70% of the women offenders have been 
charged for dowry deaths. Whereas, 87.5%o of the women offenders at 
the macro level are literate and out of this, (50% of the women 
offenders are charged for dowry deaths. Thus, illiterates at the micro 
level are likely to commit more crimes and at the macro level the 
literates are likely to commit more crimes. This has been testified 
statistically as well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose 
[Table 4(a) and Table -- 4(b)]. 
EFFECT 
ON SELF 
All the women offenders at the micro as well as macro 
level have similar response regarding the effect of arrest on them. All 
of them experienced loss of reputation and dignity, loss of family, 
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home and belongings, loss of freedom and lack of control over own 
affairs. 
ON FAMILY/RELATIVES 
At the micro (85%) as well as macro (87.5%) levels 
majority of the women offenders gave negative response in 
connection to their acceptance by the family members after release. 
This has been testified statistically as well as by the case studies 
prepared for this purpose [Table - J3(a) and Table - 13(b)J. 
FAMILY OF ORIENTATION 
At the micro level 77.5% of the women offenders 
reported of having discord and conflict within the family. Presence of 
discord is mainly due to poverty or being burdened by the birth of girl 
child. But at the macro level 55%j of the women offenders reported of 
having comfortable and peaceful home environment without any 
economic dependency on others. This has been testified statistically as 
well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose [Table - 14(a) 
and Table - 14(b)[. 
At the micro level the average size of the family \s 6 - 9 
members and are having poor living conditions. They come from the 
lower income group. At the macro level the average size of the family 
is 2 5 members and are having good living conditions. They come 
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from the upper middle class. This has been testified statistically as 
well as by the case studies prepared for this purpose [Table - 15(a) 
and Table - 15(b)]. 
FAMILY OF PROCREATION 
At both the levels (micro and macro) majority of the 
women offenders are found belonging to joint families and the rest to 
nuclear families. This has been testified statistically as well as by the 
case studies prepared for this purpose [Table - 17(a) and Table -
17(b)l. 
At both the levels almost 60% of the women offenders 
reported of having less than cordial relationship with their in-laws. 
This has been testil^ed statistically as well as by the case studies 
prepared for this purpose [Table - 18(a) and Table - 18(b)]. 
At the micro level 46.2% of the women offenders are 
found to have monthly income ranging from Rs. 2500-5000. Average 
si/e of the family is found to be large (6-9 members) in a majority of 
cases. At the macro 1-evel 51.5% of the women offenders are found to 
have monthly income ranging from Rs. 15000-25000. Average size of 
the family is found td be small (2 -- 5 members) in a majority of cases. 
This has been testified statistically as well as by the case studies 
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prepared for this purpose [Table ~ 19(a) and Table - 19(b)J. At the 
macro level it is observed that all the members of the joint family did 
not live together in the same house. Fhey have separate household but 
all the family members are in contact with one another and exchanged 
their stay in each other's house. The elderly members make decisions 
that arc to be followed by all the members living in different 
households. Thus at the macro level inspite of the small size, families 
are not independent and of the nuclear type. They are of the extended 
joint family type. 
DIFFERENCES 
MICRO 
AGE 
Majorily of the women offenders 
are in the age group of 41-50 
years. 
DOMICILE 
Majority of the women offenders 
are diawn from rural tueas. 
OCCUPATION 
Majority of the women offenders 
belong to the daily wage earning class. 
MACRO 
Majority of the women offenders 
are in the age group of 31-40 
years. 
Majority of the women offenders 
are drawn from urban areas. 
Majority of the women offenders 
belong to business class. 
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LITERACY 
Majority of the women offenders 
are illilerale. 
FAMILY OF ORIENTATION:-
NATURE OF RELATIONSHIP 
Majority of the women offenders 
report presence of discord 
within the family. 
LIVING CONDITION & SIZE Of THE FAMILY 
Majority oJ'the women offenders 
arc drawn from large family size 
having poor living conditions. 
FAMILY OF PROCREATION:-
INCOMi& SIZE OF THE FAMILY 
Majority of the women offenders 
arc concentrated in (he monthly 
income group of Rs. 2500 5000 
having a large family size to 
support. 
Majority of the women offenders 
are literate. 
Majority of the women offenders 
report peaceful home environment. 
Majority of the women offenders 
are drawn from small family si/c 
having good living conditions. 
Majority of the women offenders 
arc concentrated in the monthly 
income group of y?.y. 15000 25000 
having a small family size to 
support. 
SrMILARITIES 
Majority of the women offenders at the micro and macro levels are 
married. 
Majority of the women offenders at the micro and macro levels 
belong to the Hindu community and are irom the upper castes. 
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Majority of the women offenders at the micro and macro levels 
belong to joint family. 
Majority of the women offenders at the micro and macro levels 
share non-cordial relationship with their in-laws. 
All the women offenders at the micro and macro levels experience 
loss of dignity and miss their family after arrest. 
Majority of the women offenders at the micro and macro levels 
expect non-acceptance by their family members after release. 
CONCtUSIONS 
It is observed that at the micro level, besides dowry 
deaths, women are involved in offences such as kidnapping, attempt 
to murder and offence against public tranquility [Table-4(a)J. These 
offences are less violent, individual oriented, first time offence and 
possess greater chances of implication. Since majority of the women 
at the micro level are illiterate, ignorant and less exposed to the 
outside world, they stand a higher chance of being implicated by male 
members of the family or society. As far as the dowry deaths are 
concerned, these are the outcome of economic insecurity, ignorance of 
Dowry Prohibition Laws, lack of adjustment on the part of young girls 
and change in the role of family. Thus, deviance among women 
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residing in the rural areas is primarily the result of their ignorance, 
vulnerable living conditions, economic insecurity and lack of 
rationality. All of these have resulted due to illiteracy. At the macro 
level, besides, dowry deaths, women are involved in offences such as 
murder, prostitution, and drug trafficking [Table-4(h)J. These 
offences require planning, training and are group orientation. 
Majority of the women at the macro level are educated and exposed to 
the outside world. So factors like illiteracy, ignorance and lack of 
exposure did not contribute towards female deviance. It can thus be 
attributed that at the macro level educational institutions provide 
formal degrees but have shirked the responsibility of inculcating 
values and morals. Lack of proper education is a potent cause of 
moral depravity. Schools no longer aspire to train children to become 
worthy citizens. Properly trained mind in the correct values of life can 
combat the situational urge that so often leads to deviance. 
Moreover, at the macro level the social pressures of 
urbanization are great and have introduced compelling ethics of 
success. Increasing self-interest, a sense of urban anomie and erosion 
of values because of fast paced changes has a lot to do with increasing 
female deviance in urban areas. Anonymity and desire to climb the 
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social ladder in the new surrounding makes them ignore the basic 
inhibitions and the cultural constraints. Morality and fidelity has 
different meaning in the changed context. Fear of recognition and 
identification, which may otherwise act as a deterrent in familiar 
surrounding, is not there and many women indulge in activities that do 
not conform to acceptable norms of behaviour in the community. 
As far as economic condition is concerned majority of the 
women offenders at the macro level report of having smaller sized 
family and are economically well off. They experienced no discomfort 
in life. This indicated that unlike micro level, economic insufficiency 
is not the reason for female deviance at the macro level. At the macro 
level people have shed the idea of simple living and high thinking. 
Rapid changes due to social pressures of urbanization have resulted in 
a moral and psychological atmosphere that is highly crimogenic. 
Urban people want more out of life. Urban parents spend lavishly on 
children. But they normally deny them the care and the time that they 
need and also the discipline that has to be inculcated in early years of 
the life. I'here is no control of parents over children nor do the parents 
do any effective monitoring over their behaviour or habits. Lack of 
religion and substitution of religious beliefs and spirituality by 
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'rationalism' also contribute towards deviance. Where intellect is the 
determinant of man's fate, where man has lost faith in the Supreme 
Being, where man bcHeves only in material existence, where man 
desire for power and money at any cost and has forgotten the inner 
soul, social disorganization is bound to result. 
Regarding the environment of family of orientation, it is 
observed that at the micro level majority of the women offenders 
describe their home environment as bad i.e. they did not get peace and 
comfort I Table-14(a)]. Presence of discord is mainly due to economic 
insufficiency or being burdened by the birth of a girl child. Parental 
indifference and inconsistency coupled with a feeling of 
powerlessness, rejection by parents and encouragement of violent 
behaviour by authority figures within the family resulted in expressing 
frustrations either upon themselves or against others, both during 
childhood and later when frustrated as adults. Such an environment 
contributes towards involvement of women offenders in cases of 
dowry deaths. Discrimination against girls starts the moment a girl 
child is bom and continues to be maintained and reinforced through 
the process of differential socialization throughout her life. At the 
macro level more than fifty percent of the women offenders have a 
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comfortable and peaceful home environment [Table-14(b)]. This 
indicates that the nature of home environment is not the sole reason 
for female deviance. In heterogeneous surrounding factors such as 
lack of proper moral education, lack of religious teaching, change in 
social values and compelling ethics of success contribute towards 
female deviance. 
Analysis of the role of family of procreation in regard to 
female deviance highlights the fact that majority of the women 
offenders at the micro as well as macro level belong to joint families 
[Table 17(a) and Table 17(b)]. It also reveals that most of them 
have tense home atmosphere and often quaiTcl with each o^her [Table 
- 18(a) and Table - 18(b)]. However, of all the relationships mother-
in-law and daughter-in-law are the source of conflict in majority of 
the cases. This indicates that the family of procreation contributes 
towards female deviance at the micro as well as macro level. 
Sacramental marriages and close family ties seem to be weakening at 
the micro as well as macro level. Joint family that provided emotional 
safety and exercised informal control over its members is no longer in 
existence, it practiced tolerance and concern for others. It absorbed 
the weak in itself There was no sense of alienation. All this has 
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changed because the joint family has broken-down and the traditional 
moral constraints, increasing acquisitiveness and disregard for women 
have been eroded. There are responsibilities and socio-cultural 
expectations attached to married women. When these cannot be 
fulfilled within the framework of right means, women are bound to 
enter the world of deviance. Marital maladjustment is common in 
heterogeneous as well as homogeneous surroundings. 
Greater n,umber of cases of dowry death at the micro and 
macro level indicates subordinate status of women at both the levels. 
Husband and in-laws can get away easily after maltreating her 
because she is easily replaceable. There are enough desperate parents 
willing to marry their daughters to just about any man available. 
Parents are always loo eager to get their daughters married lest they 
remain a burden on the family for the rest of their lives. Greed is 
another reason for dowry deaths, it is immaterial how much dowry 
was given or how rich is the husband's family. 
Majority of the women offenders at the macro level 
believe the criminal justice system to be slow and tempered with 
political influence. They express unwillingness when asked to 
comment on the jail authorities. At the micro level majority of the 
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women offenders are ignorant about the working of the criminal 
justice system. They are too scared to hear or to comment on the 
treatment extended by the jail authorities. Majority of them attempted 
to brush off the question. Regarding police personnel, majority of the 
women offenders at the micro and macro levels are of the opinion that 
the treatment of the police is dependent upon the economic and 
educational level of the offenders. Higher the economic and 
educational status better is the treatment extended [Tables-2()(a), 
20(b), 21(a) and 21(b)]. The chi-square test also shows a significant 
relationship between the two variables. 
Thus the first hypothesis that the factors leading to female 
deviance in a small place having homogeneous surrounding will be 
difjercnt lo those leading to female deviance in a heterogeneous 
surrounding is tested. It is observed that at the micro level economic 
insufficiency and illiteracy are the potent factors contributing to 
female deviance. Whereas, at the macro level it is largely due to social 
pressures of urbanization, compelling ethics of success, demonstration 
of money power and melting of traditional values. All this has resulted 
in the creation of moral and psychological atmosphere that is 
favourable to deviance. I'his, however, does not imply that women at 
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the micro level are not exposed to such changes but there is a varied 
difference in the level of exposure. 
The second hypothesis, that the economic level, 
educational level and the role of family will affect the nature of 
offence committed by women, stands only partially confirmed. 
Women offenders at the micro level are not accused of offences such 
as murder, drug trafficking and prostitution. However, it is observed 
that majority of the women offenders at the micro as well as macro 
levels arc accused of bride burning. 
SUGGESTIONS 
On analyzing the findings of the present study one can 
conveniently say that the phenomenon of female criminality, as it 
exists today, cannot be dealt with till we are able to bring about 
positive changes in existing system and in our socio-cultural practices. 
We need to start a social action movement in order to 
persuade common men to change social values and cultural ethos that 
are responsible for the increase in crime by the women against the 
women. 
Parents should involve the girls in the selection of their 
life partners. 
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Energies and potentialities of the women should be 
channeled by providing them opportunities for advancement. They 
should also be taught that there is no difference between a male child 
and a girl child so that they can give up the desire to have a male child 
at any cost. 
As far as the dowry death cases are concerned, law to a 
certain extent should hold the parents of the bride also responsible for 
her death. Initially, when the in-laws begin harassing their daughter 
for bringing fewer dowries, it is the responsibility of the parents to 
report to the police of the harassment. If the parents fail to do so and 
nagging leads to death the parents and the in-laws stand equally 
responsible for the death. The general excuse that the parents give is 
that they were not aware of the nagging and the demand for more 
dowries. But this ignorance arises only when the parents believe that 
once their daughter is married, she is no longer their responsibility and 
consequently become indifferent to what ever is happening to her. If 
the parents care about their daughter and are concerned about her 
well-being they would definitely be in a position to help her in the 
hour of need. If the situation demands that the daughter should be 
brought back to the parental home they should do so and 
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accommodate her in the family as one of its members even after 
marriage. When the parents fail to behave in the mentioned way, law 
should make them do so. This would also prevent the misuse of 
DoMT}' Prohibition Act, 196J. 
Mostly, people are ignorant about legal rights and duties. 
Some times unconsciously they indulge in crime. Thus, it is suggested 
that legal literacy campaigns at grassroots level must be organised so 
as to make the people aware and alert. 
Judiciary must ensure speedy disposal of cases and justice 
needs to be less expensive. It is found during the study that trial 
sometimes is unusually delayed and sometimes the women even have 
to be in jail for duration that is more than what their offence actually 
requires. 
There should be provision of wages for the work women 
offenders do in the jail. Part of the amount can be used by the jail 
authorities to meet their stay requirements. Rest should be deposited 
in the bank so that it may build up a sizeable amount that can be used 
after her release. 
The disposal rate of cases is very low. There is need to 
increase the number of courts. The working days of the courts should 
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also be increased. Frequent strikes by the lawyers should be 
discouraged. Better ways to probe crimes have to be devised since 
investigations are manipulated at every stage. This area of criminal 
investigation demands special attention. 
Efforts have been made for the creation of 'women cell' in 
the prison whereby women prisoners are separated from the male 
counterparts. But unfortunately, they have not been alienated from the 
male staff members of the prison, since 'women cell' are manned by 
male staffs. It is thereby, suggested that women offenders should be 
handled by women police and women prison staff. 
Imprisonment of woman is dysfunctional in two major 
ways. Firstly, it brings about social disgrace and makes her 
rehabilitation difficult, forcing her towards further deviance. Secondly, 
it either leads to emotional deprivation of children or forces the 
women to bring young children to prison. These children are so ill-
treated and neglected that they suffer from serious problems. Since 
most of the women offenders are victims of changing social-cultural 
values, illiteracy, .economic insufficiency and pressures of 
urbanization, they do not need or deserve to be imprisoned. Two 
methods are used for correcting women offenders. Imprisonment and 
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release on probation. Since, most of the women offenders are not a 
threat to social solidarity; the use of the method of imprisonment 
should be minimised. All women offenders do not need or deserve to 
be imprisoned. Depending upon the cause of deviance suitable 
alternatives to imprisonment should be adopted. 
Part - II 
POIICE 
On the basis of analysis and interpretation of responses 
following conclusions have been drawn regarding the police personnel 
and their behaviour towards the women offenders. 
LITERACY 
Comparison of the respondents at the micro and macro 
level indicate that the police personnel at the macro level are more 
highly qualified as compared to those at the micro level (Table - 6). 
MOTIVATION FOt^  JOINING THE SERVICE: 
At the micro level majority of the respondents joined the 
police service for the sake of employment. Whereas, at the macro 
level majority of the respondents joined this service in order to enjoy 
superior status in the society (Table 7). 
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE OFFENDERS: 
Police behaviour towards women offenders at the micro 
level is independent of their educational background [Table - 20(a)]. 
Whereas at the macro level, it is influenced by the educational level of 
the women offenders [Table - 20(b)]. The chi-square test also 
confirms this finding. 
MONTHLY INCOME OF THE OFFENDERS: 
At the micro as well as macro level positive relation 
between the income of the women offenders and mode of police 
behaviour is observed and found that there is significant relationship 
between these two variables [Table - 21(a) and Table - 21(b)]. The 
chi-square test also confirms this finding. 
INVESTIGATION: 
At the micro level women offenders experienced the 
police invesfigafion to be either forced or manipulative, irrespecfive of 
their socio-economic status [Table - 23(a)]. The aim is to implicate 
rather than to investigate. At the macro level, in the high and middle 
socio-economic status the police investigation is more manipulative 
and less forced in nature. Whereas, in the low socio-economic status 
the police invesfigafion is more coercive and less manipulafive in 
nature (Table - 23(h) j . The chi-square test also confirms this finding. 
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At the micro as well as macro level, the police projected a 
discriminatory behaviour towards the women offenders at the time of 
arrest, depending upon their socio-economic status [Table - 24(a) and 
Table - 24(b)]. The chi-square test also confirms this finding. 
COURT TRIAL: 
At the micro as well as macro level the role of the police 
in the process of trial is biased towards the poor and the weak. It 
encouraged implication of the poor and escape of the influential 
[Table 25(a) and Table 25(b)]. The chi-square test also shows a 
significant relationship between the two variables. 
RANK; 
At the micro as well as macro level the non-consideration 
and insult towards women offenders reduces with increasing rank and 
officialdom of the police personnel [Table - 26(a) and Table - 26(b)]. 
The chi-square test also shows a significant relationship between the 
two variables. 
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DIFFIRENCES 
ma{0 
LITERACY: 
Majority of the police personnel 
are Graduates. 
MOTIVATION: 
They joined the service for the sake 
of employment. 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE OFFENDERS: 
Behaviour of the police personnel 
towards women offenders are 
independent of their educational 
background. 
NATURE OF INVESTIGATION: 
It is either forced or manipulative, 
irrespective of the socio-economic 
status of the women offenders. 
fHACRO 
Majority of the police personnel 
are above Graduates. 
They joined the service for 
superior status in the society. 
Behaviour of the police personnel 
towards women offenders are 
inlluenced by their educational 
level. 
More manipulative and less 
forced in the high and middle 
socio-economic status. More 
forced and less manipulative 
in the low socio-economic 
status. 
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SIMHABITIES 
Positive relation exists between the family income of the women 
offenders and the mode of police behaviour towards them at the micro 
as well as macro level. 
Police aggressiveness at the time of arrest is inversely proportionate 
to the socio-economic status of the women offenders at the micro as 
well as macro level. 
The role of the police personnel in the process of trial is biased 
towards the poor and the vulnerable at the micro as well as macro 
level. 
The ill treatment oi'the women offenders decreases with increasing 
rank of the police personnel at the micro as well as macro level. 
COKCIUSIONS: 
hxonomic level of the police personnel is according to their 
level of official placement. Police personnel occupying similar official 
position have approximately similar economic position irrespective of 
the surrounding where they are employed. 
There has been very little training input for the 
investigating officers in small town areas to diagnose the Sociology of 
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crime. Police in the small town areas have outmoded methods of 
investigation and lack of knowledge of law. 
The police are more likely to suspect a lower class person 
rather than an upper class person. The police rarely care to put its best 
in solving a case where the poor are involved. For there is no fear of 
effective reaction. 
Police investigations involving members of lower income 
group arc tempered because of political influences. The stronger 
sections pull wires to implicate the poor and the weak. 
The indifferent attitude of the police in many cases is 
firstly because of the fact that majority of the subordinate police 
personnel look upon the police career as an ordinary career and had 
opted it for the sake of employment. The top officials expected to 
have a dignified professional career through police service and their 
motivation for joining the police force is for the sake of enjoying 
superior and distinct status in the society. The responsibility of 
controlling crime and maintaining social order is realised by the very 
few. 
In a modern society, bureaucracy is an essential 
characteristic. It assumes new dimensions of policy implementation 
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due to political, administrative and other factors. These factors restrict 
the impartial discharge of duties by the cops' inspite of their 
willingness to do so. This creates a feeling of utter helplessness. The 
morale of the cops collapses and they become silent spectators. 
Group solidarity is strong and police personnel get the 
support of their colleagues and superior officers in times of crises. 
This makes them consider themselves separate from the community 
and restricts their effort to co-operate with and serve the people. 
Police sincerely feel that women have greatly been 
affected by shifting social values leading to break up of families. The 
tradition of seeking fulfillment in sacrifice and self-denial is nowhere 
to be found. This has caused great loss to the family in particular and 
to the community in general. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
The system of accountability and imparting punishment 
for proved brutality must be introduced. 
The system of seeking police personnel for protection by 
politicians and bureaucrats needs a radical change. 
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The training pattern of police needs to be revised to add 
more humane values and during their training they should be properly 
sensitised over the sensitive issues related to women. 
A greater number of women police investigating officers, 
specialized in the art of investigating crimes committed by women 
and against women should be appointed. 
The political interference in police work must be 
eliminated. A high level committee should be formed in every state to 
monitor all transfers. This will help in reducing politically motivated 
transfers of police personnel. 
Police constables perform the major part of the police 
work and they are the first to come in contact with the people. The 
poor quality of recruits and the inhuman condition in which they have 
to live and work are reflected in their unhelpful and uninspiring work 
attitude. Thus, there is a need to upgrade the ill-paid, ill-qualified and 
ill-equipped constables to a respectable and effective position. 
The police job besides being hazardous involves outdoor 
assignments. The total pay packet should be worked out after 
including all sorts of allowances, concessions and other facilities to 
which the policemen are presently entitled. Facility of professional 
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insurance must be provided to every policeman to cover the risk of 
life in the discharge pf his public duty. 
Creation of specialized agency, independent of the police, 
to handle, investigate and make recommendations on citizen 
complaints will bring about police accountability and will succeed in 
'policing the police'. 
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1.01 
1.02 
1.03. 
1.04. 
1.05. 
1.06. 
&wwmmmmmm 
PERSONAL DATA 
Age at the time of the 
Place of Residence: 
(i) Rural 
Religion: 
(i) Hindu 
(iv) Christian 
Caste: 
Literate or illiterate: 
(i) Literate 
crime: 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(V) 
(ii) 
Urban 
Muslim 
Any other 
Illiterate 
If literate, specify level of education: 
(i) Primary (ii) High School 
(iii) 
(iii) 
Sikh 
Matric 
1.07. 
1.08. 
1.09. 
1.10. 
(iv) Above Matric 
Marital status at present: 
(i) Unmarried (ii) Married 
(iv) Widower (v) Deserted 
Occupation prior to conviction: 
Section under which punishment is given: 
Years spent at the prisons: 
(iii) Divorced 
I I FAMILY OF ORIENTATION 
Housing/Living Conditions; 
2.01. Type of House: 
(i) Kuccha (ii) 
2.02 Material Possessions: 
(i) Landed Property (ii) 
(iv) Buffalow/Cows (v) 
(vii) Any other 
Pucca 
Bagicha 
Radio 
(iii) 
(iii) 
(vi) 
Mixed 
Bicycle 
Furniture 
2.03. Educational level of Parents: 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
2.04. Occupation of Parents: 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
2.05. Approximate total monthly income of family: 
2.06. Type of family you lived: 
(i) Nuclear (ii) Joint (iii) Extended 
2.07. How many members lived in the family? 
(i) Less than 5 (ii) 6 to 10 (iii) 11 to 15 
(iv) 16 and above 
2.08. Is your father alive? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.09. If no, how old were you at that time? 
2.10. Did your mother marry again? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.11. What was your father's occupation? 
Own land 
(i) Cultivation < 
Share cropper 
(ii) Skilled worker (iii) Daily wage (iv) Service 
(v) Any other 
2.12 Is your mother living? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.13. If no, how old were you at that time? 
2.14. Did your father marry again? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.15. Did your mother work outside the home? 
Family Relationships: 
2.16. As per your recollection, state the nature of treatment you 
received as a child from your parents: 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
2.17. What do you feel as to why did they behave in this manner? 
Ill 
2.18. If punished, which major modes they adopted? 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
2.19. Did, at any time, they stay separated? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.20. How would you classify your parents marital life? 
(i) Happy (ii) Unhappy (iii) Any other 
2.21. Who took important decisions in your family? 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
(iii) Grand Parents (iv) Others 
2.22. How many brothers and sisters have you? 
(i) Brothers: None/1 to 3/ More than 3 
(ii) Sisters: None/1 to 3/ More than 3 
2.23. What was your ranking among siblings? 
(i) First born (ii) Middle bom (iii) Last born 
(iv) Only child 
2.24. In general, how will you describe the environment of your family 
you lived? 
2.25. How was the environment of your neighbourhood? 
2.26. Did any liquor shop, gambling den or criminal exist in your 
neighbourhood? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.27. In general, how will you evaluate the conduct of your parents? 
(If any' one addicted to undesirable habits like drinking, 
gambling, immorality etc.): 
(i) Father (ii) Mother 
2.28. At what age did you leave your school? 
2.29. Did you have any reasons in discontinuing your education? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
2.30. Can you recall some childhood memories and experiences of 
your life? 
FAMILY OF PROCREATION 
IV 
3.01. Type of family you lived after marriage: 
(i) Nuclear (ii) Joint (iii) Extended 
3.02. How many members lived in the family? 
(i) Less than 5 (ii) 6 to 10 (iii) 11 to 15 
(iv) 16 and above 
3.03 Was your husband literate or illiterate? 
(i) Literate (ii) Illiterate 
3.04 If literate, his level of education: 
(i) Primary (ii) High School (iii) Matric 
(iv) Above Matric 
3.05. Main occupation of husband: 
Own land 
(i) Cultivation < 
Share cropper 
(ii) Skilled worker (iii) Daily wage (iv) Service 
(v) Any other 
3.06. Approximately total monthly income of family: 
3.07. Any other income or help received for the maintenance of family: 
3.08. How old were you when you married? 
3.09. How old was your husband at the time of marriage? 
Family Relationship: 
3.10. Were you satisfied with the amount of affection that you received 
from your husband? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.11. Did you ever regret your marriage? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.12. If yes, explain the major areas of your married life over which 
you regret? 
3.13. Was your husband ever cruel to you? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.14. If yes, explain how? 
3.15. If any disagreements between you and husband, whether they 
resulted in quarrels? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.16. If yes, how frequent serious quarrels you had with your husband? 
(i) Daily (ii) Often (iii) Rarely 
(iv) Never 
3.17 If your in-laws lived with you, did you find them interfering? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.17. If yes, narrate 2-3 incidents of their interference? 
3.18. In general, what had been your in-laws treatment with you? 
(i) Father-in-law (ii) Mother-in-law 
(iii) Sister-in-law (iv) Brother-in-law 
3.19. Did you ever feel that your husband was siding any member of 
the family? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.20 If yes, which member and why? 
3.21 If any disagreements between you and mother-in-law, whether 
they resulted in quarrels? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.22. If yes, how frequent serious conflicts you had with your mother-
in-law? 
(i) Daily (ii) Often (iii) Rarely 
IV. CRIME PATTERN 
4.01. Nature of present offence: 
4.02. Length of sentence: 
4.03. Did you know the victim before the act of crime? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.04. If yes, did you have any relationship with the victim? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.05. If yes, how was the victim related to you? Specify: 
4.06. If no, was the victim an acquaintance/close friend of yours? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.07. Can you describe the state of mind of the victim? 
4.08. Was the victim's behaviour or condition favourable to commit the 
crime 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.09. How old were you at the time of committing the crime? 
4.10. Who was the victim? 
(i) Male (ii) Female 
4.11. Did you get any help in committing the act of crime? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.12. If yes, was the accomplice a member of your family? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
4.13. If yes, how he/she was related to you? 
4.14. What type of help was provided to you? 
4.15. Did you use any particular weapon for committing the crime? 
4.16. Was according to you, were the predisposing 
factors/circumstances motivating you for the crime? 
4.17. According to you, what was the nature of crime? 
V. PRISON LIFE AND FUTURE 
5.01 Period of sentence spent in the prison; 
(i) Less than 5 years (ii) 5 to 10 years (iii) 10 to 15 years 
(iv) 15 to 20 years (v) Above 20 years 
5.02 Nature of previous offence, if any? 
5.03 Does any person come to visit you inside the prison? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.04. If yes, is he/she a member of your family? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
VII 
5.05. If yes, how he/she is related to you? 
(i) Member from parental family 
(ii) Member from marital family 
(iii) Any other 
5.06. Does any person write letter to you? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.07. If yes, is he/she a member of your family? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.08. If yes, how he/she is related to you? 
(i) Members from parental family 
(ii) Members from marital family 
(iii) Any other 
5.09. What were your habits, interests etc., before your imprisonment? 
5.10. How do you feel and react in their absence? 
5.11. How do you overcome the needs of daily life inside the prison? 
5.12. Do you have knowledge of what is happening in your family after 
your imprisonment? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.13. If yes, do you feel that any of the family member(s) being 
neglected in your absence? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.14. If married, who is looking after your child/children in your 
absence? 
5.15. In general, has the prison life influenced you? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.16. If yes, narrate some of your experiences of prison life? 
5.17. According to you, what are those particular difficulties and 
problems you might have faced due to your imprisonment? 
5.18. Nature of work, if any, acquired in the prison? 
5.19. With regard to your present work in the prison, do you like it? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.20. Are you given any wages for the work done in the prison? 
(i) Yes • (ii) No 
5.21. Do you have any plan about your future? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.22. Do you have any plans about the future of your children? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.23. What do you think, shall be the reaction of people around you 
when you meet them after the release? 
5.24. Do you think that there would be some problems at the time of 
your release? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.25. Would you like to go to your family members after the release? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
5.26. If yes, which family members? 
5.27. If no, why? 
Attitudes 
5.28. Describe your experiences at the time of arrest and prosecution? 
5.29. Give your opinion about conviction? 
5.30. Do you think that you have been convicted due to the witnesses? 
5.31. Give your views regarding the treatment in the prison? 
5.32. On the basis of your experience, give your opinion regarding the 
inter-personal relations within the prison? 
5.33. Among the inmates, who were your friends? 
5.34. Do you feel that inmates help in time of need like illness etc.? 
5.35. In your experience, do inmates quarrel with each other? 
5.36. Do you think that among the inmates there are some who are 
favourable to prison officials and some are not? 
5.37. Do you think that prison life has changed you? 
5.38. Who are the inmates whom you hate/dislike and why? 
5.39. Who are the inmates with whom you move frequently and why? 
5.40. Who are the prison officials whom you like/dislike and why? 
I . PERSONAL DATA 
1.01 
1.02 
1.03 
1.04 
1.05 
1.06 
I I . 
Designation : 
Age: 
Educational Qualification : 
Place of Residence : 
(i) Rural 
Sex: 
(i) Male 
Marital Status at present: 
(i) Unmarried 
(iii) Widow 
LIVING CONDITIONS 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(iv) 
Urban 
Female 
Married 
Divorce 
2.01 Educational level of parents: 
(i) Father 
2.02 Occupation of parents : 
(i) Father 
2.03 Is your wife literate or illiterate : 
(i) Literate 
2.04 If literate, her level of education 
(i) Primary 
(iii) Matric 
2.05 Does your wife work outside the home? Yes/ No 
2.06 Approximate total monthly income of family : 
(ii) Mother 
(ii) Mother 
(ii) Illiterate 
(ii) High School 
(iv) Above Matric 
2.07 Type of family you Uve in : 
(i) Nuclear (ii) Joint 
(iii) Extended 
2.08 How many members live in the family ? 
2.09 Material possessions : 
(i) Landed Property (ii) Bagicha 
(iii) House (iv) Buffaloes/Cows 
(v) Vehicle (vi) Furniture 
(vii) Any other 
I I I , ATTITUDE 
3.01 Number of years in service: 
3.02 Motivation for joining the police service : 
(i) As an employment (ii) Superior Status in 
society 
(iii) To serve the community. 
3.03 Opinion about the present profession : 
(i) Pleasant & rewarding (ii) Not pleasant & 
rewarding 
3.04 Are you content with your career? 
(i) Contented with police career, 
(ii) Discontented due to heavy work. 
(iii) Discontented due to bad service conditions, 
(iv) Discontented due to the behaviour of superiors. 
3.05 Do you use third degree methods against women offenders : 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.06 If yes, is there no alternative for it? 
3.07 If no, what alternative methods do you use? 
Ill 
3.08 Experienced difficulties in tackling women 
offenders/undertrials : 
(i) No difficulties experienced 
(ii) Difficulties experienced 
3.09 Who are more difficult to tackle? 
(i) Female offenders/undertrials 
(ii) Male offenders/undertrials 
3.10 Can you describe the state of mind of the offender? 
3.11 Was the offenders' behaviour or condition favourable to 
commit the crime? 
(i) Yes (ii) No 
3.12 What according to you, were the predisposing 
factors/circumstances motivating the offender for crime? 
3.13 According to you, generally, what is the nature of crime 
committed by women offenders? 
3.14 What is your view regarding female criminality? 
3.15 What is your reaction towards them after their release? 
3.16 Do you think that the nature and type of your service has 
changed your opinion about women offenders? 
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AND POUCE BEHAVIOUR AT THE MICRO l £ V a [AUGARH J A H 
22(b). DISTRDiUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF CRIME 1 1 7 
AND POUCE BEHAVIOUR AT THE MACRO LEVa [TDIAR J A U . 
23(a). DISTRDiUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC 1 2 1 
STATUS AND THE NATURE OF POUCE INVESnCAnON AT THE MICRO WIEL 
[AUGARH J A U . 
23 (b). DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC 1 2 3 
STATUS AND THE NATURE OF POUCE INVESTIGATION AT THE MACRO LEVE 
[TIHAR J A U 
2 4 ( a ) . DISTRIRUT10N OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 1 2 7 
AND POUCE DEHAVIOUR AT THE TIME OF ARREST AT THE MICRO LEVa 
[AUGARH J A U 
2 4 ( b ) . DISTRIBUTION OF BESPONDETNS ACCOBDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 1 2 9 
AND POUCE DEHAVIOUB AT THE TIME OF ABBEST AT THE MACBD LEVE 
[TDIABJAU 
2 5 ( a ) . BISTBIBUTION OF BESPONBENTS ACCOBDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 1 3 2 
AND THE BOLE OF POUCE IN THE PBOCESS OF TRIAL AT THE MICBO LfVE 
[AUGARH JAU. 
2 5 ( b ) . DISTRIBUTION OF BESPONBENTS ACCOBDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 1 3 3 
AND THE ROLE OF POUCE IN THE PROCESS OF TRUL AT THE MACRO LEVE 
niHAf lJAU. 
2 6 ( a ) DISTRIBUTION OF POUCE PERSONNE AND THE NATURE OF TREATMENT OF 1 3 8 
THE WOMEN OFFENDERS AT THE MICRO LEVE [TMAR JADJ. 
2 6 ( b ) . DISTRIDUTION OF POUCE PfllSONNE AND THE NATURE OF TREATMENT OF 1 3 9 
THE WOMEN OFFENDERS AT THE MACRO L I V E mHAR J A U . 
&i^T &w M.mmmmw^M.wz©mm 
1. A .M. : ATTEMPT TO MURDER 
2. A.P.T. : AGAINST PUBLIC TRANQUILITY 
3. B.C. : BACKWARD CLASS 
4. D.D. : DOWRY DEATH 
5. D.T. : DRUG TRAFFICKING 
6. S.C. : SCHEDULE CASTE 
